
PECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DEEIVED FRO: 

g! ENVELOPE 
Cotter 

i - Liaison 
eg 1 - Mr, Shaw 

(IS) 100-428092 BY LIAISON 

Rate: Bay 10, 1966 | 6 

" Το: Director pam 
it Bureas of Intelligence and Research 
7. Department of State 
ἌΡ Ω | ςς bY me 

“ Frop: John Edgar Hoover, Director ie | yee py 
τ. β 4: 

Subject: PEOPLE'S REVOLUTIONARY PARTY POLIAN PEOPLE 
15TH CONGRESS = JUNE 7, 1966 

The following information furnished by a source 
which has supplied reliable information in the past is 
being brought to your attention os a matter of possible 
interest. 

The 15th Congress of the Mongolian People's 
Revolutionary Party (HPRP) is scheduled to bo held in 
Vian Bator, on June 7, 1966, and will have the following 
agenda: 

1) Report of the Contral Comittee; 
(2) Repert of the Central Auditing Committee; 
(3) Adoption of a new Program of the HPRP; 
(4) Directives om the Fourth Five-Year Eeonomic Af 

and Devolepment Plan of the Nongeolian People" 8 
Republic for 1966-76; | 

(5) Election ef the Central Bodies ef the UPR 

Ameng the various communist parties which have been 
invited to "send delegates ta the 15th Congress of the ΒΗ is 
the Communist Party, USA. The Communist Party, USA, has beon See 
invited te send oze fraternal delegate and the expense-ier-— 6 gi OO 
the delegate's travel will be paid by "REAR? “ας av Of —~ 92 

11 1966 " 
Because of the sensitive natuyr\oz εὸ dbllece which b6 
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SEE NOTE PAGE TWO δ 



Diractor 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: Classified "Tgp-BGeret" since data reported could 
reasonably result in the identification of the source 
(CG 5824-8%) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could resuit in grave damage to the Nation. Inte tion 
extracted from Chicago sirel 5/3/66 captioned Sole; IS-C" 
which discloses that CG 5824-8% obtained thie information 
while attending the 23rd Congress of the CP of the Soviet 
Union held 2/38-4/6/86 in Moscow, Russia, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 5/5/66 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

“Gp -- 
ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated April 

5, 1966, 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and 
CP, USA Reserve*Funds in the possession of CG 5824-S*, 

During the month of April, 1966, CG 5824-S* was 
involved in the 20th Solo Mission. There were no additions 
to or disbursements, from the Solo and CP, USA Reserve Funds. 
Accordingly, the balance of funds in possession of CG 5824-5* 
as of April 30, 1966, is as follows: 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, L1TGHOUS. occ cc cece env evoness $149, 580, 65~ π᾿ 

ΟΡ, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois...........0.. wee eeeas 26 

$149,580.91 

(2) Bur eau (RM) 
2-New York (RM) 

(1 - 100-134637) (SOLO) 

(1 - 100- 128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) 
1-Chi (ἧς. icago = swsis Ree joo 38 07/ — call - 

i Prewwnied homcnimey 

EX-108-- 6 MAY 12 1966 
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sl it 

1. ~ DeLoach 
1 ~ Sullivan. - 

- . 1. ~ Baumgardner. 
Hay 9, 1966 1 - Liaison 
a 1 - Mastrovich | 

με: 

FEI AUTOMATIC .DECLASSIFICATION GUID! Τὶ 

VATE 01730-2012 _ ᾿ ENVEL ; 

lJ STEPS TAKEN BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF | 
Ὕ THE SOVIET UNION TO STRENGTHEN ‘THE 
bo UNITY OF THE VORLD COMIUNIST HOVEIENT 

The following ainfornation was supplied by sources 
‘which have furnished. reliable information in the past: 

_ Fraternal delegations ta the 23rd Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Moscow, Russia, fron 
March 29 to April 8, 1966, were permitted to review a twelve~ 
page document entitied "Steps Taken by Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union to Strengthon the Unity of the World Communist | 
Hovenent.™ It was stated that this decument was. highly | et 
and was not. to be discussed vith other delegations. The’ 
essence of this document was as follows: 

The Central Comittee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, supports the recommendation of the Harch, 2965, 
Consultative Meeting to convene another world conference of 

ΠΧ communist parties at a suitable time. This world conference. 
\ is regarded as the culminating stagce of extensive work aimed - & 
\y #t promoting ideological .and political cohesion and building 
\' 8 principled foundation for the advance of the world communist. 
ὰ moverent . ἜΝ 

. . : 7 

Tho. Contral Committee, Comnunist ty of the © Ν 
Soviet Union, has, since October, 1964, received over 100 ' 
delegations and representatives from nearly 50 comunist 

0 » parties in nonsociaiist countries, During this samo period 
i 

Ay ἢ 

wz εἰ ἡ 

over 24 Soviet delegations have gone abroad to participate 
in the work 2f fraternal parties of other countries. 

hol The Comnist Party of the Soviet Union has twice. 

tole Democratic Republic: ὁν ἢ 1, These proposais vere 
bac Tejected by tho Chinese Jeadership.. , ν . Ὑ) 

ΕΝΝ Ἐς Ὁ “5: LD. 4 
Coucd = LO0~428091- oS Ζ sl ψ KE 
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UNITY. OF. THE. FORLD- -COSMUNIST. HOVEMENT " 

“unity of ‘the world. ‘connunist movenent ¢. 

NOTE: 

‘STE, PAREN BY THE ΘΥΜΌΝ ΣΟ PARTY. oF 
‘THE SOVIET UNION TO STRENGTHEN: THE 

-- 

τε " = 

The Communist Party of the. Soviet Union, had in. tha 
retént past taken the: following: nddi'tional, Measures “toward 
‘un y: 

Ν᾿ (1. Directdd approxiriately ‘six comunications on 
7 -eooperative. matters to the. Albanian ὡ of Labor. 

‘These were not, answered, 

- (6) Attempted: to. negotiate with. the. Contiat 
Comittes, Communist Party of Japan. Xo favorable 
response was rodélvad.. - 

(3) ‘Offeréd advice. to. the Indonésian Comiunist, 
Parity xéegarding certain fallacies in tir position. 

- which would wéaken the Antie-inpérialist forcég in 
“Indonesia. This advice was: turned. ‘down. | 

_ Cy Atténpted. té6. establish: contact with ‘the 
‘Conmunist Party of New, Rebland. These attempts. have _ 
been ignoved « —— ᾿ 

- (6) Abtenptea, το οἰ norinaL ace ¥Yélations with the: 
~Comiunist Parties of Burma, Malaycand Thailand, - 

- ‘These attenpts have. failed to yield: any positive 
¥yésults And ‘none of those countrios sént delegates 

. tothe 23rd. Goneress + of the Communist, Party of tho, 
‘Soviet Union, =. 

‘Regardless of tho ρον, thé. Communist Party of the _ 
Soviet, Union, 2: cooperation with other Marxist-Leninist 
partios, will continus ‘ta Search for WAYS. doading to the 

»" 

τ Boéatse of the’ sensitive native of thé sources. 
hich ssidiod "TODS above information, ‘this communication 
38 Classified "To et. 

| Classified Tears" sirice’ unauthorized diséicsure 7 
“of this information ‘could. reveal the Adentity ‘of the source. 
(CG '5824-S*) who-is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally” grave ‘damage to this country. 

- GNOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3) 



a eres 

STEDS TAKEN BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF” 
- ‘THE SOVIET UNION TO STRENGTHEN ‘THE: ᾿ ᾿ 

. UNITY OF THE. ‘WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEHENT Ξ 

‘NOTE. οὐνττνσεῦ: : 

Ce Seddage has been. réferred to as "sources" in order £0. farther 
protect ‘his identity. Dissemination is: being made,.to Honorable 
Marvin Watson, Spécial Assistant to thé President;. Honorable. ἡ 

_ Dean Rusk, Secretary of Statey TVice Adiniral William, Ἐς Raborn, Jr., 
Director of Central Intelligence. Agency; the. Attorney General and ἢ 

- the Deputy Attorney General by routing slips. Data extracted. 
from CGairtel 4/30/66 captioned "Solo, IS = C." See memorandum 
Buangardner to Sullivan, 5/6/66, éaptioned "Solo, Internal Security - 

, Communist, "! prepared by’ NIM ΤῊΝ Ν 

EE, - ΒΕ . - - —_ 
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* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (fn 

“M emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES== 
TO > Mr. W. C. Sulliv DATE: May 6, 1966 

Ne 

DeLoach 

Sullivan Holnes, -.ὕ..-... 

Baumgardner --7- 
Liaison 
Mastrovich_ 

FROM : Mr, Ἐς J. Baumgardner 

ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

This is to recommend that. the data developed by. 
CG 5824-S* during his recent mission to the Soviet. Union, 
regarding communist unity, be: disseminated to the White House, ° 
the Attorney General, the Secretary of State and Director of 
the Central. Intelligence Agency, This: data, which Was made 
available to CG 5824-S* by an official of the International 
Department} Central: Committee, Communist Party ofthe -. 
Soviet Union,. is as follows: 

FE ped pe rial 

= id 

Fraternal delégations to the 23rd Congress of the - 
Communist Party of the ‘Soviet Union in Moscovw,, Russia, from 
March 29 to April 8, 1966, were permitted to review a twelve- 

1 page document. entitled "steps ‘Taken by Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union to Strengthen the Unity of the World Communist 

_Movement;" It was. stated ‘that. this. document was ἜΝ Σ μῶν 
and was not to be discussed with other delegations. Th 
essence of. this:-document_was as follows: 

The Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, supports the recommendation of the March,. 1965, 
Consultative: Meeting to convene another world conference: of Ξ 
Communist parties, This. conference is aimed at promoting: 
ideological and political cohesion and building a foundation.. 
for the world communist movement, The Central Committee-has> 
Since October, 1964, received over 100 delegations from nearly 
50 communist parties in nonsocialist countries. ‘The Soviets: 

' sent over 24 delegations abroad to work with fraternal parties 
of other countries, = a 

τι 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union 85 twice 
‘proposed to discuss, jointly, with. the Communist Parties of 
Vietnam and China measures to safeguard the gecurity!'of® the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam; These proposals Were rejected ot 
by the Chinese leadership. Rik Ὁ " 

ἑ _ ΤῊΣ ose 
100-428091 | #90 = ae ον Jo0. ἜΝ l= 
Enclosures 

CONTINUED--OVER . 
NIM:pah ; XIE 108 may 12 wie 

(6) 



were ‘not answered, z ἢ 

a * 

Memorandum to Mr. W. Ὁ, Sullivan 
Re: SOLO . 
100.-.428091 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union has in: ‘the. 
recent past taken the following additional measures toward ᾿ 
unity: τ ΩΝ 

os ,; 

(1) Directed approximately six ‘communications on | 
cooperative matters to the Albanian Party: of Labor. These, 

3 % ξ . πὸ Ι 

ee 

(3) Offered advice: “to the thdchesian Communist Party 
regarding certain fallacies in Siter: sposition which would weaken 
the anti-imperialist forces -in, indonesia, This ‘advice was’ 
turned -down. πος af ’ 

t 

(4) Attempted to establish contact with the Communist 
Party of New.Zealand, These attempts ‘have. ‘been: ignored: eae 

i ᾿ * 

(5) Attempted to noritalize relations with ‘the i oa 
Communist Parties of Burma, Malay,and Thailand, These 
attempts have failed to yield any positive results and 
none of these countries sent delegates. to the 23rd Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

" Regardless: ‘of the above, the Communist Party of the — 
Soviet Union, in cooperation with other Marxist-Leninist Parties, 
will continue to search for ways heading to the unity of the 
world communist: movement’, +. 

See ee 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That attached summary be sent to the Honorable Marvin. 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Vice. Admiral William Ἐς ‘Raborn, Jr., Director 
of Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney Général and the 
Deputy Attorney General,. by routing slips incorporating the data 
obtained by. CG 5824-S*, 

[ + « 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE : - petoach 
May 9, 1966 ) 7 Tiaison 

_ | «Baumgardner 
1.~ RCPutnani: 

A source, which hes supplied rel table information . 
in the past, furnished the following regarding Saviet sid | 
to developing countries: .. 

| Selected delegations to the 23rd Congress ef the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Hescov, fugsis, from 
March 29 to April 8, 1966, were permitted to review a twelve 
page document entitled "Economic, Technical and Hilitary | 
Cooperation Between The USSR and The Reveloping < Cou atries.*. 
It was stated that this document was “Digeey"Ssecret” and was 
net to be discussed vith other delegations. The -easence of 
this docusent was as follewa: 

The strengthening of fraternal alliances with nations 
which have throun off the colonial cy semicolenial yoke is the 
cornerstones of Soviet international policy. The Soviet Unian, 
like all other socialist countries, considera it an interne- 

να thonsl duty to offer suppurt te the struggling young nations in ε 

Ξ- ἢ Afeptea, Asia and. Latin America. Ono of the features of the 
ΠῚ 1966 “ 1970 Five-Year Plan of the Seviet Union is the extension 

of aid to these new nations to strengthen their ecohonies., No 
᾿ political strings are attached to thie aid and there care no 
wmilsterai provisions, The aid includes esononie ccoone¢ ration, 
trade and training of personnel. 

: feday the Soviet Union has econenic and technical 
agreenents with 29 nonsocialict Afro-Asian countries, Fhese 
agreements have beon inplemented im 25 countries, To date | 
4,700 million rubles in economic ald have been comaitted with 
3,000 million rubles comnitted for Asian countries, while the 
balance is σοι τέο te the new na’ ons of Africa. TF 

_ Soviet aid gill be utilized, te bui%d or. extend G00 industrial . 
end agricultural enterprises in these nations. ? 



SOVIET AD To DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ~~ an 

‘The groatest ‘pioblem Pacing the now nations. 45. 
the Jack of internal sources to findnce their ἀοφοϊοραοπέ, ~~ τ 
‘By granting long-tern drédits tho Soviet Union has played © 
an important rolé in the tochnidai development of the now | 
nations. Tho. Soviet Union has granted credits in the mount. 
of 4,100 miliion rubles of which 1,800 nillion mibles have 
-peon’ drawn. Tho: credits are formally granted for twelve to. 
fifteen years. Repayments are arranged in equal install~ 
monts starting from ono to three years, after. ‘the aid has ἮΝ 
‘been delivered. . a 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source | 
which furnished the abdov. information, this communication | 
is. elasettioed ays) t." . 

1 

XEROX. Copies BEING SENT TO HONORABLE. MARVIN ἢ WATSON, SPECIAL 
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, “SECRETARY 
OF STATE; VICE. ADMIRAL WILLIAM Ἐν RABORN, JR... DIRECTOR OF’ 
‘THE. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY; THE. ATTORNEY GENERAL}, AND 
THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL BY ROUTING SLIPS. . 

πε 

Ἷ 

NOTE: Ὁ β - 
ἷ See: Gover Wemorandum Baunigardner- to Sullivaii, 5/6/66, 

~¢aptioned "Solo, Internal Secuxity ~- Communist," prepared. by. 
RCP:pah. Classified ” " because unauthorized disclosure 

- of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who. is of continuing yalue and such revélation could . 

-" result. in exceptionally graye damage to the Nation. Data extracted . 
_ from CGairtel. 4/29/66 , captioned "Solo, IS. = C4", πος τς 
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DeLoach Tele, Room 
Sullivan Ε Holmes 

Liaison Τῷ pow 
Baumgardner -. 

SOLO ΠΔ “Ἐν C. Putnam ΤΠ 
ERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST - πα “ 

ς΄ ἣ 

eee rears 

ἂς 

Φ 1) 
This is to recommend that data obtained ‘by CG “5824=S* 

on his recent Solo Mission regarding Soviet aid to developing 
countries be furnished the White House, “the Attorney General, 
Secretary of State and Director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency. This data is as follows: 

Selected delegations to the 23rd Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Moscow, Russia, from 
March 29 to April 8, 1966, were permitted to review a twelve~ 
page document entitled "Economic, Technical and Military 
Cooperation Between The USSR and The Developin untries," 
It was stated that this document was “nipmeyeecret" and was 
not to be discussed with other delegations, The essence of 
this: document was as follows: εὐ 

The strengthening of fraternal alliances with nations 
which. have thrown off the. colonial or semicolonial yoke is. the 
cornerstone of Soviet international policy. The Soviet Urtion} 
like all other socialist countries, considers it an interna- ~ 
tional duty to offer support to the struggling young nations in 

| Africa, Asia- and Latin America, One of the features of the 
1966 - 1970 Five-Year Plan of the Soviet Union is the extension 
of aid to these new nations to strengthen their economies -™ No 
political strings are attached to this aid and there are no 
unilateral provisions. The aid includes economic cooperation, 
trade and training of personnel, 

Today rthe Soviet Union has economic and technical 
agreements with 29 ‘nonsocialist Afro=-Asian countries. These 
agreements have been implemented in 25 countries. To date 
4,700 million rubles: in -economic aid have been committed with 
3,000 million rubles committed) for Asian, countries, while the 
balance is committed to the néw nat'vons' of Africa. This Soviet 
aid will be utilized to build or ;extend 600 industrial and. 
agricultural enterprises in these natigns... “660 2 

Ἰ an _ 628 09/ — 
100~428091 a /00 “58 μοὶ 
Enclosures $-7-GS& EX-108 | 

ο΄ - Bg, CONTINUED--OVERG fay 15 1966. 
RCP: pah 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re? SOLO 
100-428091 

The greatest problem facing the new nations is ; 
the lack of internal sources to finance their development. ~- - 
By granting long-term credits the Soviet Union has played ἮΝ 
an important role in the technical development of the new 
nations, The Soviet Union has granted credits in the amount 
of 4,100 million rubles of which 1,500 miklion rubles have 
been drawn, The credits are normally granted for twelve to 
fifteen years, Repayments are arranged in equal install- 
ments starting from one to three years after the aid has 
been delivered, 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

That attached summary be sent to Honorable Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean 
Rusk, Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William Ἐς, Raborn, Jr., 
Director of Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General 
and the Deputy Attorney General, by routing slips incorporating 
the data obtained by CG 5824-§S*, 

Me oh dh bog 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT , De Oa CR meen 
Wick 

Memorandum ROUTE INE ENVE! LOPE &—= 
TO Mr. Conrad (7: . DATE: May 9, 1966 Zz 

From, τ £9, F, Downing ie hos — 

SUBJECT: Choro ) 
β WA 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C NO UA, 

On 5/9/66, the New York Office furnished the text of 
a message the informant desired to send and requested that it 
be enciphéred. The cipher text was furnished to New York on 
the same day. 

5. ye The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

nd 

RN 

μ ; Enclosure 

1. - Mr. Conrad . 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
L - Mr. Downing 
2. - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock i of 

ALE, REC 2B yyy — ¥2509/— gs 
HS; dex” mnrnemrt Peenneciad ὑραμαααμιεε 

: } 
4 

EX-108 6 MAY 12 1966 
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\ | O 
5/9/66 

96595 05705 16026 97405 11915 03014 99179 92001 18873 05194 

60796 73255 08753 62322 23030 25993 84249 93122 53447 48793 

48956 94050 80819 47186 96216 43678 48714 27447 70053 08547 

20449 49667 12358 13009 95018 35881 68766 07746 10659 37204 

04094 70585 44559 93526 77097 22192 23587 27063 48142 55206 

45268 02654 

er mater ee tiled a ae er teat a pa ee ee a my ie, a πῶς ςς a atiemeatiemdiemeti ee ar laenethat dn cake tht he ti, amd sadn nak δνὲκ. ἀπ." σαν 

ΒΕΪΓυΘΒΕΘΕΡΤΊΟΝΗΕΒΕΙ συμ εν F REQUENC τ εϑνοηλήθραήθυρε 

ΑἸΟΗΤΟΓΗΕΙ͂ΡΒΕν I OUSONES||TUgRECEPT I ONINTHESE|I ΝΒ ΤΑΝ ΕΘ 

HASBEENGOONTHIgL AS {WEEK| |THE GHNOTSELEVELIHASDEF INI 

TEL YWDECREASED|SPRING|, ὦ 
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CLASS ΤΕΤΟΛΤΕΘΙΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

TE 01-20-2012 

ROUTE IN ENVELOpR 
May 10, 19646 

BY LIAISON 

ony 1 = DeLoach 
Le 1 = Sullivan 

" ᾿ Mee 1 = Baumgardner 
Honorable Robort &. McNamara 1 = Lisison 
The Secretary of Defense i = Shaw 
Washington, Ὁ. C. 

Dear Hr. McNamara: - = 

The enclosed σον Andis , which sets forth the | 7 
essence of a "highty-Sééret" Soviet document captioned τ τ 
"Soviet Aid to the Viotnamede Feople,” is being brought os 
to your attention as a matter of possible interest. mm 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 
whieh have furnished reliable information in the thi: 
eommunication and its endlesure are classified τ 
This information is also being furnished to other 1 
officiala of the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 1S 

dee sn FAs Θ᾽ γῆ... SS a> REC- 2 

a, Enclosure vad 6 MAY 12 1966 
K-108 

—— 

.-.-.. ee 
NOTE: mee . 

J Classified αξρρπτατοι" because unauthorized disclosure 
Le of this information could reveal the identity of the source 

(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-5 

oo: is referred to as “sources” in order to. further protect the 
ilo Security of this informant, Information extracted’ 'from CGairtel 
Mohr - 5/2/66 entitled "Sole, 15. - Cc." mandum Baumgardner to 
casper SUllivan, dated 5/30/66, captioned {Soigy) Inte nal Security, « 
cower Communist," prepared by Wipmsaedem WGS:0s4 Sone 

Fali 

Noes ny ΤΣ 
Sullivan 

re NGS ΡΘΕ, 
Sandy ES ᾽ Ὁ" ΩΝ DM 206 TBE UNIT gq 4, ‘elt 

δ LY ASMED, -_, LAtrpr ἐν 



ἘΕΓΤΙΑΒΒΤ ΤΕ ΆΤΤΌΝ ἈΤΤΤΗΠΈΤΤΨ DRE 

RUT OAT c DECLASSIFICATION CWUIDZ. 

SATE O1-30-2£01L2 

».- - 
᾿' ι " 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ως ΝΣ ay io, 1966 

BY LIAISON 

Vv = 

2 ον i I~ DeLoach 
. . 1-Suilivan 

1- Baumgardner 

Vice Adnival Witidan F, Raborii, Jv., USN (net, > i~ Liaison. 

ἔ ᾿ AYL, 

Director i~ Shaw = 
Central ‘Intelligence Aeoney 
Washington, Ὦς C. ; | _ 

Dear Adniral Reborn: | — Oe 

Tho: enclosed. tomorandim, ghdoh sets forth the x Ξ 
essonce of a ' Et" Soviet document captioned eg 
"Soviet Aid to the Vietnanosé Pédple," is’ being brought : ? 
to your: attention asa matter of possible interest, 

Because of the sensitive natix‘e of our sources 
which have furnished reliable information in. ‘the: past ;. this | 
communication and its enclosure are classified " : 
This information is also being furnished to. other Tntorosted 
officials of the Government... 

Sincerely yours, ,.. 55 gob 

Om oO ΒΕ 28 MAY 121965 
aa Enclosure - " of. 

_Seewenmnte ——— ---- 

NOTE: Classified στο “4 hecause ‘authorized disclosure 

(CG 5824-S#) who is of continuing value and such, revelation 
could xésult in exceptionally graye damagé to the Nation. 
CG, 5824-S* is referred to as "sources't in order to further 

ΒΝ protect the security of this informaht. information extracted 
. no from CGairtel 5/2/66, entitled "Sold, Is - 
wee Baumgardner to Sullivan,. 5/9/66, capti ‘oned™ 

—Sectrity - Communist," prepa Sea GSi05h. 

p ‘or this information could reveal the. identity of the source 
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RourE D IN ENVELOPE 

page BY LIAZSON 

Vice Admiral Willian F. Raborn, Jr., USN (Ret.) 1 - DeLoach 
Director ">. Get. Ft Sullivan 
Central intelligence Agency > : - Baumgardner 

ashingtony De Ὁ. 1-8. 6. Putnam 

May 10, 1966 

Doar Admiral Raborn: 

The following information regarding the leadership 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is being brought 
to your attention as a matter of possible interest. . 

A sourco which has furnished reliable information = = 
in the past made availablo the following comments of tvo oo 
high-ranking officials of the International Department of a) 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the : “ty 
Soviet Union in April, 1966. Sr 

In the Fall of 1965 the collective leadership which 2 = 
ruled the Soviet Union was an unoasy alliance. It was mt 
expected the pawer struggle would be resolved at the 
23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
in the Spring of 1966. Now that the Congress is over, it 
appears that Leonid I. Brezhnev, General Secretary of the 
Party, and Mikhail Suslov, membor of the Politburo, mobilized 
sufficient forces to enable them to continue in ‘power. 

At the same time it is apparent: that the faction 
yopresented by the younger group and thé military, which wants 
to do away with the "leftovers of the Twentieth Congress" of 
the Party, is still a definite force. It is with this group 
that Premier Alexci Kosygin is reportedly aligned. Evidence 
that this group is stiil a foree is shown by the fact that at 
the 23rd Congress it was made evident that the Party will 
hereafter bo mercilessly omphasizing the class strugele. 
This was indicated in speeches of lesser delegates calling 
for stiff penalties to enforce Party discipline and some 

.even demanded criminal procectaig® agains ἢ deviating, member's ath 
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Vico Admiral William F. Raborn, Jr., USN (Rot.) 

The manner in which the Congress was steged further. 
indicates where control of tha Party rests. Throughout the | 
Congress Suslov sat at the right hand of Brezhney and Kosygin 
sat at the left, No paper or specch was doliverod to the 
Congress until cleared by Suslov, At the samo time Aleksandr 
Shelepin, member of the Politburo, who reportedly is aligned 
with tho younger group which supports. Kosygin, set on. the stege- 
nike “a wooden Andian" and was nondemonstrative throughout the | 
ongress, a 

Thus, it appears that while the Brozhnev-Suslov 
‘faction holds the zvelus, thers was no clear-cut victory. ‘Yor. 
example, before the Conrress it was announced - Suslev would 
deliver 2 vory dnportant specch on idecolory. He did not. Ho 
spoke on Vietnam and the need τὸν prolatarian intornationalisn. 
It was latex learned that ‘the oripinal speech was not dolivered 
because it might. have indicated there was no ‘unaninity anong 
the Party isadership. 

τὰ appears there δ a ‘continuing prabien oF leader~ 
ship: in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. For the time 

' being those who believe the Party must build economic sticcess 
in the Séviet Union are in control over those who believe they ~ 
can une the people by. achieving continued victories: for - 
commun sm. | ΕΝ 

ΕΝ it tho. general econoindc conditions ‘in the 
Soviet Union do not. improva in the next year or two; tlie 
Brezhnev-Suslav faction will bd in trouble. - Their futuro 

- fests upon economic accomplishnents and what. they. deliver 
to the people, Thus, the retention of the prosont leader=. 
ship resta upon the success’ of the 1966 « 1970 Five-Year 
Plan for ‘industry and- agriculture. 

- Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
dorinichea the above information, this communication is classi=< 
fied 'Tap-secfgt." This information is also being furnished. 
to other interested officials of the Government, ΕΣ 

Sincoroly yours, 



e Φ 

Ee 
Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, Jr., USN (Ret.) 

NOTE: 
Classified δ πατος τῆ since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-8*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result inexceptionally grave damage to the national 
defense. See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/9/66, 
captioned “Solo, Internal Security - Communist," prepared by 
RCP:pah, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/2/66, same caption. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Hay 10, 1966 
7 BY LIAISON 
qe | 
“<" HHonevable Mervin Watson i - ΠΡΤΟΘΟΝ Special Assistant to the President 1 τ ΒΟ νη 

rhe White House a l _ Poudgardner::- ashington, Ὁ. ὃ, (Sele 1~ R. C. Putnam 
Dear My. Watson: 

The following information Yegarding the leadership 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is being brought | 
to you attant ion as ἃ matter of possible interest to the 

Εἰ Ν 

A source whieh has supplied reliable information 
in the past made available the following comments of ὑπο 
high-ranking officiaia of the International Department of 
the Central Conmittee of the munist Party of the 
Soviet Union in April, 1966, Sy REC fui) - yal ad 

in the Fall of 196 collective leaderebap which 
ruled the Soviet Union was an uneasy alldance. it w 
expected the power struggle would be resolved at the 
2ard Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
in the Spring of 1966. Now that the Congrosa is over, it 
appears that Leonid 1. Greshnev, Goneral Secretary of the 

; Party, and Mikhail Suslov, mambor of the Politbure, mébiligea ~~ 
GS (> eugficient farces to. onable then τά continue in POWSE 9 MAY 12 1966 

At the game time it is apparent that the faction 
ropresented by the younger group and the military, whidh wants ="" 

μ to do away with the “leftovers of the Twenticth Congress” of | 
the Party, is still a definite forces, It is with this group 
that Premier Alexei Kesygin is seportadly aligned. Evidence 
that this group is stall ἃ force is whown by the fact that at 4g 
the 23rd Congress it was made evident that the Party will υΐ 
hereafter be porherer ΘΕΒᾺΣ δα του the class struggle. » 

Detach — —This was indicated es of lesser delegates galling 
for stigf penaities ὃ to onfores Party discipline and seme 
even demanded goriminal procesdings against \/ members. 

; | 
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Honorable Maxvin Watson . 

The 1 manner in which the Congress waa ataged further 
andicgates where coitrol of the Party resta, Throughout the 

ee ὅλον sat at the vaght hand of Broeshnev and Kosygia 
gat at the left. Ne paper or speech was delivered to the 
Congress until sleared by Sugiov. At the game time Aleksandr 
Sholepin, member of the Politburo, whe ropertedly ta aligned 
with the younger group which supporte πον, sat on the stage 
Like "a wooden indian" and was nondenonatrative ehroughout the. 

POS. 

Thus, it pppeare that while the Breghnev«susiov 
faction holds the reins, there wag no clearcut victory. For 
‘example, before tha Congress ἀδ was announced Suslov would 
deliver a very important spdech on ideology. He did not. He 
Spoke on Vietnam and the need for proletarian internétionalian, 
It wae later learned that the original speech was not delivered 
because at might bave indicated there was no unaninity ‘among 
the Party leadership. 

ft appears there is a ¢ontinuing problem of Jeader~ 
ship in the Communist Party of the Seviet Union. For the time 

. being these whe believe the Party οὐδὲ build economic success 
in the Soviat Union are in contral over those who believe they 
can win the people by achieving continued victories. for 
eommun dem , 

if the general economic conditions in the 
Seviet Union do ποῦ impreve in the next year or two, the 
BrozhnoveSuslev fadtion will be in trouble. ‘Their future 
reste upon economic accouplishments and what they deliver 
to the people. Thus, the retentien of the present leader« 
ship resta upon the success of the 966 « 1970 Five+Year 
Plan for industry and agriculture. 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
furnished this information, this communication i¢ classified 
‘“fop-Geerat,” This inforsation ia being furnished to the 
Attorney General and te ether interested officials of the 
Governniont. 

Sineuruly yours, 
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_ . ClLassified pees" since unauthorized distlosure. 
of this information cotlid reveal the identity of the - source: 

" (CG .5824-S*) who is of continuing. value. and such revelation 
"gould. result in exceptionally grave damage ‘to the national 

defense, See memorandim. Baumgardner to Sulliyan, .5/9/66,. 
captioned "5016, Internal Security — Communist," prepared by 
RCPspah, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/2/66, same caption, 
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CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY GREBIVED FRON: 

AUTOCRATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

[E 01-30-2012 

=, ROUTE iN ENVELOPE 
May 10, 1966 

| BY LIAISON 

je a a DeLoach a 
1 = Sullivan 

1 = Baumgardner. 
Yonorable Marvin Watson | 1 = Liaison. 
Special Assistant to the President .}.« Shaw oo. 
the White House. sss ok oy 
Fashington, ὰ we 

Dear Hr. Watson: 

The.g Bclased memorandum, which. sete forth: the. 
essence of a “hiclipsstrpet” ουδὲ document captioned 
“Soviet Ald to the Vietnamese Poople," is being brought. 
to your attention as ἃ matter of possible interest to the 

esidont. 

Betause of the sensitive nature of our sources 
which have furnished reliable infarmation in the_past, this 
communication and ite enclosure are classified ΠΝ, ὟΝ 
This information is also being furnished to the. 
Attorney General end to other interested officials of the <0 

σὴ ἡ - Government, Ἂ 1% REC ἃ pup - yor 

ou? Sincerely yours, “Ss 

GS MAY 12 1966 

Van pee 
| ρα περι because “ῃᾳᾳα disclosure 

jj A oF this information could reveal the identity of the source | 
Ae (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 

result in exceptionally gravésdamage to the Nation, CG 5824-84 is 
Tolson referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the security of 
“oir... this informant. Information extracted from CGairtel 5/2/66 entitled 

lo, IS=C," See memo Baumgardner to Sullivan,. 5/9/66, captioned 
ne Security - ist," prepared by WGS:0sh, 
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ΜΒ. 5.5} Ε CAL ON AUTHORETY DERIVED FROM: 

“FET AUTOMATIC DE CLASS FICATION ΠΡ ὁ wore ———) τ δ᾽ ΕΣ a - ποτ 

‘DATE (1-30-5012 i . at. "ἡ , ᾿ ' = 4 ᾿ 
: dy. κ᾿ - . - Ὁ ᾿ . 

a ot, Ὁ a ΤΠ ΡὋῸ Ο Ἔ = (Mr. \‘DéLoach 
- - = : ᾿ Re: " Ν᾿ Ὁ ΡΩΝ Sullivan: 

foe ᾿ . « Liaison > 

= Mr, Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Shaw 

᾿ 

ayy 

Le pet 

Τ' 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE. a 
"" ; May 10, 1966- 

. SOVIET AID ΤῸ THE' VIETNAMESE. PEOPLE 

" “the following information was furnished, by. ‘Sources 
which have ‘supplied. réliable. information in the pasts 

ΒΕ αὐ 
— xi 

ως ᾿ Certain fraternal delegates at the 23rd Congress, of wes 
" the Communist: Party of the Soviet Union, - which was’ ‘held info: = 

‘Hoscow,. Russia, from March 29). .. to. April 8, 1966, ‘were’ πο μὰ 
permitted to, review a"! pat eight-page. Soviet JTS 7 

. document entitled "Soviet “Aid. τὸ the Vietnamese: ‘People. " με oN 
f The essenée of this document was as follows τ᾿ ee- 

ad “ “ Soviet aid to the Vietnamese people has reached. the = 
totai. ‘Sum-of one and δὶ half billion rubles, two-thirds of — - 
which Was, given in 1965-66. During 1965.56,, Soviet: economic: 

"| φλᾷ το. the North Vietnam Government reached. the: sun.-of ‘about 
450° million rubles... The : greater part. or the Soviet. aid: ‘was 
for the development of North. Vietnan's, main branches: of 
Andustry, such as: coal, chemical. and engifieering. 

“ Factories built with Soviet ‘aad. are playing ‘an 
~  .~. important. rol¢ in ‘laying the ‘ndterial avd technical basis of . __ 

δι * “socialism! in North, Vietnam. Forty. per cent of ‘the. total Da 
a power capacity of North Vietnam was, puilt with. Soviet φλᾷ; ᾿ 

“-" - τσ The. Soviet Union is also extending considerable 

repulse "United States aggression." ‘Fron 1953 to 1966, 
Soviet military aid exceeded 800° million rubles). 600 million 

sof which was: granted in. 1965-66. . 

The Soviet, Union has delivered to: North Vietnah 
giound=to-air rockets, thousands. of anti-aircraft ‘guns, ι 
machine, guns, field guns, tanks, o£ various types, aircraft, 

. hélicopters; warships and many other. items. of military 
-- . éguipment. In addition, the Soviet Union.has trained 

oO North: Vietnamese: ‘airmen in the ‘Soviet Union, and is in the 
of ay -process of establishing Army ‘colleges for the purpose of 

De SEC τοις τὶ 
Mohr training North Vietnamese officers i 
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disclosure of this information. fine ten ‘the identity. 
of the source (CG 5824-S*). who 18. of “continuing valué: and: 

General and Deputy: Attornéy ‘General by’ routing ‘Slips:: 
Data extracted from ‘Chicago. airtel 5/2/66 captioned. 

‘Classified liv 

such reyélation, could result in exceptionally grave damage’ 
to the δέξου. CG 5824.S% has been reférred to 85. -᾿ 
Ysources” in, order to further protect the. identity of this. 
valuable source, Disseminatien is being made to- Honorable. 
Marvin.Watson, Special Assistant, to the’ Président; Honorable 
Dean. Rusk, ‘Secretary of State; -Vice Adiiiral Williamy Ἐς Raborn, 
ὅτι, βάχθοζοχ: of Central Intelligence Agency; Honorable” 
Robert. McNamara, Secretary: of Defense and the “Attorney oy, 

. 

ποτοῦ; IS - C." Séé mémorandim, Baumgarnder to Sullivan . 
5/9/66, Prepared. ‘by. NGS:csh. | εἷς ων ἢ 



ΓΑΆΤΤΘΙ AUTHORITES DERIVED FEGH: 

TIC DECLASS IFICATION ΠΥΓΤΤΕΙ 

IN ENVELOPE 
1 ~ DeLoach 

| _ 1 = Sullivan 
‘May 16, 1966 1 - Baumgardner 

- Liaison 
~ Wannall 
- Mastrovich μι fod pst 

The Zolioving information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, 

ΠΑ represéatative ef the Brazilian Communist Party, 
while attending the 23rd Congress of the Commmist Party of 
the Soviet Union in σου, Russia, from March 29 te April B, 
1966, delivered a report to the fraternal delogatien of the πο ὩΡ 
Communist Party, USA, dealing with the domestic situation a 
and the status of the Compunist Party in Brazil. This τ: 
Brazilian represenatetive, who is believed to hold the position . 
of Chief Beputy te Luis Carles | Gg, General Secretary, _ 2 
Brazilian Communist Party, is reportedly one ef the comufist - ὦ 
leaders now being gonght hy the Brazijian Government for 
criminal prosecition, The exsen¢e of this Brasilien 
Communist Party representative's remarke was aa follows: 

fhe current dictatorship in Brazil erose as ἃ result 
<3 of the coup d'etat of Apri, 1964. The United States Department 
2 pet State and the Pontagon had been preparing for this coup prior 
a GS 1964, Conditions worsened after the accassination of ‘the. - 
δ" Ξ \ President of the United States, John ¥. Kennedy, Te offset . 
aN democratic and national mass movements in Brazii; reactionary. 
aN elencats ted by the military undertook their com. This: was 
ve done to. smash the united front movement of 21 politics? parties, 

including the Brasilien Labor Party of ‘Juan Goulart. Goulart. 
ig now in exile. ΝΙΝ " ΝΣ 

pp ey ' The forces that anderteok. the Coup Were , dominated ἮΝ 
=" @ group called “Sorbonne,” the elite of the Brasilian military 

and technerfats, lawyers, physicians and businessmen, ' This 
group seized the presidency, suppressed demecracy and Liguidated 

" the psople’s right to vote, The United States Departnent of . 
. ΒβΒεαῖθ and the International Mouetsary Fund force the present 

policy of the Brazilian Government which is Gesigned to take 
_____ the Government “out of business." | | 

| (SEE a PAGE me 
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ὌΝ . 

pouReTIC SITUATION AND | 
COMMUNIST PARTY STATUS ἘΝ ΒΑΣΙ, 

Aa a result of represstons and perseoutions, this 
military Government of Brazil is uarrowing tts social base _ 
end al2 decisions have been taken away fron politicians. 
There is now a struggle among the military fer powe Pos= 
sibilities now exist for toppling this military Government. 
The objeetive of the Bragiildan Communist Party is to mite. 
opposing forces, liquidate the military Government and ereate 
& new democratic Brazil. 

The Braziiisn Communist Party réequesta that the 
Communist Party, USA, organize solidarity for those communists 
on trial in Brazil. "also, that the Communist Party, USA, 
fequest: that the Bragilfan Government suppress gharges against 
proeves and the Central Comittee of the Brazilian Communist 

ve 

The Brapilian Communist Pavty, duc to necessity, 48 : 
completely underground. It ie well organized and prepared te 
take advantage of future legal podéibilities, Zt must combine 
‘legal with illegal work. It te active in factories and shops, 
All printing of newspapers fe done underground. All conmunist 
printing equipment, bookshops and Labraries have been confiscated. 
Book burning is widespread in Bragil. Currently, 10,000 people, 
mostiy communists, are on trial in Brazil. DPesapite charges, 

 eommunists are net. leaving the country. Most of the consunist 
_. leadership remains in Brazil in order to organize the struggle 
agninst. the military Government, . 

ποτοῦ ‘Beesuge of the sensitive nature of the sources which 
phed the pboye information, this communication is oclasgie 
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᾿ς @oumstie srtuarron ann | - 
COMMUNIST’ PARTY STATUS iN BRAZIL 

a 

| NOTE: 
. 4, , Classified: "Tope iSexpt'" since unau 
of this. information “61 reveal the. idéntity of the sourcé. 
(CG 5824-S*). who is of continuing value and ‘stich revéjation | 

. could. result in, exceptionally grave damage to this country. 
| OG 5824-S* has been reférred™to as “sources in order τὸ further 
protect his identity. Disseiination is béing made to Honérable 
Harvin Watsoh, Special Assistant to the President: Honorable 
Dean, Rusk, Secretary of State}. Vice Admiral William. Ἐς Raborn, Jr.,. 
Director of Central Intelligence Agency; 3 ora 

. the. Deputy Attorney General by routing ‘slips, Data extracted | 
_ from CGairtel 5/4/66 captioned. "Solo, IS.- C.'! See- menérandum - 

unauthorized ‘disclosure - 

. 5 ΡΣ ἋΣ oe = ? se? pee oe et a -_ ᾿ » 

Baumgardner to: Sullivan, 5/9/66, captioned "Solo, Internal _ 
Security Communist; prepared: by NUM:csh spih(Data also being. 

: disseminated to: Department: of Defense.) ~ po 
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the Attorney General and. _ 
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* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | “Ξ 

Memorandum ΤΕ IN ENVELOPE ΞΞΞΞ 
TO Mr. W. C. suse / | DATE: May 9, 1966 ef < 

. τ 1 ~ DéeLoach 
FROM iMr, F. J. srangasaner ¢ - Sullivan 

- Baumgardner Gendy —— 
oO . wet ~ Wannall ~ 

somecr(Soi0 α) " ; ~- Lidison — aA 
“INTERNAL SECURITY = CORMUNIST - Mastrovich 

This. is to recommend that the data developed by” 
CG 5824-S* during his recent mission to. the Soviet Union, - 
regarding.conditions in Brazil, ‘be ‘disseminated to the Ὁ ‘ 
White House, Attorney - General, Secretary of. State, Secretary 
of Defense, and’ Director of the Central Intelligence. Agency, 
The essence of this data, which was reported to members of the 
Communist Party, USA, delegation at a meeting on 4/4/66, by a 
representative. of ‘the. Brazilian Communist Party, is as’ follows: ‘ 

A representative of the Brazilian Communist Party, 
while attending the 23rd Congress. of the Communist? ‘Party- of 
the Soviet ‘Union in Moscow, Russia, from '3/29/66 to'"4/8/66,, 
delivered a report to. the fraternal delegation of=the ~ 
Commtinist Party, USA, dealing with the domestic situation 
and. ‘the. status of the. Communist. Party in Brazil.~ This _ 
Brazilian representative, who is believed. to hold the position | 

_. of Chief Deputy. to. “Luis Carlos Prestes ,. General. Secretary, 
Brazilian Communist, Party, is reportedly one of the communist 
leaders. now being sought by the Brazilian Government for vi 

tS Bet fel μὰ 
[ 

criminal prosecution. The essence of this Brazilian Communist 
Party representative's remarks was as follows: 

The current dictatorship in Brazil arose as a result 
of the coup d'etat of April; 1964; The United States Department 

-of State and the Pentagon prepared for this. coup prior to 1964, 
To offset worsening conditions after the assassination of 
President Kennedy, reactionary elements led: by. the military 

11 undertook the coup. This was done to. smash the united front 
“movenent of 21 political parties, 

The forces that undertook -the coup. were. ‘dominated 
by a. group called "Sorbonne ,"! the elite of the Brazilian 
military and-technocrats, lawyers, ‘physicians ‘and ‘businessmen: 

- | This group seized the presidency, suppressed democracy and ᾿ 
- liquidated the. people's right. to vote;. The. United States. “τ τς ee 

Department of State and the International Monetary,“Fund force 
the present policy of the Brazilian: Government which is — phon 7 

1} designed to take the Government "out ὁ Gupmess =! 
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ὶ _ 
Memorandum to Mr. ἢ. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 

As a result of repressions and persecutions, this 
military Government of Brazil is narrowing its social base 
and all decisions have been taken away from politicians. 
‘There is now a struggle among the military for power; 
Possibilities now exist for toppling this military Government, 
The objective of the Brazilian Communist Party is to unite 
opposing forces, liquidate the military Government and create 
a new democratic. Brazil. 

The Brazilian Communist Party is completely 
underground and well organized; It is active in factories 
and shops, Ail communist printing equipment, bookstores 
and libraries have been confiscated. Currently, 10,000 
people, mostly communists, are on trial in Brazil. Despite 
charges, communists are not leaving Brazil. 

The Brazilian Communist Party requests that the 
Communist Party, USA, organize solidarity for those communists 
on trial in Brazil. Also, that the Communist Party, USA, 
request that the Brazilian Government suppress charges against 
Prestes and the Central Committee of the Brazilian Communist 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached summary be sent to Honorable Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Honorable Robert S,. McNamara, Secretary of 
Defense; Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, Jr., Director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General and the ~- 
Deputy Attorney General, by routing slips incorporating the 
data obtained by CG 5824-S*, 
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Memorandum cakes — 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ὩΣ 

: Mr. We. ¢ sult fan DATE: May 9, 1966 ~ renee 

DeLoach aa — 
Sullivan Holmes —— 
Liaison Gandy 

> Mr, F. J. Baumgardner lo 

CQ | 

ort NAL FORMRO, 10 O 3010106 OC ! 
(962 UDITION | 

asa OiM, REG. NO. 27 To 

UNIT ED STATES GOVERNMENT ΕΞ WileLoach vo 

fot fal fel Pet pe etd 
Baumgardner | 

(S010 Β. C, Putnam 
RNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST Co 

ἢ he 
This is to recommend data developed by CG 5824=-§* 

regarding the current status of the leadership of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union be furnished the White 
House, the Secretary of State, the Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency, and the Attorney General. Source 
obtained data in conversations with Nikolai V. Mostovets 
and A. 8: Belyakov, high officials of the International” 
Department of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

δ 

= ΤᾺ the Fall of 1965 the collective leadership which 
ruled the Soviet Union was an uneasy alliance. It was expected 
the power struggle would be resolved at the 23rd Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in the Spring of 1966. Now 
that the Congress is over, it appears that Leonid I. Brezhnev, 
General Secretary. of the Party, and Mikhail Suslov} mémber of 
thesPolitburo,, mobilized sufficient forces to ehable them to 
continue. in. power. - ον -- - ἐν ΕΝ --- 

At the same time it is apparent that the faction repre-_ 
sented by the younger grottp and thezmilitary, which wants to do 

_away. with the “leftovers of the Twentieth Congress" of the. Party,’ ο 
is still ‘a definite force, τὸ is with this group that Premier 
Alexei Kosygin is reportedly aligned. Evidence that this group 
is still a force is shown by the fact that at the 23rd Congress 
it was made evident that the Party will hereafter be mercilessly 
emphasizing the class struggle. This was indicated in speeches 
of lesser delegates calling for stiff penalties to enforce Party 
discipline and ‘some even demanded. criminal proceedings against 
deviating members ; 

‘bts 
The mahner in which the Congress. wasstaged further 

indicates where control of the Party rests.:: Throughout the 
Congress Suslov sat at the right hand of Brezhnev and Kosygin 
sat at thé: left. No paper or speech was delivered to the 
Congress until cleared by Suslov, At the same time -Alexsandr 
Shelepin, member of the: ‘Politburo, who reportedly is aligned 
with the younger group which “supports Kosygin, Sat on the stage 
like “a wooden Indian" and was Ἀρηάθροαβυταῦῖνο throughout the 
Congress; a ς /00-F230F/— FSU 

\ 
ree - 
ry Se aeimeinieenial 

35 Ntneabo Ἶ 8 1966 
ΠΝ νυ σπκοννον 5-10-66 εν περ. εκ MAY ἃ 

(6) " ; 
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Memorandum to. Mr; W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 

' Thus, it appears that while the Brézinév-~Suslov 
faction holds the reins, there was no clear-cut victory. For 
example, before the Congress it was: announced Suslov would 
deliver a very important speech on ideology. He did not. He 
spoke on Vietnam and the need for proletarian internationalism. 
It was later learned that the original speech was not delivered 
because it might have indicated there was no unanimity among 
the Party leadership. 

It appears there is a continuing problem of leader-= ᾿ 
ship intthe Communist Party of the Soviet Union. For the time 
being those who beliéve ‘the Party must build economic success 
in the Soviet Union are in control over those who believe they 
can win the people by achieving. continued victories for 
-conmunism, 

If the general economic. conditions ‘in the. ἡ 
Soviet Union do not improve in the next year or TWO, the. 

|-Brezhnev-Suslov faction will be in trouble. Theix future ‘* 
rests upon economic accomplishments and what they deliver Poa 
‘to the people, Thus, the retention. of the: present leadership , 
‘rests upon the success of the 1966 - 1970 Five-Year’ Plan: for 

| industry and agriculture, , nee ors 
4 ᾿ ; . Ν ¥ ξ " τι 

RECOMMENDATION ΠΕ ΞΕΕΕΕΕΣ 

That attached letters containing data. furnished by > 
CG 5824~S* be furnished the: Honorablé; Marvin Watson, Special cf 
Assistant to the President; ‘Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary | ὌΝ ᾿ 

- ‘State; Vice Admiral Willian- Fy Raborn, JL 35: Director. of - via 
Central Intelligence Agency;. and the Attorney General,’ 7 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT : nes 

MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE s—= 
Felt .-.- / 

TO τ, W. Cc. supen DATE: May 9, 1966 Su se 

Tele, Room 

FROM =F. J. Baumgardne 1 - Nr. DeLoach Gondy 
it - 1 Mr. Sullivap., δ “ 

seer Coup) 1 > Liaison γ᾽ e 1 - Mr, Baumgardner 
ERNAL SECURITY -— COMMUNIST i - Mr. Shaw 

This is to recommend that data pertaining to 
" "Soviet Aid to the Vietnamese People" be disseminated to 
δή the White House, Attorney General, Secretary of State Rusk 
Δ΄ and Central Intelligence Agency Director Raborn. 

CG 5824-S*, while on his recent Solo mission in 
2.soviet Union, was afforded an opportunity to review a 
ὲ " eight-page Soviet document entitled "Soviet 

Aid to the Vietnamese People." Informant advised that essence 
of this document was as follows: 

t 

Soviet aid to the Vietnamese people has reached the 
Sum of one and a half billion rubles, two-thirds of which 
was given in 1965-66. During 1965-66, Soviet economic aid to 
the North Vietnam Government reached the sum of about 450 

{million rubles. Forty percent of the total power capacity 
of North Vietnam was built with Soviet aid. 

, The Soviet Union is also extending considerable 
military aid to North Vietnam including modern weapons to 
repulse "United States aggression." From 1953 to 1966, Soviet 

_. . military aid exceeded 800 million rubles, 600 million of . --- 
which was granted in 1965-66, 

eal 

The Soviet Union has delivered to North Vietnam 
ground-to-air rockets, tanks of various types, aircraft, 
helicopters and mobile repair stations. In addition, the 
Soviet Union has trained North Vietnamese airmen in the 
Soviet Union and is in the process of establishing Army 
colleges for the purpose of training North. Vietn officers, 

: : 8 wor Fob OC) SE 1h RECOMMENDATION : “10861 ΜΑΥ 18 1966: 

_ Attached for approval are indimidual,.jetters to the 
Honorable Marvin Watson, ‘Special Assistant to the President; 
Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; -Vice-Admiral ‘William - 
F. Raborn, Jr., Director, Gentral Intelligence Agency; Honorable 
Robert S. McNamara,’ Secretary! lof (Defense, ‘The -Attorney General 
and Deputy Attorney General, od by oF δ δὲ ΒΕ ΖΚ, memorandum, 
incorporating the. data obtyined by CG 5824-S*.) / 

ey Enclosures lars) δ yt . 
: 0- 4280, . f 
ΠΣ π ἢ χὰ «(ρ΄ 9 a wk (6) 



w “ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SECLASSTERICATION AUTHORITY DREITYED FROWN: 

BRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSTRICATION fOIDE . 

MATE O1-30-2£0Le a” 

DeLoach 
Sullivan 

- Baumgardner 
Liaison 
Shav 

Hay 20, 1966 

Hak fond, frat fond, fot 1:11 ‘INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 0 OF INTELLECTUALS’ 
PLANNED . FOR. HAY ΟΣ 1966, IN RORTH ΕΊΝΑΙ 

ty “The 2olloving information vas furnished by sources 
“ἢ which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

ΤᾺ April, 1966, ἃ. neeting took’place in the 
Soviet Union betveon ropresentatives of ‘the Communist Party, 
USA, and the Comiunist Party of North Victnem. During the 
meeting NGUYEN DINH THI, General Secretary of the Uriters , 
Union of North Viotnam, as well as a. special representative 
of the Communist Party of North Vietnam, madé the folloving 
comments: 

The TWetters Union of North Vietnam is planning an i 
International Conference of Intellectuals for mid-lay, 1966, 
an ΟΣ Vietnan, This is not to be a political conference. 

t rather simply a meeting of inteliectuals yho are united= ὡς 
Sian in opposition to the “ageressive-action" of tho United States ~ 

= Sin Vietnan. Thé purpose of the conference is to condemn ᾿ς 
© United States “aggression and atrocities" in Vietnam and.,te " 
arp lend support to the “four-point program” advanced by the pS SO 
wes go North ‘Vietnanese. Government, ᾿ ‘= 
& Ye ς ἅν Ὁ 
es \s The Preparatory: Committee for the Internationa: τ 

ΟἽ As Conférence of Inteliectuals is considering inviting two = 2 ᾿ 
ν δὰ categories of guests, ‘The first cntegory is to include all a 

| of those individdals who strongly support the Vietnamese a 
» (> people in their struggle. The: seroud category is: to include: ; 
Uself those individuals: who are sympathizers but who may not fully 

support the full "four=point progran” advanced by the 
Government of North Vietnam. 

Five delegates from the United States are to be. 
invited to attend the conference and the sponsors of the. 
conferonce. have requested the assistsince of the Conmunist 

=e USA, in haying the ‘soligping individyals fron the fy 

peas =A 00-t20 1-- ὅς, 9. MAK seh " 

he (ome no NOTH PAGE 2) “ἢ 

ΝΟ — ai 
Rosen —— = ik 
Sulliven — 

Tavat 

— ΜΕ 366° 
μοϊεωα τὴ ἢ 
ee ἵ matt RooM CJ) revetype unit 4 



. ae FOR HAY 1966, in. NORTH NIETNAM 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF ANTELLECTUALS ᾿ 

United States participate in the conference: Dr. Linug_z ing; . 
rs Arthur Miller, oa playwright; : 
‘and Bettina Aptheker, a self-proclaimed 

- Commun arty, , member and student at the University of 
California, Berkeley, California. - 

᾿ ‘The Communist Party, USA, representatives pointed . 
-out. that American Negro intellectuals should-also be invited. 
to the conference, They: specifically. noted. that Dr. Martin ‘Luther. 

~King, prominent Negro civil rights leader, ‘might, be favorably: | 
inclined’ to. accept an invitation to the conference... Ν ᾿ 

-Becauce of the sonsitive nature of tho nources which 
made. this information available, this communication | ‘is classi~ 
fied: UEpposearer ." 

NOTE: ᾿ ; 
Classified nigueaeseat" since. unauthorized ‘disclosure 

of this information céuld reveal the identity. of the source —. 
(CG 5824~S*) who is of. continuing ‘value and, such revelation ᾿ " 
could Fesult in. exceptionally grave damage. to the: Nation... ° 
“CG. 5824-S* has’ been referred ‘to as “gources"” in order ‘to further 
protect: the. identity of this ‘valuable source, Dissemination is 
being: made. to. Honorable Marvin Watson,. Special Assistant to the 
‘President; Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary ofState; Vice Admiral 

oo Willian. B.. Raborn, dr., Director of Central Intelligence Agency. — 
and the Attorney General & Députy Attorney Geheral by routing. 
slips. Data extracted from CGairtel: 5/3/66" captioned "Solo, 
IS - Ὁ." See memorandun. Baumgardner to Sullivan, dated 5/9/66, 
captioned "Solo, Internal ‘Security = Communist, ‘prepared by . 
NGS :pah. 
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"UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT > | . | Uohy 
ne Cafptr Memorandum-pouteé IN ENVELOPE 

Galo 

TO OM, W. C, Sullivan ran yee pate: May 9, 1066. (ΓΛ Sites 
Tave - 

~ ΝΣ ᾿ 1. ~ DeLoach τῶς Room -. 

FROM Mrs Fs Js Baimgardner oie Sullivan δέμας. ἝΝ C ΕΝ - Baumgardner ° 
oS . " 1.“ Liaison ΝΕ 1. SUBJECT: ‘Gao : ἮΝ Shaw 

AL SECURITY, = communist’ το ῥ 7 

This is to recorimend that. data pertaining to. ari 
tYnternational Conference of. Intéllectual's" planned for May, 
1966, in North Vietnam, be: disseminated to.the White ‘House, 
Attorney General, Secretary of State Rusk and Central {ntelli- 
gence Agency Director Raborn. oO ες 

While in. the Soviet Union on his recent goo Mission, 
CG 5824-S* was present at a meeting of representatives of the 
Communist Party, USA, and the Communist Party of North Vietnam 
which was held in Moscow, Russia; During the meeting, 
NGUYEN DINH THI, General Sécretary of the Writers Union of 
North Vietnam, as well as aspecial representative of the 
Communist Party of North Vietnam, made the following comments: 

International Conference of Thtellectuals for mid-May, I966;. 
__ jin North. Vietnam for-the-purpose of condemning United -States; 

{ "aggression and atrocities" in Vietnam and to lending stipport 
to the "four~point program"! ‘advanced by the ‘North ‘Vietnamese 
Government ,. ‘63 . 

- Consideration is being given to inviting individuals 
| who strongly support the Vietnamese people in their struggle 
and to inviting those individuals ‘who are sympathizers jibut 

| who may . not. fully support the. "four-point program." 

‘The Writers Union.of North. Vietnam is -planning:-an: 4 

The sponsors. of the conference have requested the 
assistance, of the Communist Party, USA, in having the follow- 

{fing individuals from the ‘United States ’ participate in the con- 

Ing 

bic 

ference? ‘Dri: Linus P nner; Arthur 
Miller, ἃ playwright} and Bettina 
_Aptheker, self-procla e OnmMunis arty , menber :and a 
‘student ‘at the University of California, berkeley, California. 

- -- ᾿ 100428091. - - ZL Lx ~ rhe = 2-607] — Ss Si 3. 
| Enclosures 221g 5—/0~ - 

| ΜΝ econ ZZ0VER ᾿ ; 
WGS:pah A. eels tem σα 
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Memorandum to Mr. W.«C, Sullivan 
Re: SOLO : 
100~428091 

The Communist Party, USA, representatives at the meet 
ing pointed out to their North Vietnamese comrades that American Negro intellectuals should also be invited to attend the con~’.2 
ference and specifically noted that Dr. Martin Luther King, 
prominent Negro civil rights leader, might be favorably. inclined 
to accept such an invitation. 

OBSERVATION : 

Bettina Aptheker is the daughter of Herbert Apt 
r of the Communist Party, Ush, National. Comittes;[ | 

[fies been identified as a Communist Party member; an 
auling and Miller have supported communist causes in the past, 

King is. a communist dupe in that he willingly accepts: guidance 
from the communists... 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached summary be sént ‘to ‘Honorable Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to. the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William.F. Raborn, Jr., Director 
of Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney ‘General .and ‘Deputy 

, ι * 

Attorney General by routing slips, incorporating the data._ 
= “aa “αὶ oe = - - 

furnished by CG 5824-S*, ee 
Ue 
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Memorandum Route IN ENVELOPE = 
᾿ ή - Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLoach — —s 

Wick 

Fe 

TO Mr. Conrad «ἃ ms DATE: May 10, 1966 ἘΞ 

΄ ε ἴσοι 

FROM .\F. Downing te 
- Gondy »- 

© 
SUBJECT: . 

RNAL SECURITY -Ὁ C7 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted . 
to him ‘by radio. 

Δ} On 5/10/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
ed station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages. 
in T were transmitted. 

- 

1. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
i - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1... Mr. Paddock 

HS:drv 

(7) pio 42$001 = SSE 
mt τ 
«ΟἿ 6 MAY 18 1866 

. ina =a 

aye 
ΘΒ MAY 18 1966 - 



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22.64} 

Date: 5/6/6 

UTE IN ENVOLOPE 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL | 

(Priority) Ι 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) 

Ψ PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
ἴ. ΤΩ 

Ρ» SUBJECT: 
76 

On 5/5/66, there were received from the 
Soviets, via radio, two ciphered - coded messages, 
the plain texts of which are as follows: 

1. "Mo Gus Hail OT ; ih 

| "Jf you have any problem with sending to μ᾽ ἢ ἡ 
Komsomol Gonference that is’ to open on May 17..a Negro ᾿ © bee 

be; you may éntrust this mission to rn 

City on May 15 by BOAC flight 501 from. 
ον London, Henry Winston." Ene land 

ee Le 

Re above, seeW airtel, 4/18/66, page 25 and 
! NY airtel, 4/6/66. 

τα @ fp. 
Kk 3-Bureau (RM)- 

-Chicago (134-46. sub ἜΣΕΙ 

-who- is in USSR_now. Suppose to - 5 - 

1-New: Yori (234-91) (INV) (421 
- Ie ; ; New Yor b~ 2-509) 5S/ 

AGB: béa , ee 
ge 

at + woe 

Py meal ms 
a 

ι. 

Ky” 
‘gs pr gent in Charge 

Approved: 

GO MAY 18 i : 
Sent -- --.---- -Ῥ.- ὅος“-θ--. Μ Per 
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NY 100-134637, Θ6Ξ᾽ ΝΣ 
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2. "Mo. Jack Brooks. 

_ “Phoné number: for May - June’ is 7449200,- Ie  _ 
was used in Noveinber. = Décémber = * ae pe 

- 4 . 
i‘ " 

ae The. above message. is. a référence πὸ, phone — * 
‘nuiiber to which, NY 69428. is to.make a teléphone call 

" acknowledging clearance of a drop. 
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ΒΟ ΤΕ ΤΕΑΤΕΌΝ ADTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPICATION ΓΠΤΡΕ 

MATE OL-3sa-2012 i 

BY LIAZSON 

L ~ DeLoach. a 
Ρ ; 1... Sullivan - τ 

ov j ̓ 1... Baumgardner ~ . By 
" Honorable. Dean Rust | . \ bb’ ay” Fe i= Liaison '° 

The Secretary of State 4 \¥ i i =~ Shaw - ~ Ξ 
Washington, D. 0.0 an Go 2 x 

ue wey 

5/2/66 entitled oe - σι" See memo Baumgardner to Sullivan, 
Debeesi τς 5/9/66, captione ‘Sale, δ interhal feourity - Communist," prepared : 

Ὁ Mie —by WGS:2sk. ed Pre an 
Coen rman aes 

CONT ad wnrecenepemenes =~ 100-428091 ; Dera , τι | Wf 4 

a res ah ° ΤΟ »»» VA Ὁ 

see ae αν το solu Gtomatic ἤμτ 
frotlee oe down 
Tole, etna ie 285 

_ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE * 
4 Hay ἰὸ, 1966 

Deat Hr. Ruski . o£ 
& 

ids 4 
The enclosed m orandum ; which sets forth the. 

essence of a. * Soviot doctinont captioned 
"Soviet Aid τῷ the Vietnanese Peopic," is boeing brought 
to your attention as a matter of. possible interest. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 
‘ which have fuxnished reliable information in the past, this 
connunication and its snclosure are classified "Topecesi. 

_ This information, 4s,. also. ‘boing furnished to other interested Ἷ 
officials of the Governnént .. 

ῃ 
2 

sindervery’ yours; 

“REG 85/00 - Y2GOT!.- SE/G 
—— Gives t 

“ΟΝ 4 6 “86 
Enclosure MAY 13 1966. 

_ NOTE: Classified SE" b because unauthorized ‘disclosure 
ὍΤ this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*). whe is of continuing vaiue and such: révelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824~s* 
is referred to as. "sourcés" in order to further protect the ὁ 
security of this informant. Information extracted from CGairtel 

eA AY vB ΝΣ TELETYPE unit LI 
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VECLASS 
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ΤΕ ΤΟΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED Ὲ ΒΟΙΑ: 

ΚΤΕ Π1- 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cuITE - Sok, ον .- 

30-2012 _# 

ες | 
Χμ 6 MAY 18. 1966 

7 ώ represented by the younger group and the nifTitaty,.whichowants — 

Honorable Dean Rusk = ἢ , 
ἐ 

¥ a 

bt The Secretary of State - 

‘ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
| a _ Hay io, 1966. 

BY LIAISON 

~ DeLoach - 
- Sullivan. | 
- Baumgardner 
~ Liaison 
=-R. €. Putnam -. 

Washington, D. C. ; Y. 7 | 

᾿ Ap δὲ 

ΕΝ ‘Fhe following information regarding the Zeadership —~ = 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is being brought = “3 

_ to. your attention as a matter of possible interest. | 
τι ad “ἜΝ ΝΣ “rie, 

. A source. which. has furnished Yellable information Ev 
. in the past made available the followiig comments of two π΄ τ 

- et ee ot pe 
Dear. Me. Rusk: 9 

high-ranking officials of the. International Department of ~ = π᾿ 
the Central Committed of the Communist Party of the _ 8 Ὁῷ - Soviet Union in. April, ORC ἢ 8 Reg 28 ,“6.-- ψ;ροφί.- SS 7 7 

in- the Fail of 1965 the collective léadership whith - 
ruled the Sovict Union was an uneasy alliance, It was 
expected the βουνόν. struggle would be resolved at the | _ - 
43rd, Congress of the Comminist Party of the Soviet Union . .. 
in the Spring of 1966, Now that the Congress is over, it _ 
appears that Leonid I, Brezhnev, Gonoral Secretary of the ᾿ 

. Party, and Mikhail Suslov, member of the PolTEpivor-mebreszod 
+ sufficient. forces to. enable them to continue in power. 

At. tle sime time it ig apparént that the faction — 

to do away with the "leftovers of thé Twentieth Congress" of. . 
_ ‘the Party, is still a definite force, It is with this group -. 
that Prenier Alcxei Kosygin ig roportedly aligned, Ividence 

Mr Tolson..._ opt this group is still a force. is shown by the fact. that at. - 

AE TR 

Tele Root, 

Miss ΕἸ 

. 23rd Congress it. was mide. evident that the Party will ° - 
‘eater hoe mercilessly enphasiging the class struggie; 
S wag indicated in speeches of lesser délégates calling 
stiff: pehalties ta enforce Party discipling and somo. 

ἢ demanded criminal proceedings. againat deviating members. 
es by | og 

ial t, ees 7 νί 

~428091 Ι Qe 
pah- - to πος Ἴ r ἢ ῃ - in ne ‘tc aa Ὁ ; 

Η 

a } rac : AM Vile “(SEE NOTE. PAGE 3) | an ΝΣ ΕΝ 

egy 



_* 

Honorable Dean Rusk 

The manner in which the Congress was staged further 
indicates where control of the Party rests. Throughout the 
Congress Susiov sat at the right hand of Broshney and Kosygin 
sat at the left, No paper of speech was delivered to the 
Congsese until cleared by Suslov. At the sama time Alekeandr 
Shelepin, member of the Politbure, who reportedly is aligned 
with the younger group which supports Kosygin, sat on the stage 
Like “a wooden Endian" and waa nondemonstrative throughout the 
ougress. - 

Thus, it appears that while the Brezhney=Susioy 
faction holds the reins, there Was no dclear=cut victory, 
example, before the Congress if was announced Susloy wuld 
deliver a very important speech on ideology. He did not. Re 

gt was later learned that. the original speech was ‘not ‘delivered 
because it might have iadicated there was no unanimity ginong 
the Party isadership. 

Xt appeats there ag a continuing problen of leader« 
ship in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. For the tine 
being those who believe the Party must build sconomke success 
in the Soviet Unien are in control over those who believe they 
oan. vie the people by achieving ‘continued victories for 
communian. 

iz the general seonomie conditions in the 
soviet Unien do not improve in tho next year or two, the 
EreghnoveSuslovy igotion will bo in trouble. Their future 
vesta upon economic accomplishments and what they deliver 
to the people. Thus, the retention of the present leader-= 
ahip reste upon the success of the 1966 « 1970 PivecYear ᾿ 
Plan for industry and agriculture, 

Because of the sensitive nature of the gourde which 
furnished the ve information, this communication is clasai~ 
fied * a" This information is also béing furnished 
to otter interested offiatats of the Government. 

Bincersly yours, — 



Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: Oo 7 
Classified "Zo SSugot" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-~S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the national 
defense. See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/9/66, 

captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," prepared by 
RCP: pah, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/2/66, same’ caption. 



ἘΞ ΕΈΘΑ Τ ΤΟΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

Pl AUTORATIC DECLASS IFICATION GULDE 

SATE Gir Sor 2oLe 

. Φ 

- ΕῚ 
Μη, - Β . a? 
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, 7 REPAESENTATIVES OF TRE WATEGNAL 
Ao LIBERATION SRONT OP SOUTH VIEFHAM CONCERNING 
ἜΣ | NE UNITED STATES AND VIETNAM 

Sources, which have supplied reitable information 
in the pact, uade “available recent comments leading 
representatives of the National Liberation vront of South 
Victaae. concerning the United States and the situation in 

86 et ἈΡΡΉΣ. πο δὶ δ᾿} mite ἡ rey τὸ nates 

rea PLIERS ὁ Party, USA, whe Were. ts ΓΙᾺ man ote 

sieve 

jantatives of the 
“e σα at the να 

Communist Party of the Soviet UTakon.. 

2 BIRE,. beer of the Central Comittee 
of the κι Nationa’ Liberatios Front, commented in essence ag 
folLisws s. 

The poople of South Vietnan wore the firet wvictios 
' and the people of tke Enited States the second victiazs of 

jh m aggressive inperialisa. When people in the United States 
nt fight their nation's inporiclian they are fighting for their 
” wn best interests... The Communist Party, USA,. deserves 
., heartfelt thanks gor its brave fight. The people ἕξ South 
\, Vietnam ore suffering from the effects of this war but at 

\ Whild end and their task will be over. The Communist Party, 
. USA, will still have many tasks to eonplete because united "States 

δι imperialism will still exist jim many countries, 

‘eANDUM | 

aarape 

ἐπε he 

(ΟΝ fie ν᾽ 
ΩΣ SENT FER NOTATION 

ἐν ey We are giadé that the Comaunist Party, USA, has been 
A μοὶ able Raa éevelop & Gide movement to end the war in Vietnam. 

The Communiat Party, USA, must find the link with the anases 
and their grievances With the administration of Prastdent | 
Jonagon apd combine them pith the struggle in Vietnan.. 
Linking up the forces of greatest iafluence the ‘Commnise 
Party, USA, sheslé seek the wife or mother who has a husband 
or son fighting is Vietnam. A otruggie skovld ales be developed 
oround the fact that the youth are being sent to πὸ, ἐν ἀν ΟΝΝ in 
Vietnam iastead of the military reserves, The Nerro vty 

Nini «(CMOVeneRt in the United States kas a deep social oh ἢ: προ (νυ [> 
lr gem Of the Commmist Party, USA, 49 to ceo how it can 
Cosper “dink thie stingeie with United States rapper toneP in Vietnan.. 
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LIBERATION FRONT OF SOUTH VIETNAM CONCERNING 
THE UNITED STATES AND VIETNAM 

“bias: 

‘the capitalist claas to advance the working class. If the 

Communist Party, USA, can lead a bread peace movement it 
will evow and win victories which will alse be victories 
for the Vietnamese people. 

ο --« Wnated States troops are not trained for guerriiia 
warfars. They are surrounded in their camps. This is why 
the National Liberation Front has been able to annihilate 

whole battalions. The roads in Vietnam were not built te 

dle the modern ailitary equipment of the United States 
treopa, therefore, the troopa have to be supplied by air. 
There are not enough United States soldiers available to 
supply the front line treeps. This means these troops can- 
not venture far from their bases er occupy territory for an 
extended period. | | 

Comrade MINK, head of the permanent mission of the 
National Liberation Pront in the Soviet Union commented in 
essence ag fellows; 

Every family in South Vietnam haa auffered losses 
because of the present conflict. Villages have been destroyed 
and rebutit s dozen tines. This represents the iron will of 
the people te win. 

Phe National Liberation Front is cortain of political 

and military victory. It seeks the withdrawal of United States 
troops and tho support of the people of the United States 

din this regard. Even the people in the cities of South Vietnan 

are opposed to the United States and the “puppet troopa of 

‘South Vietnam are not with the Saigon Government of Premier 
NGUYEN CAO KY¥.". The National Liberation Front will not 
negotiate as long as United States troops are in South Vistnan. 

it knows the United States will have to negotiate in the future 

but it will be at a time when circumstances are favorable to us. 

ss Beeauge of the sensitive nature of the sources which — 
mnished the above information this communication is classified 

7 "hie Pe Le wit. at 
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COMMENTS: OF ‘REPRESENTATIVES OF THE NATIONAL _ 
LIBERATION FRONT OF SOUTH ‘VIETNAM CONCERNING τς 

_ THE UNITED STATES AND VIETNAM 

NOTE: § Classified "[mpesetmet" since unuathorized =. __ 
@Gisclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing valuée-and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 

- to the Nation. CG. 5824-S* has been referred to as !'Bources" 
in order to further: protect. the identity of this: valuable 
informant. ‘Dissemination is being made to Honorable Maryin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean 
Rusk, Secretary of State; Honorable Robert 8. McNamara; ~ 
Secretary of Defense; Vice. Admiral William Ἐν, Raborn, Jr., 
Director: of Central, Intelligence Agency; The. Attorney General 
and thé Deputy Attorney General by routing slips. Data 
extracted. from Chicago, aitel, 5/3/77 captioned "Solo, I8-C." 
See memorandum Baumgardner. to Sullivan 5/9/66, captioned. 
"Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist " prepared by RCP:cec, 

f 
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: W. 6. sullivaa ws pare: May, 97. 1966. 

UNITED STATES conn ROUTE ΙΝ ENVELOPI 
M emorandum ~ Mrs DeLoach ρους 

τ - ~ Mr. Sullivan Conted — 
κ᾽ Ξ- 

7 . " Le ‘Lidison 

F. J. Baumgardnerf. κ᾽ “. “ἢ 

Teun μων ὦ SUBJECT: - " ον , 
YTERNAL. SECURITY - COMMUNIST ©. . 

This is “to. recommend that data - 4" by CG 5824-S* 
regarding “several meetings between delegations : ὍΣ the — - 
Communist. Party, USA, and the National Liberation Front of ; 
South Vietnam" held during thé period 3/29 t6 4/8/66 while 
both delegations were attending the 23rd: ‘Congress of the 
-Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Moscow, Russia, be- 
furnished the White House, the Secretary of State, the “Secretary 
of Defense, the Director of Central Intelligence Agency and 
the Attorney General. The data is as follows: 

NGUYEN THI BINH, a member of the Central Committee 
of the National Liberation -Front, commented in essence as 

| 

follows: 

The: people of South Vietnam were the first victims 
and the people of the. United Statés the Second victims of 
aggressive imperialism. When people in the United States 

_fight their nation's: imperialism they dre fighting for their 
own best: interests; The Communist Party, USA, deésérves 
heartfelt thanks for its brave fight. The people of South _ 
Vietnam are suffering from the effects of this war. but: itewild 
end and their task will bé over. THe Conimiinist Party, USA, . 
“will ‘Still Have many tasks. to complete because’ United States,” 
imperialisin will still exist in many - ‘Countries. oo 

We are. glad that thé Communist Party, ‘USA, has’ béen 
able. to develop ἃ wide movement to end the war in Vietnan. 
The Communist Party, USA, must find the ‘Link with the masses. 

Johnson ‘and combine them with the struggle in Vietnam. In 
linking up the forces of greatest influence’ the Conmunist © 
Party, USA, should seek the wife. or mother who Has a husband 
or son fighting in Vietnam, A “struggle should’ also be developed 
around the fact that the youth are being’ sent to fight in 
Vietnan instead -of. the. military. reserves. The Negro freedom 
‘movement in. the. _United States has a deep social basis. The. 

; C--28 A 
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Memorandum F. J. Baumgardner to W. C, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 ; 

problem of the Communist Party, USA, 18 to see. how it: ‘can, 
link this struggle with United States aggression in Vietnan.. 
The Communist Party, USA, ‘Should. use the contradictions’ in ἢ 
the capitalist class to advance the working class. If the 
Communist Party, USA, can lead a broad peace movement it will. 
grow and win victories which will also he victories for the 
Vietnamese ‘people. 

- United States troops are not trained for guerrilla 
, warfare, They are surrounded in their camps. This is why 
the National Liberation Front has been able to annihilate 
whole battalions. The roads in Vietnam were not built to 
handle the modern militaryequipmént of the United States 
troops, therefore, the troops have to be supplied by air. 
There are not enough United States soldiers available to supply 
the front line troops. This means these troops cannot 
venture far from their bases or occupy territory for an extended 
period, . 

Comrade MINH, head of the permanent mission of 
the National Liberation Front in the Soviet Union commented in | 
essence as follows: 

Every family in South Vietnam has suffered losses 
because of the present conflict. _Villages have been destroyed 
and rebuilt a dozen times. This represents the. iron will of 
the people to win. The National Liberation Front is certain 
of political and military victory. It seeks the withdrawal 
of United States troops and the support of thé people of the αὶ 
United States ‘in this regard, Even the people in the cities 
of South Vietnam are opposed to thé United States and the ὁ 
"puppet troops of South Vietnam are not with the Saigon Government 
of Premier NGUYEN CAO KY." The National Liberation Front will 
not negotiate as long .as United States troops are in South 
Vietnam. It knows the United States will have to riegotiate in 
the future but it will be at a time when. circumstances are 
favorable to us. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That attached summary be sent to. Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk,’ 

᾿ Secretary: of State; Honorable Robert Ss. McNamara, Secretary of 
Defense; Vice Admiral William R.Raborn,. Jr..,-Director of .  -- = --- 
Central Intelligence Agency; ‘the Attorney ,General and’ the εν 

. Deputy Attorney General by routing’ slip incorporating the 
| ante ne 5824—S*, pn 7 
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χὰ." ΕἾ 

Director | 
‘@ureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

Anong the various communist parties which have 
been extended invitations to participate in this Congress is the Communist Party, USA. The Communist Party, USA, 
has been invited to send one delegate and the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia will handle all expenses, including 
the delegate's transportation, ; 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source 
which made thig information available iS. commin 
is classified " | wo 

7 
1 - Director BY LIAISON εὖὸ 

Central Intelligence Agency ᾿ 

Attention: Deputy Directer, Plans 

iow Mr. J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney Goneral 

NOTE: | Classified “Tapescoues" since data reported could 
reasonably result in the identification of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in grave damage to the Nation. Information 
extracted from Chicago airtel 5/3/66 captioned "Solo, IS=-C" 
which discloses that CG 5824.S* obtained this information 
while attending the 23rd Congress of the CP of the Soviet 
Union held 3/29=4/8/66 in Moscow, Russia. 

ng 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBT’ 

‘PRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPICAT 
‘GATE @L-ya-2o1l? 

ἽΝ ute IN ENVELOPE | 
(15) 200. 428091 - ἐ ΒΥ LIAISON 

| ἮΝ 1 - Liaison, 
pate: ay 2i,' 196 4 ΝΣ 1 = RCPutnam 

To:  =-_-Dixector * “τοὶ 
‘Bureau of XIntolligencsa, ond: Ressarch oe - 
Departnent of Stato. Ye ( ; 

. Brom: John Hdeay Hoover, Divector Ὁ Ὁ rl ae 

‘Subject: COMMNISE PARTY OF GREECE , 

Sources, which have. furnishoa woltable anfornation. 
in the past, mado available recent remarks of Kostas Koliannis, 
First Sccrotary of the Communist. Party ‘of Greece. The essence. 
of these.rendrks Was as follows: | 

The: Comunist Party. of Greece will attempt. to ς 
respond ἕο. the invitation of the Communist Party, UGA, -by . 
having someone. attend ‘the 18th National. Convention of * the. x. 
Commmist Party, USA, scheduled for June 22 throupli dune 26 » ῥ 
2966, in Now York City. Thore say be somo. problens in this 
regard for, nithotgh the Commmist Party of Greece was abla” 
to ave soncone nttend. tho Connresses of the Contunist Party . 
of Franca and. the Communist Party of Italy, this was donc in ᾿ 
ap itlegad τὶ manner and “to travel totthe. United States for such 
ἢ purpose is πὶ different matter, 100 - 4.2304 \.- SEXO 

The Communist Party of Greece foo canton the efforts 
undertaken. by the Comaunist Party, wUdA, to seek. the rolonso of 

᾿ς political prasonors in Greecs. At this tine thord are $0 such. 
. individuals from ΟἹ. Party endres still in prison: Some have. 
wf bedn in prison for 14 years. Pressure fron the cuts2de,. 
6 especially fron tha United States, macht foreccHd 

Governnent tg release. these people. = on τ' 
' ‘13 1966 

In its fight, for: χϑρανεδν ἈῈ woitld bo beneficial to 
the Communist Party. of ‘Grecce AP. the Comiitst Party;~HaA, 

Vohr —— τ ‘would print sone Commutist: Party. Of. Greece matordal an Communist © 

=< spat ia me j τ Κι phe Σ 
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ποι ° DArector | 
εὐ - ‘Bureau of intelligence and Research. 

Departnont of State - | 

party, σαὶ, publications. Since the Comiunist Party, naa, has’ 
- agreed to do this, every offort will be nade to supply such — 

nateriat to the Communist Party, USA. 

. At the present tine there are two Meet parties in 
Grdéco, the Communist Party. of Greece, which wad outlewdd ἀπ᾿ 

__- 1947, and the United Donocritic Left, a legal farty. Sone ΝΝ 
os believe the Communist Party of Greece expresses. its line throwgh- 

~ ἅμα United Domocratie Left but that is not correct. The United 
Denocratic Loft is much broader than the Communist Barty of 
Grocce. its membership includes Foctalists, left democrats, 
communists and podsants, While the progran of the United - 
Denocratic Left is definitely anti-imperialistic, it. docs. not 

: provide fox socialist transfornation and coincides only with 
τες the minimum program of ‘the. Communist Party of Greece. Although 
. the Commumist Party of Greéde if ποὺ a legal Party, it hes 

"achieved some depres of logality. Yt ig. well known in Greece. 
that, the. Communist Party of Grecce has representation inthe - . 
Léadership of tho United Democratic Left and that “sone of oir | 
People are, neribors of Paviianent / 

1 

_ The Commmist Party of China hag had aittia offset on 
the. Communist.Party of Greece, Tha Communist Party of Greece ; 
hag unity and follows the:line of the Communist Party of the 

__ Soviet Union, Thore ig a sunll pro#Chineso’ Commnist group in 
Greece. which split away from the Communist Party of Greece, 
This group publishes a: paper with the. aid of pro-Chinose 
Communist money, But; becausé the Communist Party of Greece 
paid ἃ high price for dogmatism after World War IX, its mombers 
havo Little sympathy for thé Chinese Communist position, 

- - Rega¥ding the polities. situation in Greeco, the 
.- _ + palace coup which overthrew Premier Gdorgé Papandreou did hot ~ 

so, achieve 811 tha goals desired and that gtruggla id stilt going: on. 

Béeause of tho sonsitive nature of the sources which 
provided the, jbove information, ‘this communication is classified 

τ ἃ = Director BE LIAISON 
_ . Gontral Intelligence Agency 

Attontion: Deputy Director, Plana 
. - ᾿ Lhe. ᾿ ere 

τ ho? 
TO} & - ᾽ς 

- “he ᾿ 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 

Classified " Kee" since unauthorized disclosure 
of this information coyld feverl the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of ‘continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, 
CG 5824-S* is referred to as "sources" in order to further 
protect the identity of this valuable informant. Source 
obtained this information at a meeting between representatives 
of the CPUSA and Koliannis while in attendance at the 23rd 
Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union in Moscow, Russia 
3/29 ~ 4/8/66, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/6/66 captioned 
"Solo, IS «- C." 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(18) 100428093. 
: BY BATSON 

‘ 1 = Liaison 
| J Datos Hay 11, 1966 1 = RCPutnam 
Lf Tos Director 
ie : Burenu of Intelligence And=Research 

Vepartment of State \ 

Frou: Jonn Régar Hoover » Directors, fa) 2 σ ot 
᾿ _ νυν’ ὦ 

Subjects LATN-AMERICAN AFFAIRS Elo) 4“, σ΄ 
lo 

A source which has furnished reliabie information in 
the past has made available récent comments of Eodrey 
Avishnondi, First Secretary of the Communist Party of Uruguay, 
concerning tntineimerican affairs. ‘The essence of Avishnendi's 
comments was as follows: . 

The gathering of representatives. from the "peapie's. 
mnovenents" of three continents fox discuas fang at the 
Tri~Continentel Congress held in Havana, Cuba, January 3 to 15, 
1966, ‘demonstrated a. new stage of the strucgio embracing tho 

whole world. The delegation from Communist China Jaid plans 
to enbarrasd the’ Soviet Union at thie Congross but did not 
succeed in creating ‘hoped for dissension. The most effective 
ond best received speech at the Congross was delivered by 
S. Ἐν Rashidov, alternate member of the Politburo of the 
Central Comittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Unzon. 
He called for the olimination of all polemics. and stressed the 
necd Lor unity in the world connunist πον οι. 

Lbs While most of the rocitts, of th τ ΞΕ ware 5 
positive eve were some negative aspects... or oxen S bp ea IF 0457 
there ‘was excessive use of "revolutionary" phrase oho 3 ay 
and sdmo Asian delegates, “elese to. Connuniast. china," ceceden 

a in obtaining positions. on some of the duipaytany cougdisions. “ 5 

fhe resolution which, in effect wanted: forthe: 
~@linination of the cotintry of Yoraci was ‘adopted through 2 
-technical use of the rules of the Congress. These rul 

—_ provided that ai2 resolutions vere to be introduged as waite 
Collchan Dein at aishon = 1 " ι εἰ i 
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τς, NOTE: 

Bureau of Intelligence dnd Research 
Department of Stato 

‘end presented to: a commiasion, If a. régolution received ἃ 

‘pdople of doubtful intentions,‘ 

' of this information could reveal the identity of the source 

Director 

4. 

twoathirds vote of tho commission, 1t 85. adopted without 
being presentéd to the entire Cotigréss for a vote, The 
commission which handled the resolution on Isracl had a 
heavy representation. from Arab countries, It adopted the 
resolution without the vote of Uruguay or Argentina. 

Tho Latin-American Committee of Solidarity, 
organized at this Congv‘co8s ahd composed of répresentatives | 
fron: nine Latin-Amorican countviog, has. the potential to 
piay a "big role" in the future of that area. Attonpts 
to transform this organization into a “comintern" (communist 
international center). for Latin America did not suceded. ὁ 

_ ἅ86 Communist Party of the Dominican Républic has 
ghanged its leadership; It is "new » Taw and contains some- .- 

. The Party is snall. with 
only, “sono hundvéds of nenbers,"" 

__ |. Beeause of the sensitive nature of the source. | 
which made this. information available, this. comminication. ᾿ 
is classified id Po - , “Ibe 

L=Dircétor ss BY, LYAISON 7 
Central Intelligencé Agdney | 

Attention? Deputy Director, Plans 

Ν Classified "ἘΒΡ ΘΘΌ ΕΣ" since unauthorized disclosure - : 

(CG 5824-§*)-who is of continuing, value and. such revelation 
could result in exceptionally gravée.damage to the Nation. 
Source obtained this information. during a meeting attended by - 
representatives of the CPUSA and the CP of Uruguay while they 
were attending the 23rd Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union 
in Moscow, 3/29 - 4/8/66, Arishmendi was spokesman for his 
group. Data extracted from CGairtel. 5/4/66, captioned "Solo, — 
Is--¢,." 

A 



Date: 5/4/66 

ROUTE IN EN. JLOPEY 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

Vi AIRTEL I 

, (Priority) " ἂΐι͵, 

——— re mr τ’ steer er ..ὦϑ. «Ὁ τὕϑὸό0. τἷά “ἰἶἰἶἬἪ “ὦ τἷἱἱ ὦ “πὰ “ὦ τῷ »-τρ eee τῶν απ ee ππ eee ee τσ ee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC; CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub B) - 

suosnoa’, oso mr 
srt. | 

i , PD Rev. 5-22-64) 4) lay 

| ( a) 

FBI Laboratory report 4/26/66, both communications relating 
to the possibility of chamfer ing of a recent communication 
received at a mail drop maintained in Chicago by CG 5824-S*, 

On 5/3/66 CG.5824-S* was questioned concerning 
the discovery of 4 piece of ‘glassine paper bearing the 
frosted tracing of the address appearing on the erivelope 
of the above Communication, which paper was contained 
in the envelope when it was received’ at the Chicago drop. 
CG 5824-S* stated that this opaque slip of paper had been 
included in the envelope by him at the time he gave it 
to J. WODDIS of the Conmunist Party (CP) of Great Britain 
while both were in Moscow, USSR. The envelope had been 
sealed and WODDIS. was to mail the envelope from Great 
Britain. 

CG 5824-S* explained that. he has a supply of 
air mail envelopes which he customarily carries with him 
on such trips, bought in the United States, and each of 
these envelopes contains a similar slip of glassine paper 
which is inserted between the envelope and its flap in 
order to prevent the premature sealing of the envelope 

Re Chicago airtel to the Director 4/19/66 and 

{ 
i 

due to particularly humid conditions and which is also -used- 
153] to insure that the flap does not adhere to the -enclosed 
ug message when the envelope is sealed. In this particular 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β | 7 

envelope with the communication just to make the contents. 
- Somewhat less readable by Someone trying to read the’ communication 
through the envelope, As the Laboratory examination, pointed 
out, this paper was in fact under the front surface of the 
envelope at the time the envelope was addressed, After. 
preparing the communication, CG 5824-S* placed it inside the 
envelope which contained the glassine paper and sealed it 
without printing any address thereon, CG 5824~S* delayed 
addressing the envelope until the last moment since up until that 
time he was not sure whether he would send this message, or if - 
he did, with whom he would send it and to what address. It 
was only addressed at the last moment and thus the glassine 
paper picked up the frosted impression of the address on the 
envelope. 

Since the presence of the glassine paper has been 
explained and the Laboratory has detected no evidence of 
chamfering in this particular instance, the Chicago Office, 
UACB, will not forward to the Bureau the original of ‘the 
envelope and letter received at the same drop on 4/22/66, which 
waS mailed from Berlin, West Germany, The text of that message 
and our interpretation have previously been furnished to the 
Bureau and to New York. 

=- 2 
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|  BOMESTIC SITUATION AND 1 - Mastrovich. 

COMMUNIST PARTY STATUS IN ARGENTINA 

The foiiowing information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

tn &pril, 1966, a meeting was held in the 
Soviet Union between Communist Party, USA, and Communist Party 
of Argentina fraternal delegates who had attended the 
23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the Seviet Union 
held March 29 through April 8, 1996, in Hascow, Russia. 
Representing the Comaunist Party of "Argentine at this neeting 
were Victoria Codovilia, Chairman, and Rodolfo Ghicldi, a ; 
member of the Executive Conmittee and the Central Counittes, οἷ 
€odevilia, who acted as spekeswan fer the Comunist Party of ες 
Argentina, delivered a repert on the domestic situation and " 
the Communist Party statue in Argeatina. ‘Theo essence of 
Codovillea's remarks wes as follews: 

Ghen Adolph Hitler's archives vere opened after 
Yorvid Yar ΣῈ, it was found that Juan Peron, whe became 
President of Argentina in 1946, had been a fascist agent. — 
Initialiy, Peron, as President, penetrated the trade-union 

Bubsoequentiy, he organized his own trade unions. 
Ea 1946 the Communist Party of Argentina initiated a mevement 
for democratization of trade unions. πο the economic situa- 
ticn in Argentina deteriorated, Peren's control over trade 
unions weakened, At thia point the “left” trade unions 
developed a growing ndent movement. Finally, Poron 

.-"- 

jr had to decide either to join the workers or go further to 
the “right.” He did neither; and as a result, he lost his 
power and fled to Paraguay. The coup d*etat after Peron was ὁ 
directed against the “left“ and the Communist Party of Argentina. 
fhe goverament that replaced Peron desired to smash the trade- 
union movement and all people's organizations. Arture Frondizi 
became President of Argentina and after five oF or six months, at 

— the, behest of United States imperialisn, banned the Communist — 



The Socinlist Barty has no support or influence in 
' Argentina. ‘The Communist Party of Argentina, through the 
united front committee, which it heads, conducted many big 
campaigns, strikes and other sotivities which prevented the 
Government of Argentina from cending trocpa ta the | 
Dominican Republic or to Vietnam. The Communist Party of 
Argentina does not adveeste guerrilla warfare δῷ a mothod — 

Of taking power in Argentina, I¢ desires the use of electoral 
 petheds coubined with struggles, 

 foday, the reaetionaries and same bourgeoisie are 
plenuing another a coup. The policy of the Communist Party of 
Argentina is to fight against attempts at such a coup, The 
arned fereces ΟἹ Argentina ate woll organiged and consiat of 
150,000 men. fhe Communist Party of Argentina has contact 

| with officers and works anong the troops of these armed forces, 

The Government of Avgenting is a beourgeoig Liberal 
Government, which still uses repression. it 16 not consglie 
dated and continues to leok to “Yankee imperialian.* Recently, 
the United States Ambassador to Argentina visited the President 
of Argentina, Arturo flia, and dananded that Argentina send 
troops to Vietnam, | 

fhe Comminist Party of Argentina does not propose 
the overthrow of the Government of Argentina but urges the 
wemoval of some of ite military leaders. &t is agsainet the 
δυο Comittee for Latin Anericga, 

The Communist Party of Argentina 4s wnited, well 
, trained and edusated in the spirit of international unity 
and solidarity. It publishes more Hatxisat<Loninist litera« 
ture than any other Communist Party in Latin America. 

Because of tha sensitive nature of the sources which 
furnished the abe 9 information, this communication is elagsi~- 
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. of this information could reveal the identity of the source: 

Toe 
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COMMUNIST PARTY STATUS IN ARGENTINA = - 
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— Classified Sfep=aeeaet" since unauthorized, disclosure - 

(CG, 5824-S*) who is of continuing ‘value and such: révelation. 
‘could result in exceptionally graye damage tb the Nation. | 
CG .6822~S* has ‘been referred to as “sourcés'! in order ἐό. further protect his identity... ‘Dissemination is being. made "ὁ Honorable: 
Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable. - 
Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Honorable Robert 5. McNamara, 
Secretary of Defense; Vice -Adniiral William Ἐς, Raborn, dJr., oo 
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency; the A’étorney Genéral 
and the Deputy. Attorney General by routing slips. Data extracted 
from CGairtel, 5/5/66. -captioned. "Solo, IS - ¢." See memorandum . 
Baunigardner fo. Sullivan, ‘5/10/66, captioned “Solo, Internal Security - Comunist," prepared by NUMipdh, - Ὃς Ὁ 
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This recommends that data developed by CG 5824-5* 
‘during his recent mission to the Soviet Union, regarding con- 
ditions in Argentina, be disseminated to ,the White :House, - 
the Attorney General, Secretary of State, Secretary’ of; Defense, 
and Director of the Central Intelligence. Agency. The essence of 
this data is as follows:. , ὡ tht 

In April, 1966, a meeting was. held in the Soviet Union 
between Communist Party, "USA, and Communist Party of. Argentina 
fraternal delegates who had attended the 23rd Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union held March 29 through 
April 8, 1966, in Moscow, Russia; Representing the Communist 
Party of Argentina at this meeting were Victorio Codovilla, 

_ Chairman, and Rodolfo. Ghioldi,. a member of the Executive Com- 
mittee. and the Central Committee. Codovilla; who acted as 
spokésman_ for the Communist. Party of Argentina, delivered a 
report on the domestic situation and the Communist Party status 
in Argentina, The essence of Codovilla' 's remarks Was as 
follows: | ἢ ΝΕ : 

" When Adolph Hitler's archives were opened after wae 
# World War II, it was found that Juan Peron, who became President 
of Argentina in 1946, had been a fascist agent; Initially; Δ΄ 
Peron; as President, ’ penetrated the trade~-union movement ,. ~ He ' 
later “organized his own trade unions, When Argentina's economy 
deteriorated, ‘Peron's control over trade unions weakened, --He -. 
was indecisive, lost control of power and flied to Paraguay. 

The: government that replaced Peron desired to stiash: 
nthe , trade-union movement and. all people's organizations; After 
bat Pew months ithe Communist Party of Argentina was banned; 

᾿ “The Communist Party of Argentina, ‘through the united 
_ trout, conmittee, which. it. heads, conducts: many big campaigns, . 

‘strikes and ‘other activities. which prevented the Government of 
Argentine prom sending EG to the: Dominican aisS3 to 
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~ Vietnam; The Communist Party of Argentina does ‘not advocate. 
οι [guerrilla warfare ‘as a method of taking power in Argentina, 

= { ᾽ 

4 . 

1 

It desires the use of electoral methods; It has contact with 
officers and works among the troops of the armed forces of 
Argentina; 

The Government of Argentina is a bourgeois: 2 liberal 
Government which still uses repression and looks to "Yankee 
imperialism." Recently, the United States Ambassador to 
Argentina visited the President of Argentina and demanded . 

᾿ κ 

that Argentina send troops to. Vietnam, 

Today, the-reactionaries and some bourgeoisie are 
planning another coup, The policy of the Communist Party of 
Argentina is to fight against attempts at such a coup. The. 
Communist Party of Argentina is united and well trained; It 
publishes more Marxist-Leninist literature than any other 
‘Communist Party in Latin America; ee 

t 5 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

_ «= “That the attached summary bé sent to Honorable Marvin 
* * Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 

, the Secretary of State; Honorable Robert’S, McNamara; -the τ πο τ 
Secretary of Defense; the Attorney General and, the Deputy 

- Attorney General; and ‘Vice -Admiral-William-F,-Raborn;-Jrz;. the — - 
Director of Central Intelligence Agency, by routing slips 
incorporating the data obtained by CG 5824=s*, 
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PROPAGANDA FILM DEPICTING BOUBING OF 
A BOSPITAL IN NORTH ViETNAH. BY _ 

UNITED STATES. PLANES. 

4. source which has supplied reliable information, in 
the past advised that the. Communist Party: of North Vietnan 
recently forwarded to the Communist Party, USA, 2 sixteen - 
niilineter notion picture film with » sound track in the 
French language. The film depicts the bombing of 2 leper 
hospital by United States piancs in Quynhlap, North Vietnan. 
The Communist Party of North Victnam requested that this 
propaganda fiim ho given wide circulation in the United States 
in an effort to engender sympathy for the communist cause in 
Vietnan, ™ 

- - Sc «she Following information was obtained through ἃ δ 
review of the filn: , | ea ΝΜ 

_ The film is narrated by ἃ French=speaking femaié who. ~ 
‘introduces the film with shots of President Lyndon B, Johnson’ 
and Secretary .of Defense Robert S. HcNamarea. This is follower 
by scenes. of destruction in Quynhlap, North Vietnam, which By 

x allegedly was caused by bombs from United States planes. ‘The 
\y Harrator begins in an emotional vein stating that "IZ you ever 
« heard President Johnson or any other Washington leaders boast 
\ ing of their hungnitarian sentiments, then ‘think of Quynhlap." 
Is ὃς SENT PER NOTATION 
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Ό . _,. Quynhiap is identified as a center for the treatment 
of 2,000 lepers as woll as.a center for scientific tubercu- 
Losis research. Through flashbacks, Quynhlap is shown before 

yo and after it was destroyed. The narrator alleges that planes 
| fron the United States Seventh Flect in ten sliccessive waves 

av", during the period June 13 through June 15 {yoar not indicated), 
destroyed Quynhiap and killed almost 200 patients and surgeons. 

, According to the narrator, the bombing of Quynhiap could not. 
.Ν have been in error because “United States lenders have boasted 
lDlani Of having photographéd every square inch, of North Vietnan,” DeLoach mmm 
Mohr 
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PROPAGANDA PILM DEPICTING BOUBING OF 
A HOSPITAL IN NORTH VIETNAM BY 
UNRTED STATES PLANES 

The narrator alge alleges that during the same threeeday paried 
United States planes also deatreyed a rest center for the aged 
in the Province of Thanhhoa, North Vietnan, and ἃ sanatorium in 
Badon (Quangbinh), Nerth Viotnan, 

At the conclusion of the film, the narrator, in an 
enetional outburst, estates that for the peanle of the world 
Quynhlap should be a warning that “they must act before it is 
too late, eo that other Quynhlaps in other countries are not 
added to an already overextended List." 

| Because of the sonsit: 
communtcation is classified “Fa: 

ture of our source, this ee a 

NOTE: 
Classified ies since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information cdéuld reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
Dissemination of this letterhead memorandum is being made to 
Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President; 
Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Honorable Robert 8, 
MeNamara, Secretary of Defense; Vic@Admiral William F. Raborn, Jr., 
Director of the Céntral Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney 
General by routing slips, Data extracted from CGairtel 4/28/66 
captioned "Solo, IS - C," from the translation of the film 
script prepared by the Translation Section and from personal 
observation of the propaganda film itself, See memorandum 
Baumgardner to Sullivan, dated 5/10/66, captioned "solo, Internal 
Security - Communist," prepared by WGS:pah, 
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This is to recommend that data pertaining to a propa» 
ganda film depicting bombing of a North Vietnam hospital by 
United States planes be disseminated to the White House, 
Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency. and the Attorney General. 

CG 5824-8* while on his recent Solo mission in the 
Soviet Union was furnished a North Vietnam propaganda film by 
LE DUAN, First Secretary of the Communist Party of North Vietnam, 
LE DUAN requested that the Communist Party, USA, give wide cir~ 
culation to this film in the United States in an effort to 
engender sympathy for the communist cause in Vietnam, 

_ A review of the film by the Domestic Intelligence 
Division. disclosed the following: ᾿ 

— > τα, The-film; which has a. soundtrack in the French 
language depicts the bombing by United States planes of a 
lepercHospital in Quynhlap, North Vietnam... It is narrated by 
a French-speaking female who introduces the film with shots of 
President Johnson and Sécrétary of Defense McNamara; This is ~ 
followed by scenes of destruction in Quynhlap allegedly caused 
-hy planes from the United States Seventh Fleet which, in ten 
-Buccessive waves during the. period’ 6/13 ~ 6715 (year not 
indicated), killed almost 200 patients and surgeons. ‘The 
narrator also alleged that during the same three-day period 
‘United States planes also destroyed a rest center ἔστ᾿ the 
aged in the Province of Thanhhoa and a sanatorium in Badon 
(Quangbinb) , North Vietnam. 

At the conclusion of the film, the narrator, in an 
emotional outburst, stated that for the people of the world 
Quynhlap should be a, warning that "they must act before it is 
too late, so that other Quynhlaps in other ΕΝ γὴν ΡΟΣ 
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Memorandum to Mr; W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~4280913 

The film, after being copied by the Laboratory, has 
been returned to CG 5824-S* for delivery to the Communist 
Party, USA) Informant hasbeen alertdéd to determine what use 
the Party intends to make of the film. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached summary be sent to Honorable Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Honorable Robert 85. McNamara, Secretary of 
Defense; Vice Admiral William F. Raborn, Jr., Director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General and ‘the 
Deputy Attorney General by routing slips incorporating the data 
obtained by CG 5824=S*, 
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the final portion of 
Attached 14 the translation which: you requested wateinatel 

dated 5/3/66, = 

The contents thereof, where pertinent, must be reported 
under appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative: 

attention is necessary. 

Disposition of the foreign ‘Lenguage: material οὐδε τοῦ in 
this connection is set: forth below: ω 
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TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH - 

(Continuation of report. on Project. Camelot) 

ΕἸΣῚ, SCIENTIFIC BASES FOR THE ANVESTIGATION. PLAN 

‘Part of the ‘Pesporsibility. of an exact and effective 
- -- communication ‘is, linked. to the correct enunciation of our 

; position as to ‘the scientific comprehension of the internal 
‘War and how and why we. are choosing ‘a certain course of action 
‘to pursue this road of scientific comprehension. To be explicit - 
on. our scientific comprehension of the. internal ‘war, we would say 
that it is. imperfect, - not systematic, dispersed and not cumulative. 

It must be insisted upon that this does ‘not “mean 
that the information does not serve to advance scientific 

τι ‘comprehension, It is not from this type of literature that ~ 
we are extracting the. primary notions on. internal wor. The . 
materinl available on. the case,. although partially comparable, ἢ 
provides a valuable initial testing ground. for-the hypotheses: . 

᾿ ᾿ contaified in the marvels developed for the Camelot Pian, The 
τ ΘΟ λ 1 δ᾽ problem is. to.use this basic; preliminary material 

to begin the construction of the systematic knowledge. 

The revolution;. as one of the classic social and 
political problems, has been. treated in. detail in the theoretical. 
and descriptive literature.: The theoretical material provided. 
in thig céntury by Edward, Brinton and Serekin (Sorokin ?). As: | 
well ds abundant. descriptive material on the. so-called: “great a 
revolutions," ‘and much. else ὅδε béen reviewed, and the. useful - 
material has been chosen. An exXcéllent éxample of the ‘quanti= 7 
tative, descriptive material which WLLL be used by the Camelot ᾿ 

τ: Blan is the new  tavestigation on th 

: - . bic (ἡ 

wou on oe ᾿ * 
- fogether with this group of literature referring to 

τ the internal war and. xevolution; increasing scientific literature 
ὟΝ within the. social sciences is supplying ἃ. solid base upon which: 

the Project can act, As indicated dbove,,. the theoretical and - 
cos descriptive scientific development and experiments in the field. 

of social Science, collective behavior, analysis of the social 
systen; communications and. changing attitudes, social conflicts 

' and social controls provide a systematic base from which to 
depart. Inithé Camelot Plan, the fundamental advances in social 

᾿ς Selénce Will aid the comprehension of internal war. Furthermore, 
the new. techniques and. the. large quantity: of data, which 16. the 
result of the, programed effort of 140 professional years, will 

hey 
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produce the basic advances in the technology of social science 
itself. As part of the attempt to expand the radius of action 
of the techniques in the investigation of social systens, 
operational investigation is being studied and a unit of methods © 
and concepts which could be applied to the. field of problematics. 
in the Camelot Plan. There are now two small subcontracts with 
advisers in operational investigation to carry out this study 
and inform the Director of the Project on the best course to ~~ 
take. The plan of investigation and the idea of the Camelot. 
Plan as deseribed in the February 1, 1965, work. document 
entitled "Project Camelot: Plan and Phase," is affirmed in 
the existing condition of the art of knowledge About internal 
war, of the art of Social sciences and on the programed .'level . 
of effort. It was decided that, given the state of systematic 
knowledge about internal war, it would not be possible to attain | 
the goals of Project Camelot, beginning with the analysis of a 
Single country. It was necessary to construct a base on 
intentionally comparative data which would have to-be. produced 
within the Plan, ‘The approach of the plan through analysis of 
a single country would run the risk o£ omitting important factors, 
The investigation planned for FY 67 is based on this decision. . 
On this point, the two obvious units of comparative data were 
related with internal war as such and with complete social 
systems, which could or could not be on the brink of internal 
war. The first type of study (studies of the analytic case) _ 
was necessary because more detalled information was reqitired 
from the sequence of events and the. conditions which lead to 
internal war, from the point of view of the insurgent and of 
organized power, This information; in ἃ correlative minimum 
and when most caysal, is necessary to theorétically and 
practically isolate the potential of internal war; It is 
also necessary to isolate factors which are correlative and 
necessary and/or causal, in order to study the impact of 
governmental actions. This data .can first be compiled fron 
known cases of internal war and then proved in cases in ‘Which 
internal war did not happen. 

The second type of study (studies of social systens) 
is necessary to establish analyses of systems within a contem- 
porary structure which can evaluate the factors involved in 

_the potential of internal war and measure the effects of tho 
different governmental actions on this potential. Obvicusly, 
any. operational system Would have to operate over a period of 
real time. To prove the possibility of developing such a real 
systen of tine; the aspect of the time effective for collecting 
data must be investigated. The intense study of δ single | 
country will also be done with a base of real time; Of course, 
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. a study of real time does not exclude previous data; in fact, 
it 15 necessary td establish tendencies and foster confidence: 
and acctnulate experiénce, Many: of the important indices..may | 

' be moré dynamic than-static. “ “in the sense. of needing - 
repeated observations which permit a& measure of change together 
With a devel of relative or absolute. analysis, 

The third requirement of the plan is derived from 
the first two. In order to make the studies of the analytic 
case and the social systems commensurate, conparison is necessary; 
not only- within each group but also between these groups. Some — 
of thé practical problems have already been discussed: of con~ 
paring data collected by different methods, under the pressure 
of the time element. Once the ‘basic conceptual and methodo-~ 
logical model has been built, On the basis. of these conparative 
analyses, it is planned that this tentative system will be 
ready for evaludtion,. in. relation to a single country}. fron here, 
the important invéstigation attempt of FY 67. At this time, it: 
is. not possible to. specify the type of response and. verification 
which would be most appropriate during FY 68, after the model. 
has been finished at the end of the study of a single country. 

It is not hecessary to. say that a form. of response. 
- and/or verification will be requiréd to adequately appreciate. 

the. possibility of sketching an. operational system in terms:.of -. 
the basic goals. of the. Camelot Plan. πον 

τ Due to the time Limits fixed. on the Plan, it ig not 
possible to hope for the result of any. important methodological 
and theoretical investigation. before continuing the comparative 
phase of the plan during FY 67. It is therefore planned that 
the simulation techniques will not. greatly contribute to the 
development of the. modél until the summer of 1966, except to- 
specify the need of some data for the initial studies of the 
‘analytical case and of the social systems. Likewise, a. certain. 
basic investigation on the comparison of the data collected - 

_ through inquiries, the. analysis, the opinion of the expert and 
the observation which has been tentatively planned; will have 
a large effect on. the model before. its use in a single country, 
and a smaller contribution prior to that, 

‘This completed plan has been ‘possible through the 
anount- of funds allotted and it is..a function of that level. - 
Although there is a certain flexibility Δ the total plan and 
it is not fixed, a large change in a. iLevél of .cffort would 
produce 8 corresponding change in the concept 7 4 OF * 
the plan. 
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IV. PRESENT STAGE OF THE TRVESTIGATION -PLAN 

Pais report, especially the appendices, -represents 
the present state of the investigation plan for Project Camelot. 
Although a certain initial conceptual planning preceded: this ες Τ 
election of the project's director, at the end of the second 
fourth-of FY 65,-the work of importance was little, while the 
personnel for the project had been. chosen and prepared, 

After the initial conceptual planning and the 
development of the plan for the projéct,- aS was stated in the 
February 1 work document, a series of operations, was Garried ~ 
on previous. to this -document and to the initial presentation — 
of an invéstigadtion. plan. These operations included abstractions 
from existing literature and previous cataloguings and hypotheses 
pertinent to the report on internal war.. In this effort, more 
than a thousand such hypotheses were collected for coding and 
analysis. In addition, the prifcipal theoretical works on 

- revolution were consulted to determine the best approaches and 
methods, Finally, the previous dnvestigations were critically 
analyzed in terms of the objectives, and needs of the Camelot 
Pian. These analytical jobs were intended. to destroy. “the ~ 
existing work in order to reconstruct it in a form. suitable 
for the Camelot Plan. 

While this work ‘dealt primarily yith- studies of the 
analytical case; a similar group-of exercises was carried on 
for the studies of sécial systems. This-has been included 

᾿ς mainly for a careful revision οἵ. the best works accomplished 
on the analysis of social systems, in order to ‘determine’ what 
could be learned to benefit the Camelot Plan. Many. of these 
studies: have been revised in the Coré. Planning Group, others 
by persons working on the project, atid some through the findings 
of particular investigations. 4 

+ : There is a -compléx relation between theory and “{nvesti- 
; gation, - ἀπ contemporary social sciences. as in the others,’ 
Nevertheless, it. is clear that investigation must be based on - 
empirical theory: For the knowledge to make sense, it must be. 
“euntlative: The collecting of isolated facts with a series 
of unconnected items is a costly and useless process, Theory. 
suggests: basic units of analysis, identifies the categories . 
by which the basic andtparticiilar ‘hits aré described and 
the relations. and. types, of relations which exist among these 
units.. An important problem with which the Core Planning Group _ 
has. worked δὲ. On what. theory or theories is. ‘our -investigation | 
to be based? - In. the social sciences, there 18. a series of _- 
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theories. or approaches which appear: important. The Core Group 
has revised many of them. In this section of the report, we 

- present part of that revision and synthesis, . 

‘First, internal war can be Studied as: an. expression 
of ἃ social systen. To identify the previous conditions: of 
internal war, according to this concept, it is riecessary to 
describe the significant conditions of the social system which 
more or less immediately. precéde ‘the outburst of community 
violence. This approach has been called the "natural history 
of revolution. Alternatively, ‘still using the focus of the- 

‘ social system, oné can describe the state of the social systén 
indér conditions of internal war and try, in ἃ logical and 
empirical way, to detérmine the factors which facilitate or _ - 
hinder the dévelopment of this state of affairs. More specifi- 
cally, the focus of the social system brings this new way of 
theoretical thinking out. Revolutionary violence appears as 
evidence of a deep disintegration of the social systen. This 
disintegration may. be caused by the failure of the system to 
fulfill’ some basic Social function ~~ for example, to provide 

> 8886. physical netéssities or Security for the people. The 
: integration of the community can take several forms, Each _ 

neasure or indicator, then, is. a measure of the potential of 
internal war which there is within the community. If the inte-_ 
gration is. studied in terms af political (social) participation 
of some groups in the community (mass,. secondary elite, ete:); 
than a.decrease. of such participation. means an increase in the 
potential of internal war. If the integration is: considered a 
function ‘of political (social) concensus, the. indizterence of 

important groups is a Sign of danger. 

Internal War-may also be considered from the 
advantageous position of political groups. The development 
of groups with goals or intentions. of an extralegal political | 
nature. may be an important indication of incipient violence; 
Less obvious, but no less important, is the increasing 

_ radicalization. of reformist groups, which. serves as. evidence 
ΟΣ an increase in the probability of internal war. To study 
such developments, - concepts which refer to symbols; ideology, 
-recruiting practices, internal organization and military - 
aptitudes of different groups would have to be uséd. to. 
advantage. Many theories on organization Ane ape γον er ten 
4A third inportant analytical focus for the study of ‘in 
‘war is, of course, the individual, At what monent will men 
act. in a revolutionary way? One answer is that they act this 
way when they feel they have. to. This answer demands a study 
of the eystons of beliefs in a society. How does the individual 
orient himself towards the government? When is violence - 
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considered lawful? It can also be said thet men act in a 
revolutionary way when (because). they want to, Here there 
are several pertinent theories on the behavior‘of human 

. beings, The psychological theories on motivation and. 
ΕΝ personality can have ἃ positive application. Is there a 
oo type. of Singular personality which characterizes the - 

revolutionist? Theories of election processes also provide | 
some answers (and equaliy important, they provide some useful 
questions) 6n wanting to act in a determined way. They: ask: 
(1) For what is an instrument of violence? (2) How effective 

does a pérson feel within or outside a political system? 
(3) If violence is uséd; what are ‘the. probabilities: of. success? 
Etc.. The majority of theories which cohcern the individual - 
are more or less directly related to the notion of alienation, 
Revolution is concéived as the response of the individual to 
the deep: frustration-or unsatisfaction with ‘politics (or with the 
society in general). 

"+ ; The analytical phase was followed. by experiments 
concerning the constructive plan. In particular, the specific 
suppositions, definitiois. and hypotheses. have. been enumerated 

_ ‘to form the base of the models which will direct the investi- 
gation. These experinents are explained in the, technical 
appendices, We are perfectly aware that these attempts repre- 
sent. only a second or third. stage of many. in the problem of the 
final plan. Furthermore, there is a Gonsiderable amount of work 

- Necessary to complete the methodological, and conceptual inte~ 
gration of the study ef the. analytical ¢ase and the plan for 
the study of social systens. ‘There WLLL ‘also be ‘prolonged =. : 
efforts to increase the interrelations δὲ the level of data - , 
and theory between the simulation techniques and. the rest of 

, the project. ‘This total adjustment is, Specified on the 
_ individual design, but it must be carried out on the theoretical 

as well as the practical level. 

The presént specification of the plan for the three “ 
parts of investigation FY 66. contains. ἃ. certain redundancy 
and Some marginal exigencies, At this stage; this is the 
result. of the decision to. take in a wide, field in order to - 
maximide the probability of including ¢eritical variables and 
hypotheses, A premature refinement could mean an. important 

- “omission. One of the immediate steps which has been planned 
᾿ “is a coordinated revision to. improve the consistency and 

polish which produce more manageable plans. Presentation in 
the ‘present form offers a better opportunity. to develop well 
the criteria of including dr excluding Scientific aspects. _ 
This process will be crucial in the <evolution of the model 
of investigation. 

- - 17 + 
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The Core Planning Group Will continue to revise 
and polish up the plan during spring, together with the attempts 
of those ‘directly responsible for the different parts of the 
project. To help in this process of refihement, a series of 
conferences will be héld in Jane concerning Social Conflict, 
Control and. Social Change, and Modeling a Social System. These 

‘conferences are intended to detect-the specialties of the 
largest number ‘of the most outstanding scientific talents 
available. By the time thesé conferences. are held, they will 
already be available, and the results of the contracts or the 
possible application of operational investigation will have 
becone part of the plan. : 

Along with this attempt, there will be two studies 
of cases in preliminary testing of this initial plan, intended 
for studies of the analytical case. The preliminary testing 
of requirements for the studies of social systems will be done 
by comparing the plan with the work. already accomplished, such 
as studies of Frederick Frey in Turkey and Venezuela, Jirt 
Nehnevajsa in Colombia and Gabriel Almond. and Sidnoy Verba, 
as reported in "The Civic Culture.": It would not. be ‘possible - 
to run a preliminary test of the entire plan in the time 
available; because the work is needed in the. field. Nevertheless, 
during this lapse of time there will ‘be preliminary testings of 
instruments which are being deyeloped. 

During the month of August, @ revising session will 
be held. to study and later to find the work in the field and 
the analysis of the FY 66 to the investigation plan, In 
addition to the internal top persontiel, the folldéwing : 
scientists have the invitation to meet with SORO. to partici~ 

avising session: Doctors George Blaiiksten, 
derick Frey, Gino Germani, William Kernhauser 
There aro other. an 

¢ Jessie Bernard and 
Jira Netnevajea will participate in | ntire — 
Summer, Of course, there are many fiegotidtions going on. with 
renowned scientists. for complete agreement on the. time and 
whom we Will not. méntion now,, The Director, Mr. Hopper; has δ 
assigned the miin areas of responsibility of the Camelot Plan!’ 
to: 

Studies of sooini 5 Systens Dr. Jiri Nehnevajsa 

Simulation Techniques 

Studies of the Analytical Case (underway) 

- 18 - 



Investigation of Operations 

Revision Conferencés and Group Dr. Jessie Bernard 

Others aré expected shortly. 

The different attempts planned before September I, 
1965, are intended to provide flexibility with guidance in the 
development of the final investigation plan for the larger — 
attempt at producing data during FY 66. Flexibility is. 
necessary to-assure the highest probability of variables. 
Guidance is necessary to assure production of a plan adequate 
to the tinie in a rightly scheduled project. In creative and 
pioneer ‘undertakings such as the Camelot Plan, extreme care is — 
necessary, since each case is taken for its sketch before 
greater resources in the collection of data are reversed. To 
act differently would be professional irresponsibility. The 
Canelot Pian bears a small resemblance to an individual project 
Whose initial sketch may be changed to deal with changing. needs 
and problems, If this is done in ἃ non~systématic ‘way, whether - 

sin studies of cases or of systems, comparability 25. lost. . Pro- 
graming decisions have been taken in Project Camelot in order 
to maxinize the value of the investigation plan before beginning . 
ἃ full collection of data. 

γι. SUMMARY OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE INVESTIGATION PLAN 

Detailed reports of the investigation plans, for 
the three main components of the FY 66 investigation, wore 
prepared independently, with meetings once a week: There were, 
of colrse; additional informal coordinating meetings during 
this time; The individual plans haye common theoretical per-~ 
spectives and are directed toward special types of studies, — 
as parts of the total project. At this stage of developmont; 
there is a certain initial divergericy in transferring the ~* 
‘common theoretical perspectives to the special types of studiés; 
As has been emphasized in this report, the nucleus of the 

τι future development in investigation plans is in the. closer: 
- imtegration of conceptual neéds and measurement of three plans, 

- It is too early to force a large integration without first 
having identified the different methodologies of the study 
types and having resolved the conflicting claims; 

The first three technical appendices discuss, 
- réspectively; the investigation plan of the studies of social 
Systems; the studies of the analytical case and the manual 
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and mechanized investigation. The fourth appendix is a _ = 
working draft of a particular model of internal war which 
we are finishing and- Working into the- investigation plan. 

The studies of social systems, which will be con= 
᾿ ducted in five countries during FY 66, williconcern the 
description of critical, functional operations of the systen, 
the sources of tension within the system, the individuals, - ᾿ 
the groups and conflicting values, and the collection of data 
.on the types of variables in the preliminary conditions and. in 
‘the superficial analyses in studies of the analytical case of 
internal war. This work will be carried out through inquiriés, 
observation, documental analysis. and“expert opinion. Large 
groups of variables includo. institutions and inportant groups, 
norms which govern interaction, perspectives among groups and 
future perspectives, documental data .on dimensions chosen for 
realization and formal rules which govern interaction. 

Studies of the analytical case will take place ἴῃ 
- 21 situations of interndl war. The central structures will, 

of course, be the sequence of-events in the conflict -and the . 
contextual atmosphere within which ‘the internal war developed, 
Phe techniques used will be important for the documental data, 
the interviews of participants when possible, and the analysis ᾿ 
of the situation in the. context of present premises, in relation 
to the events and conditions. ‘The broadest categories. of data 

~ will include the description of the sequence of events, the- 
most important events in thenselves;, the structure ‘and enpacity 
of the government, insurgent organizations, the most important 
occupational groups Within the society, the most, important 
institutions and the outlines of social antecedents of the 
society in its group and the most important groups within it, 

The simulation techniques will be carried on at the | 
νἀ ὦ τὺ αν, 

highest level of conceptual rigidity, inorder to construct ΟΣ 
synthésize a system which will reflect the-feaitures of the 
internal conflict, The manual work will serve as a bridge for 
the simulation. itself. The simulation will be initially based 
upon the behavior of ad hee actors. A focus which will be used 
is related to the mobilization of insurgents and of the organized 
power within the total population or a centered model of conflict. 
Another -focus will deal with the normal functioning of a systen, 
and will then deduce the. conditions which lead to the downfall. 
This focus will be concentrated in the collective decisions. ΟΣ 
a society. As oné can see, these two types of actions take ᾿ς τ 
place ὁπ. ἃ leVel parallel to the- focus of the study of the 
analytical case and of the social systems. The use of simulation 

_ techniques Will be rélated with the empirical studies through 
specification of information needs and; from there, using the 
gathered information 85 a result of the models used in simulation. 

~ 20 - 
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ὌΝ Σ τ ‘These summaries of the plans. describe the specified 
foci in only very general terms, Α coziplete representation 
would be repetitive here arid would .even fail to communicate, thé 
full significance. contained in the detailed work documents. 

ce This report has discussed: in detail the context. of 
the development ‘of the investigation plan for the Camelot .Plan 
anid presents it for the consideration of the. detailed plans of 
each component of the project, It has also delineated the 
route followed to this present stage and the steps planned in 
rélation to the activities of obtaining. data in the fall of 

- 1965. The work documents in the appendices must be used to 
ἊΝ clarity the: aboye text. 
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On 4/26/66 there was received at a Solo mail. 
drop maintained. in NYC for communications to the CP, USA 
from the CP of Canada a 22-pagze document in thé Spanish 
language which concerns "Project Camelot.” This document 
was not accompanied by any additional explanatory material 
or note from the sender, 

| Enclosed herewith is..one copy each of this -docu- - 
" ‘nent for the Bureau and New York. 
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by the Special Operations Research Office of the American” 
University among leading sociologists in Argentina, Chile, 
Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela, Besides circulating the 
American University paper, a representative of the. SORO 
had discussed plans for Project Camelot with a large group 
of Chilean professors. A strong protest by professors in 
Chile as well as by "leftist newspapers" followed disclosure 
of the projected study,. which was financed by the Army and 
the Department of Defense but without clearance by ‘the State 
Department, and this resulted in an announcement on 7/8/65. of 
the cancelation of the project. ) 

On 4/27/66 CG 5824-~S* furnished the following 
background information concerning the receipt of this doécuncnt: 

During 10/65 HENRY WINSTON, Vice Chairman of the 
CP, USA, was in Santiago, Chile, as a fraternal delegate 
from the CP, USA to the 13th Congress of the CP of Chile. ~ 
While there, he ‘was in contact with LUIS CORVALAN LEPE,. 
General Secretary of the CP of Chile, who told him the 
American University paper on Project Camelot had been obtained 
by the CP of Chile. At WINSTON’s request, CORVALAN promised 
to give a copy of this paper to him.. Since WINSTON did not 
wish to carry the document back with him, CORVALAN arranged 
to send it to.him via STANLEY B. RYERSON; a member of the 
National Executive Committee, CP of Canada, and Editor of 
the "Marxist Quarterly." In addition, RYERSON promised 
to translate the document from Spanish into English before 
sending it. to WINSTON. Since that tine nothing further had 
been heard from RYERSON and WINSTON was continually. asking 
CG 5824~S* the whereabouts of the “document from CORVALAN,” 

When CG 5824-S¥ was recently in Moscow, CORVALAN 
mentioned that he had sent the document as promised and. 
asked whether it had been received by the CP,. USA, to which 
CG 5824~S* replied that it had not, CG 5824-S* then’ approached 
WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary, CP of Canada, and asked 
what had become of the document. KASBTAN stated that just as 
he was leaving for the USSR the document was being mailed 
and should be in the U.S, at that time. Obviously from the 
late date of receipt of the document-in NYC, when KASHTAN _ 
returned to Canada he inquired and found - ‘that the document 
had not, ἴῃ fact, been mailed: and he, therefore, took steps 
to see that it was transmitted immediately. However, there 
was ho accompanying translation as promised. 

-2- 
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On 5/2/66 CG 5824-S* advised that he had delivered 
this document to -GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, on 
4/30/66 for ultimate delivery to WINSTON, 

It is noted that the enclosed document is but a 
small portion of the entire document outlined in its index 
and, therefore, additional portions may be received in the 
future. 
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letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "COMMENTS CONCERNING — 

SPLIT IN’ COMMUNIST: PARTY OF ISRAEL BY (FIRST NAME. UNKNOWN) 

MALLANOV, INTERNATIONAL ‘DEPARTMENT; CENTRAL . COMMITTEE,, 

COMMUNIST PARTY” OF THE SOVIET ‘UNION, APRIL, 1966. " , 

' ᾿ The information in the enclosed LHM was worally 

furnished on 4/25-29/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE 

and RICHARD We HANSEN’. . 

The enclosed LHM. has. been classified ἃ pee! 
since. unauthorized “disclosure Of ‘the ihformation: ‘set forth. 
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on 4/5/66, which included as participants (FNU) MALIANOV, 
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enclosed LHM was obtained during the course of a meeting 

chief of the section in the International Department in 
charge of Israeli affairs, Central Committee, Communist 
Party (CP) of the Soviet Union; HENRY WINSTON, Vice Chairman, 
CP, USA; JAMES JACKSON, member of the Secretariat, CP, USA, 
and publisher of "The Worker"; and HYMAN LUMER, member of 
the Secretariat and Educational Director, CP, USA. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 
File No. May 9, 1966 

See 

COMMENTS CONCERNING SPLIT IN COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF ISRAEL BY (FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) 
MALIANOV, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION, APRIL, 1966 

During April, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During April, 1966, (First Name Unknown) Malianov, 
chief of the section handling Israeli Party affairs, 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU) , commented concerning the current 
split of the CP of Israel into two factions. One of these 
is known as the CP of Israel (pro-Israel), frequently 
referred to as the "Mikunis-Sneh group," headed by Samuel 
Mikunis, General Secretary, and Moshe ‘neh, member of the 
Political Bureau and a Secretary of the Central Committee, 

~ “CP of Israel (pro-Israel). The other faction is known as” 
the CP of Israel (pro-Arab), frequently referred to as the 
*Vilner-Toubi group," headed by Meir Vilner, Secretary of 
the Political Bureau.and member of the Secretariat of the 

—-Central Committee;-and Tawfiq Toubi, member of the Political 
Bureau and a Secretary of the Central Committee, CP of 
Israel (pro-Arab). The essence of Malianov's comments were 
as follows: 

insofar as the internatidénal movement is concerned, 
the positions of the two groups in the CP of Israel are 
identical, Also, there are no differences between them on 
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domestic Israeli problems, When Premier Levi Eshkol came 
to power as head of the Israeli Government, these two groups 
within the CP of Israel then developed their differences, 
The Mikunis group says that Eshkol is showing an inclination 
to get closer to the Soviet Union and wants to negotiate with 
the Arabs. Also, that Ben-Gurion was more of a militarist 
than this new government under Eshkol. 

We think Mikunis and Moshe Sneh have some illusions 
about the new Israeli Government. But we see no Signs of 
normalizing of relations between Israel and the USSR. We 
are always ready to change our attitude if that government 
changes its aggressive policies. But even when they are 
talking about the “spirit of Tashkent" their right-wing press 
Slanders the USSR. In a recent meeting between our ambassadors 
and the Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban, we saw no change 
in the aggressive policies of Israel. Later, the Israeli 
Foreign Minister visited the West and showed. no change in his 
attitude, 

The Palestine Territory, as set up by the United 
Nations, is divided between Israel and Jordan. Before the 
Split in the CP of Israel, the position of the CP of Israel 
was..0,K, They demanded. the return of refugees to. the . 
territory where they lived or compensation for their dislocation. 
Ofcourse, if they lived up_to the United Nations decisions, 
everything would be O,K, But this is now impossible and 
unrealistic since that territory is now occupied by Jewish 
workers and farmers. That is reality. The existence of 
Israel as a state is a fact. They will have to. live surrounded | 
by Arabs for thousands of years. You cannot solve this 
problem militarily. There are two peoples, Jews and Arabs, 
living in one state; they should have equality. 

Before the split, the poSition of the CP of Israel 
on this question was good. The Mikunis-Sneh group's position is 
now different. They claim that 90 per cent of those who live 
there are JewS and therefore they have to prepare to defend 
the 90 per cent. Thus, they have departed from a class position 
and have assumed a nationalist position. 

The CPSU always stresses that there are two types 



of Israeli: the bourgeoisie and the working people. The 
CP should defend the interests of 411 the people. The Mikunis- 
Sneh group charges that the Vilner group is composed of Arab 
nationalists, although 35 per cent of this group are Jewish. 
Mikunis is wrong, 

In mass organizations also there are differences, 
but these are mainly personal. These are impermissible tactics, 
in the trade union group there is a Split, and youth and 
friendship groups are now divided into two hostile camps. 

When both of these Parties were received here at the 
Central Committee of the CPSU, they were told that the Split 
was unfortunate for any Party and that their differences would 
overflow and affect other CPs, We do not take sides in this 
dispute. On matters of principle there are no differences, but 
on Small things ‘there are differences. The problem is to 
restore the unity of the CP as it was before the XIV Congress 
of the CP of Israel. They should prepare for the XV Congress, 
They should have a common thesis and try to arrive at a point 
where they can restore unity. They promised to stop their 
public polemics in the Knesset and in the youth, women, and 
friendship societies. Our hope was that they would do just 
that, - 

-- ... When they--came to-the Congress of the ΟΡ of-Italy ; —- 
we hoped for unity--but things got worse. The Sneh speech 
published’ in "Kol-Haam" (organ of the pro-Israel faction 
of the CP of Israel) on September 19 repudiated the program 
which had been passed on the national_question and on the a — 
peasant question, He talked of the néed for a genuine national 
Party. Developments showed that the Mikunis group lost in the 
election, not only among Arabs but also among Jewish workers. 
They lost one seat, The Vilner-Toubi group drew two per cent 
of the vote; the Mikunis group drew one per cent of the vote. 
This is a smaller vote than they have drawn before. This is 
the result of their unprincipled approach, 

We invited a united delegation from both groups 
to our XXIII Congress but the Mikunis-Sneh group refused, 
Mikunis wanted to speak at the Congress; the Vilner-Toubi group 
Said that a joint greeting should be worked out and no Speech 
delivered, Mikunis referred to the Vilner-Toubi group as 
‘Splitters although this group-has more CP members than Mikunis. - τὺ 
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Before his departure from Tel Aviv, Mikunis talked 
to Mrs. Golda Meir, the former Foreign Minister of Israel, who 
did so much to ageravate relations between Israel and the "USSR. 
The press reported that she asked Mikunis to take up with us 
the Jewish question in the USSR. This is a provocation that 
hurts Mikunis. 

We cannot understand why Mikunis turns down all 
propoSals or suggestions from the Vilner-Toubi group or from us. 
We sent a representative delegation to the XV Congress of the 
CP of Israel and there were also delegations from other 
Parties, We were sure the Congress would be postponed and that 
they would strive to unite. We were surprised that Mikunis 
called the Congress for August 4, When we sent a message to 
the CP of Israel Congress, we emphasized that it was for 
the united Party. Later, the same message was sent to the 
other Party a few days later. 

The correspondent of "Kol-Haam" is still here in 
Moscow. Vilner now wants a correspondent here for’ their own 
paper, "Zu Haderech." This is embarrassing to us. The tone 
of "Kol-Haam" is tendentious. Also, some anti-Soviet material 
has been appearing in it. For example, there was printed a world 
wide appeal from "Lithuanian Jews." We never heard of it. 
Such a question never appeared in our press. On January 13 
the London "Daily Worker" (organ of the CP of Great Britain) 
printed a resolution on the Jewish question in the USSR. But 
this had already been printed in the Zionist press the day before. 
The correspondent of 'Kol-Haam" protested that this was 
embarrassing to the-~Israeli CP, - -- το - - 

In Austria, a so-called Marxist book was published 
that asserts that Marx, Engels, and Lenin are obsolete on the 
Jewish question. Ο, ἢ, Hermansson, the Chairman of the 
Swedish CP, was invited to Israel and visited the kibbutzim. 
He met only with the Mikunis group and refused to see Vilner 
and Toubi. The bourgeois press emphasized this. Also, there 
were a few provocative speeches in the Israeli Knesset, A 
member of the Mapai Party (Israel Labor Party) read a Sneh 
article and interpreted it as indicating that Sneh is coming 
back to the old Zionist position, After one speech by 
Mikunis, Ben-Gurion. Said, "You are taking a few steps towards 
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the Mapam Party (United Workers Party)."" At one time Sneh 
was in the Mapai and then went to the Mapam. In 1953 he split and 
left with a group from the left and entered the CP of Israel. 
In the bourgeois press, Sneh is called a "master of splits." 
That is why we keep telling them to get rid of their petty 
differences and on the basis of Marxism-Leninism to unite 
and get together. 

Relative to the first point raised, perhaps this will 
clarify it. Mikunis thinks that Eshkol has a new policy but as 
far as we know this policy is no different than the policy 
of Ben-Gurion. Abba Eban, the new Foreign Minister, was 
formerly an intelligence agent. It is merely an illusion to 
think that the Israeli Government will give up its military 
adventures, The domestic economic situation has also worsened for 
the workers. There have been wage cuts of 20 per cent. The 
Vilner-Toubi group raises these questions. The Mikunis group 
is Silent on these demands.. 

We are trying to improve our relations with Israel. 
We are sending cultural people, artists, and others hoping for 
an improvement in the situation, but we ‘have seen no other policy 
except the old aggressive, militarist policy on the part of the 
Government of Israel. - ᾿ 

στ τ᾿ In August, 1966, in Brussels, Belgium, there-is- ie 
scheduled a World Congress of Jews. Dr. Nahum Goldman, head of 
the World Jewish Congress and President of the World Zionist 
Organization, says that he wants a delegation to this Congress 
from .the USSR and asked where they can find such -a. delegation.. - 
We offered to send a religious delegation but Goldman says that 
they do not want such a delegation. But we have no Jewish 
community in the USSR. In 1965, 1700 Jews left the USSR for 
Israel to be reunited with their families. However, one hundred 
returned, some of them even coming in as tourists just in order 
to get back into the USSR. There are 17,000 young Romanian Jews 
under the age of 25 who want to return to Romania from Israel 
because they do not have jobs and they cannot speak Hebrew. In 
the USSR, a Russian Jew named Finkel went to Israel and was 
unable to get work so he returned to the USSR as a tourist and told 
his story as a result of which 92 Jews withdrew their applic ations 
to go to Israel. - 

~ - =. - - -ς- --- --ς 



The head of the Palestine refugees, an extremist, went to Peking and saw Mao Tse-tung. Mao said, “You have one hundred million Arabs. Why do you tolerate a U.S, base in 
your midst? Why wait? You should eliminate Israel and its one and a half million Jews." Actually, the way to 
liquidate the Arab camps is to give them training so they can acquire skills and build plants in which they can work. Jordan has 900,000 refugees who represent 50 per cent of the population. So no one can change this now. We doubt that Gamal Abdel Nasser, President of the United Arab Republic, or anyone else thinks that they can change this situation, The Arabs live a horrible life 
and are discriminated against. The oriental Jews are 8150 
oppressed and hold nothing but the lowest paid jobs. The 
Askenazie Jews consider themselves the "elite". The oriental 
JewS do not speak Hebrew; the majority of them Speak Arabic 
Since they have lived in North Africa, 

The consolidation of Israel is an accomplished 
fact. But the U.S. imperialists and Zionists are interfering 
in Israeli affairs, Nahum Goldman acts as if he runs the 
foreign office of the Israeli Government. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distribtted 
outside your agency. 
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TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH τ 

= 

“fo: the Delegates of the Communist: Party of the United states” 

_ Dear Comrades: 

The XIX Congress of the Communist Party of Uruguay 
will be held in Monteyideo from June 29 through July 3, it 

- Will be concerned with an evaluation of the activities of the = 
| ‘Party since ‘the previous. Congress and Will outline the tasks ; ας 
_ for development of the struggles and tnity of ‘the working 

class and the Uruguayan peopic, — ' 

The Congress will bo held at a tine when important | 
battles are being waged by the workers, when the anti~imperialist 

-unity is making advances and under very peculiar circumstances ᾿ 
as far as the development of the struggles. in Latin America — 

~ is concerned, ; ᾿ ᾿ : - Lo τς 

- . ‘We would like your Party to be représented.at the 
ΕΝ Congress. Therefore, we ask you to forward this invitation . 

᾿ς to the leadership .of the Party and, if possible, to let us. 
know when the delegation will arrive somewhat ahead-of time. 

ον τ τὸ τ το τ΄ Ts τ τὸς Wath fraternal regards,. 

OO , ‘GSsigned): - ες ον τὸ 
a So, Two. illegible ‘signatires 

- ᾿ 4 
τ ᾿ cjs yh! | ΝΕ 
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GRANSLATION FROM GERMAN 

--Seehalist ϑαΐεν. batty of Geriéany “ἢ 

Central Committee _ . . 

Centra Committee House on Mara-Engels Square, ΕΣ Berlin, — 
oo ‘Telephone; 2028. 

Department: Ὁ International, Liaison oo : 

To. the. ‘Conmunist Party of ‘the. ini ted States of. America ΝΙΝ το Σ τὐπι τ] 

--Ξ z1 

Dear Conrados; 

Berlin, March ‘31, 1966 

= 

τ ς- We. take the liberty. OF. extending“: an-invitation for - 
| one. Of the comrades. of your Party to cone. ito the German 5 
Demderatic Républic a8-a. lecturer, | . - τ 

= 

Phe proposed period of time Ag tron August 8 through. 
August 18, 1966.. 

π 

" 

‘Phe - -comrades, cand. active population: of the German 
" “Deniocratic Republic. experience a Very. gréat need. for ‘direct - 
information | ‘concerning the problems encountered’ ‘by brother. _— 

- Partiés in their struggles. Therefore, we: would ‘be very glad 
to-have .a ‘comrade from your Party hold a series. of lectures” 
in the German Democratic Republic soncerhing the following. 

τ subject? 
- 

τς τος .Wfhe: ghaxpening of the contradictions of United: 
ΝΣ .- States. imperialisn and their effects. on. the ‘eituation ᾿ 

το τς .. O£ thé American péople. ‘The American Tabor move - 
ment and: the struggie of the Conmunist ‘Party. to 
secure. their. political rights. " 

, phe léctures will be attended by Party activists). 
functionaries ‘of the. mass organizations. and, officials of the 
State ‘apparatus. - They will also. be held in Party schools. 
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We “ask you “to advige us ; promptly. whether ἀξ will be: 
possible. for you to accept. our invitation... - . 

With Socialist regards, 
oe ye " _ (βρῆ), ῸΟῸ Ξ-- 
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ΝΣ ΝΞ "TRANSLATION FRO’ SPANISH 

The envelope is addressed to the Central Couaittee of the - 

oe - Conimunist Party.of the United States . 

People! s. Vanguard Party 7 - ἐς ᾿ 

-—San Jose, Costa Rica” a _ 

te the Central Committee of the conmunist Party. ΟΣ, the United © 

states ας - 
' 2 - 

= - - _ " 

- Hand Delivery ᾿ς τς - ΝΕ BL το το τ 

Dear Conrades:: 

On June 16 of this year,. the Norxist-Leninist Party 
of the working class of Costa Rica, the People's Vanguard, will 

| celebrate its 35th anniversary. During. the current year, 
.- many. activities will take place to. celebrate this anniversary. 

These: activities will include the campaign to repeal the _ 
second part of Article 98 of the Political Constitution which 
outlaws the activities of the Party. (The People's Vanguard - 
Party: was made illegal during. the 1948: Civil War and at the- 

_ béginning of the Cold War unleashed by inperialisn ona 
world scale.) : oe 

᾿ The eveant of greatest significance ‘and gelevance: 
“with which. ‘the peopIe will celebrate this 35th anniversary 
is. the confirmation of the 10th Regular Congress of the- People’ [Ξ| 

‘Vanguard Party. 

The agenda for this: cereriony will be: . - 

‘as An analysis ΟΥὨ the international and. national 
political situation and. their ‘prospects, - 

- ι, : ‘b. Approval of the report on the activities of the 
me 7 ς- Central. Committee since the previous Congress; 

an τς ἢ τορι, Amendments to the by-laws, ; 

an oe dae Convocation of a spéodal.ettonal Congress, to τ 

τ . approve the. new. program, and-. 



᾿- 

ος "Election of the Central Committee, 

ΕΝ Surely,. the fraternal yoice: of the Communist and 
; Workers": Parties, joined in solidarity; will be a great ae 

ir, Juan Rodriguez 

stinulus for the communists and patriots in Costa Rica in 
their struggle. It will enhance the efféctiveness of the. © 
10th Congress and help toward obtaining legal recognition of. 
the Party. 

: in. particular, it would be most stimulating for. us 
to let the peopie, hear a-message from your Party, which 
message would malie a substantial contribution to the tabk of 
bringing our respective peoples closer together. ΝΕ ᾿ 

We ask you ‘to be ‘kind eiiotizh to “pend your méssage 
to the address appearing below, 

F 

with very fraternal regards, 

_ . (Signed) ΝΞ 
ΝΕ ΕΞ 111 ΘΕ2018 οὐ 

Secretary General 
.- - -on behalf of the Central 
-ὐ a - ‘ Comnittee 

Address; τ ΝΞ ΞΕ ΝΞ 

Post Office Box 4665 Ce Ν... 
San dose, Costa Rica δ πος 

- Central America ᾿ 
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REGISTERED MAIL ΒΟ 
ΒΞ ΞΈΕΞΕ “ἰΡ ον} ΞΕ 

AIRTEL 

TO : -DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 
Attn: FBI Laboratory " 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO ‘(134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed. herewith are Xerox copies of three - 
documerits received ‘by CG 5824-S+ during the course. of 
the. recent 20th Solo Mission. These documents,- two ‘of 
which appear in the Spanish langtiage and, the third in 
the German language, were received by: CG ‘5824-S* during | 
cohtacts with leading CP representatives while in. Moscow, 
USSR, March and April, 1966. The dociiments enclosed are 

1) An invitation of the Partido Vanguardia ; 
Popular of Costa Rica to the CP, USA το. . 
send a representative to. an anniversary ᾿ 
celebration scheduled 6/16/66; 

νος Fad OVf 
An invitation of the CP of Uruguay to rim "or Wor RECORDED 

the 19th Congress | of the CP of Uruguayti ‘MAY 9 1966 
qs 6/29/66; 

3) An invitation. of the Socialist Unity Party 
of Germany dated 3/31/66 to the CP, USA _ 
to provide a lecturer for the German ἐς 

\ Ik Democratic Republic; 8/18/66. ~~ - 

Bureau (Enc. 3).(RM) > 72 POE 
“Chicago. ᾿ KO 9 V bake 

RWH: MDW. 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

The FBI Laboratory , Cryptanalysis-Translation 
Section, is. requested to prepare full text translations 
of the above items as expeditiously as possible and furnish 
copies thereof to Chicago in order that the. information con-- 
tained therein may be placed in LHM for dissemination, 
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Date: ὁ 5/10/66 | . 

Transmit the following in - -ι-.ὃϑσὅ-οϑς 
ΜΝ (Type in plaintext or.code)* 

Via - AIRTEL 

ΝΞ. ᾿Ξ ΞΕ (Priority) ~ - 

TO ’ DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

HICAGO (134-46 Sub B)- | 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) ‘entitled "REPORT OF SAMUEL |. 
MIKUNIS, GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF ISRAEL (PRO- 
ISRAEL GROUP) , DEALING WITH INTERNAL SITUATION IN COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF ISRAEL: a 

FROM : BAC G 

SUBJ ECT: Bore 

The inférmation in the enclosed ΤῊΝ was orally — 
furnished on 4/25-29/66 by: CG 5824-S* to’ SAS | WALTER Δ. BOYLE 
and RICHARD. Me HANSEN, | we 

. 
τὰ 

the enclosed HM has" been classified nFopseetnen" 
Since unauthorized disclosure of the information“Set forth 
therein could reasonably. result. in the identification of 
this ‘source, who is furnishing -infofmation on the highest 
level . concerning the international: communist movement, 
thus adversely: affecting the: national ;Seeurity. 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, ‘the. enclose LAM ‘has: been shown as having been 

a prepared in Washin tank Ὁ. ΓΗ 

msed that the meeting referred ‘to i CG 5824-S RS st yy 

+1 one 40 SS cy «REG: 36 (00- 1rd ΟἹ ΟἽ] J- 9 
13 Ee ® - Bureau (Encl 4) (RM —— 

1 = New: York, (1002184687), (Encl... pied | 
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in the enclosed LHM was held in Moscow, USSR, on 4/5/66, the 
day after a similar meeting had been held with representatives 
of the Communist Party of Israel (CPI) (pro-Arab group), which 

_ was reported by LHM dated 5/6/66. Furthermore, an LHM dated 
5/9/66 reported the comments of (FNU) MALIANOV, chief of section 
in charge of Israeli matters. in the International Department, 
Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union. 

‘The meeting herein described was attended by the 
Source and the following individuals: SAMUEL MIKUNIS, General 
Secretary, CPI (pro-Israel1); MOSHE SNEH, member of the Political 
Bureau, CPI (pro-Israel); HENRY WINSTON, Vice Chairman, 
ΟΡ, USA; JAMES JACKSON, member of the Secretariat, CP, USA, 
and publisher of "The Worker"; and HYMAN LUMER, member of the 
Secretariat and Educational Director, CP, USA. 

During the course of this meeting, HENRY WINSTON 
delivered to the represeétitatives. of the CPI (pro-Israel) a 
formal invitation to send a fraternal delegate to the 
fortlicoming 18th National Convention of the CP, USA, scheduled 
for 6/2 24/66 in New York City. 



ἘΒΟΤ ἃ ἢ CEE LUN ΑἘΕΜΟ ΒΕ ΤΥ DERIVED FROM: 

“ECLASST FICATION GUIDE inal ron 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION - 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 
File No. May 10, 1966 

Fopesacier 

REPORT OF SAMUEL MIKUNIS, GENERAL 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF ISRAEL 
(PRO-ISRAEL GROUP), DEALING WITH INTERNAL 
SITUATION IN COMMUNIST PARTY OF ISRAEL 

During April, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

In April, 1966, a statement on the current status 
of the split within the Communist Party of Israel (CPI) into 
two factions, one characterized as pro-Israel and the other 
characterized as pro-Arab, was made by Samuel Mikunis, 
General Secretary, CPI (pro-Israel group). Also present at 
that time and concurring in the remarks of Mikunis, was 
Moshe Sneh, member of the Political Bureau,. CPI (pro-Israel 
group). The essence of this statement by Mikunis was as 

follows: _ ᾿ Ν Ν" ΜΕΝ 

There is a split in the Israeli CP for a number of 
reasons, There is a split because of the Arab attack on the 
existence of the Israeli State. There are no differences with 
our Arab comrades on the question of the Palestinian Arabs. 
Gamal Abdel Nasser, President of the United Arab Republic, and 
others say that war with Israel is inevitable to liquidate 
israel just like the crusade that Liquidated Jerusalem, 

It would not be so bad if the Arab states were not 
in the Afro-Asian-Latin American Solidarity Organization where 
this idea would enter and poison this anti-imperialist body. 
At the Tri-Continental Conference at Havana, Cuba, in January, 
1966, the conference resolution on Israel was adopted in thé 
style of Joseph Goebbels of Germany. We warned the CP of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) that this resolution was coming when no. 

ENCLOSURE 



delegation. from Israel was permitted to attend. The Soviet 
delegation opposed that resolution, 

The Israeli Party cannot ask the unions and others to 
join this tri-continental, anti-imperialist conference when 
they talk of the Israeli people as deserving of being 
liquidated, Remember the statement of Walter Ulbricht, First 
Secretary of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany, made with 
Gamal Abdel Nasser that imperialism created the artificial 
State of Israel as a dagger pointed at the heart of the Arabs. 
Also, the statement to the Arabs by Mao Tse-tung, Chairman 
of the CP of China, that the Arabs are a hundred million 
Strong; the Jews are only two million; and that Israel should 
be exterminated, The other group in the CPI, the group of 
Emil Habibi, member of their Political Bureau, says that we 
Should dissociate ourselves from the resolution adopted in 
Havana on the Israeli question, but only on one sentence of 
the resolution. But the resolution did not condemn just the 
Government of Israel but the very existence of Israel. With 
Such an approach, we cannot influence the Israeli people. 

The essence of the problem is whether Israel should 
exist, and how can the Party appeal to the people if in the 
eyes of the Israeli people we are looked upon as “agents of 
Nasser''? 

Fifteen Parties protested the exclusion of Israeli 
youth from the Ninth World Festival of Youth and Students in 
Algeria last summer. But the Israeli CP did not protest 
because the-opposition in the CP:said "we can't hurt Algeria." 

In regard to our cooperation with the left Zionists, 
the socialists, etc. the Habibi group says that this is 
cooperation with Zionists. However, Since establishing 
clarity on the question of Israel as a state, the CP is 
growing in prestige. The other group is becoming isolated. 

We were invited to the XXIII Congress of the CPSU 
aS four individuals: Mikunis, Sneh, Habibi, and Vilner (Meir 
Viiner, Secretary of the Political Bureau and member of the 
Secretariat, Central Committee, CPI (pro-Arab), There was 
no agreement to appear aS one delegation. Moscow will not 
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recognize the split although they know it exists; but what 
they want is unity. We are of the opinion that the Soviet 
Union favors the other group (pro-Arab) because the CPSU 
cannot publicly give the impression that they "favor Israel." 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, of a 
letterhead memorandum (LEM) entitled “REQUEST FOR LEGAL 
AID FROM THE BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST PARTY TO THE COMMUNIST’ 
PARTY, USA," 

The information in the enclosed LHM was orally 
furnished on 4/25-29/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE 
and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

The enclosed LHM has been classified Be τα τ τ 
Since unauthorized disclosure of the information set forth 
therein could reasonably result in the identification of 
this source, who is furnishing information on the highest 
level concerning the international commtinist movement, ~ 

‘thus adversely affecting the national security. k 
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the enclosed LHM, CG 5824-S* advised that this information 
had been furnished to GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist 
Party (CP), USA, on 4/27/66. . “When furnished this information, 
HALL stated he was. in favor of providing the assistance 
requested by the Brazilian CP and would be in contact with 
JOHN ABT, CP, USA attorney, on that date. He noted that 1 
ABT himself σδηποῦ go to. Brazil, ‘he. would have ABT attempt 
to find another available attorney. 



AECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROME: 

FRI CAUTOMATIC DECLASETFICATION COLDER 

OO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Pleas Washington, D. C. 
FileNe’ ΤΡ ΠΤῸ May 10, 1966 

Dpextier 

REQUEST FOR LEGAL AID FROM ‘THE 
BRAZILIAN: COMMUNIST .PARTY TO THE 
COMMUN IST. ᾿ PARTY USA ΝΟ 

In April, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During discussions in March, 1966, a representative 
of the Brazilian Communist Party made a request to the 
Communist Party, USA for legal aid. Specifically, this 
request to the Commun st Party, USA was for that Party to 
attempt to locate anattorney in the United States willing 
to travel to-B rl and participate in the legal defense 
of Luis Cartos estes, General Secretary, Brazilian Communist 
Party, and othe .Party leaders who will soon be tried —— 

ΤῚΝ absentia. -by -the- ‘Brazilian Government. If such a lawyer 
could be found by the Communist Party, USA, the Brazilian. __ —- 
Communist Party. representative- provided: the “following: 

’ 
‘contact address for such person in Rio de Janeiro: 

Doctor Sinva} Palmeiras... 

Ave. Rio Branco. ‘No- 106 
Te Telephone Number He 1138 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Fedéral Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ἰ 

πν She . ~IS- _ - 0 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a \ 
letterhead memorandum: entitled, "KV Congress of Léninis Cal ὶ . 
Young Communist League of the Soviet. Union, May, 1966, " Νὰ 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished by CG: 5824-S* during 
the period 4/25-29/66, to SAs. WALTER A, BOYLE, and RICHARD W. 
HANSEN. : ᾿ x _ , 

- The enclosed letterhead memorandum. has been 
. Classified Bo moeaenEt since unauthorized disclosure of . 
the information set forth therein could reasonably result a 
in the identification of this source who is furnishing 1 ff 
information on thé-highest level concerning the international 7 
communist “TO ‘hus adversely pifecting the national © / 
security, - 

To fu ertprotect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed lettefhéad memorandum has been shown as having 
peek prepared eo Washington, D.C. 
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I-New York (100-134637) (Enc. 3) (Info) (RM) ] - 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

According to CG 5824-S*, a formal invitation to 
send a delegate to the 15th Congress of the Leninist 
Young Communist League (LYCL) of the Soviet Union, issuéd 
in the name of 5, PAVLOV, Secretary, Central Committee, 
LYCL of the Soviet Union, was turned over to the CP, USA 
fraternal delegation to thé 23rd Congress of the CPSU in 
3/66, While this invitation specifically mentions one 
delegate from the U.S. to the 15th Congress, there was a 
méeting heid on 4/12/66 with LYCL representatives, parti--- 
Gipated in by the source, HENRY WINSTON, HYMAN LUMER,. and 
JAMES. JACKSON, at which time the number of U-S., guests 
was increased to two, It was agreed by the LYCL that they 
would pay all the expenses for these two individuals. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau and New York is 
one Xerox copy each of the original invitation from the LYCL 
of the Soviet Union signed by PAVLOV and received in 3/66 
plus one Xerox Gopy each of the official English translation 
which was prepared by. the LYCL, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
File No, 

May 10, 1966 

_SOP-SEGREL_ 

XV CONGRESS OF LENINIST YOUNG 
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF THE SOVIET 
UNION, MAY, 1966 ΜΝ 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

The XV Congress of the Leninist Young Comnunist 
League (LYCL) of the Soviet Union is to convene in Moscow, 
USSR, on May 17, 1966. The Congress will hear and discuss 
the report of the Central Committee of the LYCL of the 
Soviet Union and define the tasks of the Komsomol for the 
coming years. Four thousand delegates are expected to be 
in attendance from the LYCL of the Soviet Union. 

There also will be foreign guests present. at this” 
Congress. Over oné hundred invitations have been sent to 
foreign organizations, not only Young Communist- Leagues; ~~~ 

_. —_but progressive, léft and liberation organizations, to send 

fraternal delegations. ‘The Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) - 
has been specifically invited to send two such delegates.. 
The Central Committee, LYCL of the Soviet Union, will cover - 

_ all.the expenses connected with the visit of such foreign . 
delegations to the Soviet Union, After the Congress has 
completed its work, these same foreign delegations will be | 
given the opportunity of making a tour of the Soviet Union . 
in order that they might become better acquainted with the 
Life of the Soviet youth and the activities of the Komsomol 
organizations. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to. 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. - 
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Mpoaerapint beex erpar, cocamunazece! 

| Beecowsubilt Fernucnnd Konnmrynucruyecnuti Coos Mononexn 
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nO. | σον wn Wer coenne 1ϑσίῃ,, 

ΠΘΗΜΟΗΘΉΞΗΣΝ ΜΟΠΟΠΚΟΜ 
KONnapTun Cla 

, HOROMCRHAR COLI 

' Hoporue tosapya! 

. . L? Han [966 rowa 8 Nockne oxxpoerca ouepemnoli XY csean 
BeecowsHoro Jleduuckoro Nounyuvcenvecnoro ‘Cowsa Honozeru. 

Ha ceeagqe Hpeynonaracson -sacuywars- ἢ -oOcymuTS-ovuer - 
lenrpadsxoro KOMMveta BAKCH uM onpezenuT. 3azauM KOMCONOTA 
Ha WpexAcronimh Aepuo”. ᾿ 

τοὶ ΠΘΗ ΤΌΘ ΒΗ Komurer BIRCH c yaoRouscTBHeM NpurAamaer 
Ha obesy npeyctapirens Eaten opranuaannn, ST 

HocaHe ΒΘΒΟΡΙΙΘΗΜΗ padowl cheasda sapyOexHHM roctay 6y~ 
ACL HPCROCLARTCHA BOBUOKKOCTS CORCPUNTL HoesnKy ΠῸ CoxeTcKony 
Consy ἈΠΕ OBHAKOMIGHIA ὁ. ἘΜΒΉΗΒῸ CoBeRCKO MOTIOMeRU. Καὶ padoroli 
KONCOMONDCKHX Opranksanih. 

Boe pacxoqu, chasanive ὁ noesaxo 3 Cozetcuuii Cona, 
BOBBNET HA ceOA ik BAKCH, 

ΠΡΟ undopanpokarh Hac 6 NOAyYCHUM hpursyauenua, a 
TAKKE COOCMULS Qanvinio Bauero npe_ctaguvenn wa XY csean BIKCK. 
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communist Party o£ tae USA 
Hationali Comnmlivee , me 
Youth Section 

Dear Comrades, 

‘ - The XVth Congress of the Teninist Young Communist League 
of the Soviet Union is to open in Moscow on May 17, 1966. 

The Congress is supposed to hear and discuss the report 
‘of the Central Committee of the Leninist Young Communist League 
of the Soviet Union and define the tasks: of ‘the Komsomol 
for the coming years. . 

Loo Phe Central Committee of the. Leninist. Young Communist. 
League of the Soviet Union cordially invites your organisation 
to send one yepresentataye 4 to. the Conpress« 7 _ 

‘ After the Ὁ "ongress the foreign guests will be ‘given an 
opportunity to make ἃ tour og the Soviet Union for getting 
acquainted with the lige of the Sovict youth and the aoti- 

_ ..vities of the Komsomol organisas: ποῦθε ὁ - oe - 

fhe Central Committec of the Leninist Young Communist 
League of the Soviet Union will cover all the expenses. 
connected with the visit to the Soviet Union. 

Pleasé ¢onfirm receivt of onr invitation and also. inForn 
us of the name of your representative to the XVth Congress of 
the Leninist Young Communist League of the Soviet Union. , 

4 

us 

7 ᾿ . 8.Pavl OV) . 

“Central Committee of the 
Leninist Young Communist 

* , League of the Soviet, Union 
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...  Abtached ds the translation which you requested ty ΓῚ sirtel 
dated 5/30/66, | 

The contents thereof, where pertinent, must be reporta : 
. under appropriate captions. and ‘aftonded whatever investigative 

attention ds necessary, 

ON ~ Disposition of the foreign language material submitted in 
Me connection is set: forth below; 
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TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH 

ἧς (continuation of “Appendisx ἃ, ‘pran- of Studies on | Social ες 
. *$ituations" -by. dirk, Nelinevajsa; of report on Project 

- Camelot.) 

The greatest differencés concerning the present 
state.of different social problems and. the expectations. of 
their future direction may be polished. In some instances, 

7 _ this 15 ἃ very wise focus. It entertains the notion that 
3 the present situation admits certain futures. Some of these 

futures "are produced" through a variety of complex inter- 
actions by many individdals. Some move through the actions 

. of the government on. other institutions ‘or other ‘Groups: with~ 
ina society. Other changes aré planned because there exists 
or may exist policies intended to produce changes in some 
desired directions, 

Ν We therefore propose to identify some groups im= | 
portant for the future. ‘fhe smallest list of -problens would 
include: . 

- ἃς, Government regimes 

b. Industrial field ΝΟ ᾿ 

᾿ 8 @, “Agrdeultiral field ς΄ Ὁ 

ἃ. ‘Educational’ programs 

| e. Health prograns | 

f, liiternational relations 

‘g. Economic planning 

h. Agrarian reforn ; 
% 

Control of? production facilities 

᾿ For each one of these areas, we can identify ad- 
-missible futures. which "happen" or are influenced in, ~~ 
different’ degrees, One important aspect of ‘the individual 
imagination is precisely. the evaluation of different outcomes 
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which might confront it or its society. ‘These evaluations 
- include estimations of: 

ἃ. Similarity of different futures 

b, Aspirations of different futures 

αι Aspirations attributed to other individuals 
and groups 

‘This produces a sort of geograph of expectations. 
The alternatives: of the futures, if they come about, effect 
individuals in different ways. ‘There are consequences for’ 
then. These are consequences for the principal values. There- 
fore, there is a difference, if tha. futures cotie about; partly 
due to the particular actions of each individual or the 
actions of other individuals and groups. In an. exceptional 
case, they may come about regardless of the activities of 
any person, as ‘happens: when determining. activities of life 
are applied. However, data is needed about the power: which 
the. individuals bélieve ‘to have in order to. change the course. 
of events and the power which they ‘attribute to others, Since 
these are estimations of power, more than power" ih a real 

sense, we shall ‘réfer to the data. concerning the efficacy and 
the attributes: of the efficacy: These,.show up in’ the form | 
of perceptions ;of an individual ‘who can effect the .course of 
events in many and. different; WAYS. Now, somo. directions 
which the..course of: events ‘seems to. have: taken. may be highly 
undesirable. for an individual. Even 60; other individuals. 
and groups, enjoy dnstitutionalized power} they have authority. 
to control rome events. 

. This leads to. another necessity: we need infor~ 
mation on perceptions of authority. This means specifically 
that ‘we: must have information. on: 

a. Who visibly. thas authority: over.an in- 
dividual and in what aspects of life}. 

b, ‘Who has visible authority to direct 
the course of: events in directions de- 
sirable for an individual; 

δ, Under what conditions defiance of . 
_.  . .gtthority 48. suitable; . 

- ἃ, Under what conditions defiance of 
authority: may: take violent form and 

~~ 38: - 



and ‘under ‘what ‘conditions. the violence 
is, considered legal;. ΙΝ 

9. How individuals get along with -respect 
to norms concerning, defiance of authority; 

Ἐ, How individuals get along with respect 
to norms concerning, the use of violence... - 

Individuals can. perceive: many present probiens. 
They. can. anticipate. future problems. But. this does ‘not auto- 
‘Hatically. mean that the- need: to-resolvée these problems is 
effected by them in any way, «This will depend upon their in- 
terests. and.obligations, In other words, we must also. have 
information.on the things in which: the. individuals’ are in- 
terested and’ those which, are ndére important for them than for 
others; Ina sense, this becomes. an ingitiry off the different 
types of futures ‘which concern them on different levels, For 
some, the options of the: Agrarian Reform. are made. more in-, 
portant ‘than. ithe housing: problens: or government. Yegimes, In. 
another sense; “this focus involves an evaluation of the rel- 

_ ative importance Οὗ the principal values: how important is 
the. inerease--of risk.as, relevant, to the. increase of in-: 

_ .Straction, etc. This is.an indication of the aspirations,is 
“their: level:and direction, (in--some -aspects: of life, ‘such 
aspirations)... “The needs: of ‘information relative: to ‘the per= 

οι ceptuar focus’ may ‘be- ‘Listed: ‘as- follows. : . a 

a ‘Information on the individual's position | on the prin- 
τς Clpal. values -- ‘that is, where he stands ‘by himself. ‘and in' ᾿ 

relation to. cothers.. These are the previously cited values 
of power, well-being). Atistruction; etc. ; 

Ὁ, Information on the. ‘changes expected in the condition of 
these principal values), as well as the reasons for the 
changes, ‘good and bad; -᾿ 

Cc. ‘Information ‘on the perceptions of the responsibilities 
‘for directing the obtaining and distribution of the social. 
products which improve these values. This may be: the in- 
dividual himsel?, the goverhnent, or some special institution; 

ἃ, Information. on the “present state of the principal social. 
problems; such as a description of the: individual with re-~ 

- spect~to-some: of -these-problems: (unemployment, poverty; - 
sickness) arid a description, of the social state; 
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6. Information on the changes expected in the principal 
_social .problems together with the reasons for these ex- 
pectations; . . - 

f. Information on the perceptions of the respoiisibilities 
in the direction and control of such social problems; 

g. Information on similarity, desire and desirable attri- 
butes which belong to different futures of the system, in 
all its’ ‘characteristics as well as with reference to 

. specific aspects of life which aré strategically important. 
for the social, political and ecoriomic development ;: 

h, Information on the sense of power (efficacy) of the - 
individual himself in influencing the course. of events and 
his perceptions of the efficacy of strategic. groups’ within 
the. society and information on ‘the perceptions of authority, - 
including its present uses (relative to the individual) and 
its. misuse, conditions for defiance of authority with 
actions of variable intensity, including. violence, and re~ 
socialization of ‘norms with réspect to the legitimation of 
alithority as well as defiance of authority; 

Je. Information on the interests, obligations and aspirations 
of the. individual . The: Anterests have a Yelation to. the 
importance. of social problems (such. as ἃ and.e below), and 
the aspirations ‘be ‘belong to. the. principal, ‘values (such . as in. 
‘@ and. b 

- “This focus contains a puiit-in prohibition ‘to 
handle any estimation of the effects of. government actions, 
In fact, the different futures which are empirically 

- evaluated may bé derived fron aggregates, of real problens: 
of action, such as in. ‘health, - education, housing, agrarian 
reforn, ete, However, we do not..obtain direct information 

- on the present: effects of future government, actions, but, we. 
‘ean obtain estimates ‘of the anticipated effects of future 

* government actions, even when these ‘actions take place or 
᾿ not, 

dD. Special. Provisions 

The studiés- of systems will be performed. in. an 
unstable world, _ these are studies of the instabilities. 

- 440- 



within the operational framework of social systems. How- 
-@ver, it remains necessary to provide oneself. with many 

old methods, in case a major crisis comes up in one or 
many of the systems under study... 

The old methods ‘would provide us two alternative 
strategies, For one, they’ must permit the change of one 
system to another-if these studies can be harmed. by the 
continuation of serious internal problems, In the second- 
place; they must allow us to be opportune and to use an 
existing crisis as.a special base for an ‘analysis, This 
is a preferred method. It must be chosen over the retire- 
mént of a certain system if, despite a given crisis, the 
continuation of the investigation is to continue being 
possible. Under these circumstances, hevertheless, some 
preparatory measures are necessary. The Specific in- 
struments of inquiry and the observations will be standard- 
ized in all systems. But the context. of the instruments 
with reference to certain parties or political movements 
and specific programs of change. may. be effected by the 
characteristics of each system, This. is: obviois;. but it 
means that -an instriment must be designed for an.old systom 
to which: we can resort. if ‘the conditions démand it. in 
the second Place, ‘no active crisis may be scientifically 
Studied in ‘progress, unless we are prepared. for: these 
‘studies ahead of ‘timé. The Sécond alternative demands the. 
developient:.. of. instruments contingent. to the. occurrence of 
the different possible crises, This is feasible for law 

_ itself, because the Camelot Pian’ will then he prepared to 
‘take advantage of different situations as they are needed. 
The old provisions are of ‘the | low cost - high efficiency 

type. ὁ 
# ~ 

᾿ 

Υ. μμρννυοίου 

Ih order to Iearn the information and needs ‘in 
the study system: ‘Of the Camelot Plan, different types of 
inquiries have been considered. Its naturalness depends 
mainly upon the ‘characteristics of the information, becausé 
the different methods of compiling data are suited to 
different types of information. 

=~ 

_A, - Study-of the. description system. - - τς -- 

φ 41. 



The purpose. of this study is to describe the pre- 
sént state of a particular: social systen in such a ‘Way: that ἢ 
the description will be comparable to, other systens and-to- 
the descriptions implicit in the study of theanalyticad 
case. . 

The study: first includés an identification of 
the variables in the terms in which the system must be de- 
seribed. However, aii -inventory of deScriptives is used. 
‘These descriptives are types of economic, demographic, 
political and social data. applicable to’ the systen as. a: 
yhole. ἢ 

The variables of. descriptives must be: such that 
they are comparable not only from system to system, but: 
these sane variables may be used to characterize alternative 
levels of analysis, subsystems and organizations. 

The values of these variables will definé the 
présent state of the system or of a subsysteii when αὖ. . 

applies to this level. ‘The. ptudy. contemplates that the. 
same. description will be produced for a standardized: ‘past : 
period, giving the ‘comparable ihformation as to the state. 
of the system. five or ten years before, The. relation between. 
the descriptions of ‘the -past and the presént of course ‘pro 
duce basic tendencies of: data, 

- 

B, Study of the snoPaitive pian, 

The purpose of this. study is ‘to describe ‘the. MF 
enormitive relations which different basic institutions, 
a number of strategic organizations and the needs of re- 
omnia Gene for important ‘social ‘roles include.. the, study. in- 

νά τὰ 

for the , social syaten as a whole, In a similar WAY it in: 
cludes the delineation of the systet.of stratification as. 
4t if implicit in the predominate division of work and dis-~ 
tribution of power, There is an emphasis on the asset. (Ὁ) - 
product relations, together with: the intra~institutional ᾿ 
and organizational procedures which respond to conversion. 
-0f the assets(?) ‘into products, , . 

πὶ The investigation: 4s. concerned with: the “isposdtion, 
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of the products from ‘the point ‘OF view. of their siupposed 
‘destination and. use, , Ὁ. is ‘also. concerned with the ‘sources: 
of assets (7). oF 

The. Anforniation will be paged On an. ‘analysis of 
written matérial which specifies the objectives of certain™ 
institutions: and organizations..and the means to attain then, 
That information: will be backed up ‘by thorough interviews 
‘of a number of individuals ‘at each level of the. institutional 
hierarchy as well as institutions and organizations related. 
by assets (Ὁ) or products with the. institution under study. 
An inventory.of outstanding organizations will be produced, a 
These organizations will include at least: ες 

a, political parties 

b. political movements, although not; completely 
organized 

4 

ἃ. nobler organizations and. movements: 

ἃ. peasant organizations and. movements 
L 

8.. youthvorganizations ‘and movements ΝΞ - 

f.. ‘professional - organizations which ‘net not only 
in their. professional areas. but also -as: 
pressure ‘or: interest groups ain the political | 
‘system 

δ: women’s. organizations. and movements: 

oh, religious organizations and. movements, 

From the evidence documented and backed tip ‘by per- ᾿ 
“sonal interviews of key individuals, information Will ‘be ‘ob-. 
tained i, concerning: . 

a. open prograns | 

be means -to attain programs 

e. rtiles which govern leadership 

ας -rules which govern récruitnent of member's: - -- ᾿ 

-8- τ ᾿ς τ 



Θ. formal relations with. other organizations. 

2. cadre of the. organization, identifying the 
hierarchy from ‘the smallest unit to the global ΝΣ 
organizational level, 

At the individiial level, an analysis. of the 
selected habits and customs contributes to the description. 
There are- particular customs which may introduce as: digres- 
sions: the infractions of the activities of others, and cus~ 
toms -and ‘habits. which are related ‘to. the conduct of. intra- 
personal or intra-group conflicts, There will be‘a documented 
analysis of the: songs and reports related to defiance of 
authority; hero worship and legitination of violence, As an 
aspect of the delineation process ;. we shall analyze a chosen. 

' number of study texts, mainly of reading, which reveal the 
norms which. guide the conflicts and their solutions, Child- 
like books will be generally used a5 the principal source 
of information on the processebes of, socialization ΟἿ violence. 

The products | of this study of delincation axe. 
statements Of prescriptions ‘and prohibitions, preferences 
‘and permits ΕΝ apply to thé relations between institutions 
and organizations, between individuais with different roles 
within the sarie institution.or organization; and. ‘among in- 
dividuals with different roles in differént institutions or 
-organizations., The. products of -this study are ‘also state~. —-- 
nents of dependencies; these. are ‘Statements on the. resources, 
human or symbolic assets (Ὁ) upon which an institution or 
organization depends. for its capacity to produce the. nec~- 
essary products. The products of this study are statements: 
on the relations of authority and of the characteristics or 
the. stratéfication system. Finally, the products concern 
the statenents on legitimate methods to impose authority, 
from both. the points of view. of distribution. of rewards to 
assure obedience and the distribution of punishments: for 
divergence and to avoid future deviations. 

Cc. Inquiries 

We plan to gather information through samplings 
of the entire population, together with non-proportional 
Satiples among strategic elite: groups. The elites which. 

- might be- disproportionally included: Arey: cat Jeast:-.. -.-- 

re political elites . νος 

πᾶς ςῸῦὃΘΞὀἷΞ - 



“a 

--b, business and labor elites 

¢: religious elites . 

d. military. ‘elites 

é, communication elites - .- - 

Since the need of collecting data on this basis: 
is considerable, there are three alternative strategies: 

a. Iz possible, ail important data will be obtained. in a 
long personal interview. 

b. If this is not possible, 411 important -data will -be. ob- 
tained in two or three shorter interviews, but with the — 
same questions, ΝΞ 

τς, If this is not possible either, the aspects of the. in- 
quiry, will be divided.into a maximum of. three: hain instru- 
ments and each oné Will be used in a separate sample of | 
questions; together with the standardized information in- 
“eluded in all these sampiés. 

‘Through. these. inquiries, we, propose: 

By To establish* ‘models of. the population’ Β activity. 

bs “Bo. compare the expectations for. the future in relation. 
- to the perceptions -of the present state of affairs and to 
measure its. hopes and fears, 

τ “fo weigh perceptions, of, authority as | Legitimate ‘or 
Allegitimate, 

od, To measure the importance: of differant facts on the ; 
social level and. of questions 18 particular. - " ‘ 

δ. To judge: its own ideas: of power ‘and the. attribution ‘Of 
efficacy before important groups within the. society, 

ξ, To judge its perceptions on the location of respon- 
sibilities of various. social functions and: on the solution 
of problems, - 

eof 

That we must gather information on. the character=— 
istics, of the themes, their interaction with others, ‘the - 
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‘to merit special emphasis. 
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situation with respect: to coiimuni cations, seems too obvious 

- + 

The results of the inguiries are. analytical dew. ᾿ 
scriptions of the social system in both its present: state 
and anticipated futures. These descriptions. include state- 
ments on the prospects, as well. as those plans which cannot 
be carried out and why. They include statements on the fears, 
including those which cannot be realizéd and why. Stan- 
dardized instruménts will ‘be used in all system studies. so: 
that the same typé of observations wild -be made, in each: | 

ease. : Ν a 

Two, contingencies are built into this scheme. ‘One 
refers to the crisis, thé other to the significant changes: 
in the social system during the period of the Camelot Plan’ Ξ 
éxistence, The first contingency demands the perfection. 
and preparation of an instrument:-to be used in case Of 
serious difficulties, 

| It is planned, that one part of the initial. gam- 
pling be interviewed again as a model, together with the | 
‘inerease in ‘the sampling through new questionings, If in- 
portant governmental actions take. place or other: important: 
changes are produced: inthe: interin period, especially in 
the direction of some of the futures on, which the initial 
sampling. obtains information, the study must. be repeated. " 
This mist: allow the poll-takers to use the same questions: 
after a certain time, possibly along with addition interviews 
added to the model for reasons of control and dué to habitual. 
friction of: the. questions. , These contingencies. τὸ aspects 
of this plan, but a specific decision to realize a study.‘on 
the basis of “what is needed" or of. “yepetition” is: not 
heeded until, this study ‘becomes. compulsory.” - 

D. Study of Organizations 

The preliminary results of the delineation, study, 
relative to ‘the organization,. will have to allow a ‘frane- 
work sufficient to. permit.us to design. instruments for the 
data in the present, operations of the particular organi- “ 
zations, This data includes: are 

wt 

a. Prasent composition of the directive and its background, 
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E, Study of the Deductive Process 

b; Numbér of members and its growth through time. 

ας. Position which the organization assumes on a number of 
‘important matters, These..are situations derived from the . 
instruments of inquiry; various social and future problems 
of the society. 

ἃ, The way in which the organization views other organ- 
izations, what position it appears “τὸ adopt as to. the facts: , 

The study, introduces as a digression the exan-- 
ination of many small samplings of individuals from each 
chosen organization, ‘The sample groups will include leaders. 
and members. 

| The study of the description system provides in- 
formation ‘on the. present state of business. The present 
situation. is a compulsion toward different changes. ' The 
study of delineation provides somé of the rulés which are 
supposed to be operating at different levels of the system, 
The inquiries furnish information on the receptions of 
various rules; configurations. of authority, and antici- 
pations of-the: future, , The study of the déductive ‘process 
uses the description of the system as.a coaction, the norms 
of the system as rules; and the information of the inquiry 
as empirical parameters, It will be attempted to αν θαι: 
atically vary each key variable and. to try to develop a 
theoretical model of the way in which ἃ key variable may be 
reflected throughout the entire system: what other change 
may be expected to be produced. The system of description, 
anong other things, provides information on individuals. from 
various classes. The information. from the inquiries intro- 
duces estimations of support and opposition to different " 
changes in the system. The combination of these sources of 
information, given a postulated change, gives indications 
of the possible increases in the impact of various processees- 
within the systen, 

The results of the study of the deductive process 
must ‘be: converted into assets (Ὁ) within a crucial attempt - 
at-simulation and within-an appropriated mathematical and: 
chance model, 

~ aT - 



Ῥ. Bifects.of Governmental Actions 

: Three empirical types ΟΣ study. are used to ais- 
cover the effects of government, These add: up to the..ob— 
«vious importance of the study of the deductive process: to‘ 
the problen and,. more inportantl1y,, of the possible nec- 
essity of a repeat inquiry, if the conditions of the. system 
50. indicate, fhe: empirical . studies in this field are small 
by- nature, © “They: deak with: 

ἃ. Memory.of the effect 

b, Hypothetical effect 

pete 

' The. studies presuppose that we will produce an 
inventory..of government programs; This inventory does not 
have, to be based on. what: ἃ - ‘government: now -plans upon carrying 
oe Xt. may, ‘be derived. from each important goctal situation 

ee ἡ 

᾿ς of certain. governuent actions. ‘of a ‘specific type. “Zn. order. 
BR minimize. the  problens associated with the soak dave of 

es 

"a. Enowledge of the action 

_b. Estimated importance of the action 

ec, Ability .of the action to confront. a problem 
‘to, reach an objective for which it was. 
possibly planned . 

d; Perception of the direct or indirect ‘conse- 
quences of the. action,. - 

We will. take conerété actions. from a number of od 
aspects of life, Concrete. actions normally effect individ- ! 
uals in different ways: some are specifically the: ‘targets of 
inactivity, while others ‘are not, A small sampling must. in— 

; clude two sSubsamplings;. 2 ‘group of. individuals who. are the. τς 
subject of a given ‘government action, ‘and: another group ᾿ i 
which is not.. . 



In the studies of. hypothetical results, » we shall 
also select small™ samplings of questions and examine, ‘under 
‘almost Laboratory conditions, their expectations ‘and con~. τ 
jectures on the impact ‘which different ‘governmental actions - ; 
would have if they were carried out. We can explore within. 
a full spectre. of actions in a very short period of time. 

In the study of observed resuits, we intend ‘to - , 
have a small model “ready” at all times. There will be pré= ~~ 
viously conducted polls with the entire ‘inquiry. systen, ᾿ 
Following: certain, governmental iactions, subsequent, to the te ΝΕ 
initial interview; but actions which do. not demand the ΄᾿ a 
"repetitive" version.of the entire poll, we will re-exaning τ 
the. points of view of these few chosen polls, 

The results of these studies, outstanding in 
themselves, provide important assets (Ὁ) within the study - 
of the analytical casé, They direct attention toward paral- 
-Jel governnental activities or analogies. and indicaté the — 
probable results which "should" be discovered. in the study. 
of the. case, examining in the light of ‘the empirical -avidence 
obtained in the inquiries. of Menory, Hypothetical Results 
‘and Observed Result.. 

τς, Participating Observation — ΝΞ ΕΞ eo ᾿ — 

_* It seems obvious that the Camelot Plan will. have 
increasing néeds in the. field. . These will demand: the 
material presence of professionals: ‘in each society under - τοὶ 

‘ study, Furthermore, the implementation of the. delineation . : 
studies, the preparation of’ ‘the phases in, the' field.of 
inquiries and the handling of the study of governmental : 
actions makes this hecessary, and we plan to ‘demand ᾿ ‘another. 

- " requirement ‘Of those participating | observers, 7, 

After the initial poll, 4¢ is hoped: that the: pars 
ticipating observer. or observers Will. sand xeguiar reports. . 
ona standardized | questionnaire to the. general headquarters 
of Canelat, t this time, these- reports’ are expected. ‘semi~ 
monthly, ‘They will be mainly for "verification; δ ‘but they 

- imply that nembers of: ‘our larger plan, nationals or π © 0 
| "natives," will also be subject to ἃ, type of poll. ‘We Plan. .. 

to -huild:an instrument which will ‘permit the participating 7 
observers ‘to report changes in the social system; as well τε 

= 8 “- 



as general and specific information on the most outstanding 
aspects of life which appear to have happened in the interim. 
Thus, if the position of a particular group with respect to 
a particular fact, goes. through an apparent change, the re~ 
port must. give us such information, The format of the in- 
strument to be used by the participating observer will come 
with the development of the poll techniqués, ; 
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(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL | . : - - : -Ξ : (Priority) " ᾿ τ οἷ | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Attn Ἢ FBI Laboratory 

FROM = ‘SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

supsecr: ὦ Soto 
" “FS7= Ο 

Tile and 5/4/66, enclos ing portions of a document in the 
| Spanish language concerning "Project Camelot," produced 

‘by. the Special Operations. Research Office of the American 
University, Washington, D.C. 

[10 | . Re Chicago airtels to the Bureau dated 573/66 
ᾧ 

On. 5/5/66 pages 34 to 45. of the above-mentioned 
document, were received at a Solo drop box maintained in 
‘New York. City for receipt of communications fron Canada, 
A Xerox copy of this portion ‘of the document is enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau and New. York. The Bureau is 
requested, to ‘treat this -portion of the document in the 
Same. manner as the previous. port‘ions forwarded to the. 
‘Bureau by Chicago airtels dated 5/3/66 and 5/4/66, i.e., 
to determine whethey an: English. version of this: document 
is available to ‘be: furnished to Chicago and New York or, 
if not, to have the Cryptanalysis-Translation Section of 
the FBI Laboratory~prepare”a translation a nd furnish copies }\ 

Ah “tonChicago aa New York. - 

kB For the information of the Bureau, CG '582¢ 
Ge WZ 3). ‘offered the second portion of this docuniént to GUS 
aC abe, General Secretary, ‘Communist aed (CP) ; USA, ‘on: 5/7/66; 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 
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to which HALL replied that he has no interest in "that old. 
Stuff" and instructed CG 5824-S* to furnish it directly 
to HENRY WINSTON, Vice Chairman, CP, USA, who had originally 
requested it from LUIS CORVALAN, General Secretary of the 
CP of Chile. Therefore, the second and third portions of. 
this document will be furnished to HENRY WINSTON by CG 5824-S* 
at his: next opportunity. . . | 
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TRANSLATION. FROM SPANISH 

(@ontinuation of report on Project, Camelot.) 
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ABPENDIX A” 

| PLAN OF STUDIES ON SOCIAL ‘SITUATIONS Ὁ 
Ν ὔ ᾿ ΕΝ ΕΞ . ᾿ 

Jiri Nehnevajsa, . ΝΞ 
= e 7 ᾿ ᾿ os - ᾿ . = £ 
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ly Introduction ᾿ς . ος 

' This. is a prelininary exposition of the plan of investi~ 
gation of the study systems of, the ‘Camelot Plan. The moment - 
‘any focus of, the studies has an infinite quantity of information ν 
from which various. theoretical models of the system may be: pro-= 
duced, there ‘exists the. need. for simplification, The ‘method. 
used to establish. the categories of appropriate; less pertinent. 
and Anappropriate. information must ‘be related to the fundamental _ 
purposes: Of the Camelot. Plan. Therefore; the- processes of 
inclusion ‘or “exclusion: Of : ‘data are guided: by ‘the objective of 
the total investigation. - 

-τ - ᾿ = = 

thé purpose of this. exposition ‘ist 

(a) Ho. provide: an expogition set up, from now on, in. 
"| guch’a, way that some limits may- ‘pe established to - 

a τ το δὰ determine what is very ‘appropriate, Jess appropriate ΝΣ 
| me and possibly inappropriate ; 

ον . (8). to identify the groups of data which appear to. _ 
an + |, ‘he-of strategic importance to the Camelot Znvestigation 

my systems and which help or are helped by the studies = = 
of atialytic cases and the project's simulation effort. 

(6). To specify. the most definite needs of data in 
‘each. group of variables. Ν᾿ 

᾿ ζ14} τὸ indicate the most important. ‘Means: for ‘the needs 
_ of ‘data to be realized. 
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. " ‘Phis present. explanation of the plan is tentative, . 
‘in that ater methodological, -and ‘theoretical one ee et may’ 

- 

crete ‘variables and their wnanipulation Nevertheless, the 5 . 
needs of data examined in this doctiment could suffer large : 
nodifications: We feel that the presént needs are minimal and 
that: up-coming. changes’ in the investigation. plan will inerease - 
ain variety. or Will, contribute, to later finishing touches, 

ΙΣς Objectives 

“In the investigation of Canelot systens, we. éonaider.. 
the following objectives the. most important; - 

"4 Po observe and analyze the types of tension which ~~ 
operate within and over ‘each: system subjected to 
vanalysis., es , ΩΝ 

12} To observe and analyze. the Bources. of tension ‘in-. ‘ 
rélation to. each type ‘of- tension, 

3): To observe’ and analyze the distribution” of cixéun-- 
᾿ stances: ‘subjectéd to ‘tension throtigh the systems. 

‘By types of. tension we méan problens. within -and aniong 
eyatens wht ch are related to the outstanding aspects, of human: _ 
existence, These. taspedts!" ‘of life, ‘in turn, pertain to large. _ 
values’ and. necessities, such as: power, learning, Yespect,. security, | 
love, ete, Types of. teision are consequently related. to the 
operations of institutions, organizations. ‘and individuals: Io 
responsible. for the. means of acquiring and distribution: of ¢ 
power, learning, respect, etc,. 

fhe. sourcés of tension are. two, ‘They have to do- 
first with ‘the réasons which apparently or really explain. the 

' epidemiology ‘of the. tensions* "> ΠΕΣ -canditt second pose With. — 
the agents, | collective or others, which are responsibic, for * 

The distribution of tensions is related to the rex. _ A 
quency. of different. ‘problematic. Situations. It is also related: 
to the individual ‘and. collective correlation of each tension, 
that is, other characteristics of: the people and their organi~ — 
zations with which.a predoninance of ‘a -determined. tension: is: 

' a - 
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related. χὲ concerns the allied predominance of many or dif- 
_ ferent tensions and their correlatives, 

The emphasis on systens of probiems, their sources . | 
and distribution, also through deduction, leads to the identi= 
fication of areas of life in which such, problems either do not 

- exist or exist on a much. lower level. Thus the focus of ten- 
sions includes the idea of stable and stabilizing elements and 

relations within the social systen,. 

The identification of tensions and their distributions 
constitute the initial stép in the analysis of conditions con 
ducive to internal wars. But this does not mean that internal 
wars aré produced simply when certain tensions prevail under 
particular conditions, Rather, different forms of instability 
appear in the system, and internal violence is the last choice 
which man uses. to fight apparent or real injustices. Thus the 
focus situates the occurrence of internal war at the end of a 
scale. whose grades include different types of protest actions, 

-The circumstances under which this conduct assumes the incipient 
_..0¥ most advanced form of violence are. precisely those points 

concerning which the required data must be analyzed, and this 
necessarily includes devaluation of the circumstances although 
they may be problematical, in which case the..extreme choice 
is not selected; and the systen remains relatively stable, 

- Camelot's emphasis on prior conditions and precipitators of 
internal wars reflects the intérest in the types, sources and: 
distribution. of tensiloiis which increase the probabilities of 
internal violence, in contrast to other alternatives. which now 
lead to such violence, The analytical process is the theoretical 
exclusion of ‘those variables and situations which do not effect 

_ the system. The success of this objective shows that the needs 
of data must be Ruch that they permit the testing ofa variety 
of ‘theories concerning internal wars and other proéésses of 
destabilization in. social systems. The herd to be able to 
test various theories, which restricts the strategy of select 

. ing data, but comes ‘from the fact that no single theory may: he 
‘ considered adequate, and the surrender to a Single theory at 

this stage of the project's development could endanger its. 
_ “success. 

e- OF 

‘Many government actions affect the present state of 
oo” 

the .system, ‘Thus. these actions may be in part, responsible. for 
‘the existence of these problems. They’ may: ageravate and not 
alleviate the existing difficulties, From this comes the 
second. principlé orientation of Project Camelot: the neces= 

sity. ‘of systematically considering the effects of government 

a 
᾿ 
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actions on the social system, but principally from the advan- 
tageous point in which such activities have a destabilizing 
effect or aggravate existing tensions. This provides the occasion 
to identify those actions or types of actions which do not’ 1684 

to instability, preserving’ or aggravating existing difficulties. | 

The third point in the orientation of: the Camelot 
Plan concerns the recompilation of data, not as’ a precondition 

for the analysis, but as a result of the project. These are 

needs for data in the sense that the later use and subsequent 

standardizing operations must qualify the conditions of the 

systems and later of the special frame of project Camelot. . 

. ‘These needs of data must come from the analyses: of the systems τ’ 

of studies in conjunction with the investigation of the analytical | 

case and of the simulation effort. The needs will be that data ἡ 
and its reports which prove themselves particularly valuable in 

 foretelling the different forms of social instability, the 

‘conditions prior to internal wars and the effects of the alterna- | 

tive political measures of the government onthe social system, ~ ᾿ 

“whose initial stage is. known or πᾶν be‘knowp, What must be done _ . τς 

Lig to make the initial stage a base for the study of known. or τ. 
_to-be-known processes of destabilization, This is also ‘an aspect. | - 

of the objectives of information needs of Project Camelot, 

¥ 
wt 

- III, Social Systems 

x? 

Social systems. are defined by the interdependence of 

their components. This means that the condition of a particular | 

component has a particular relation with the conditions of other 

components. This also means that any change in the conditidns =. 

of a special component has consequences in the conditions. of 

others, In fact, the components themselves are explained in 

terms of such functional connections. The components of a 

system are precisely those elements which relate the inter- 

dependence among: ' them. . 

To identify the components of a system, different 

levels of abstraction serve the purpose, At one level we may 

speak of social institutions as the principal sub=systems 

through which different labor objectives are sought and which 

correspond in various aspects, On another level, we might ~ 

consider organizations and communities which could be elements 

of each sub-system or could, by their functions, cut through 

the institutional realm as political parties and movements do, 

We ‘can also speak of individuals, who may be considered as the 

main actors in different ‘communities, organizations and special 

institutions. In the limiting case, they receive only some 

of the products of the organizations or institutions and are 

therefore in relation to clients with certain aspects of 
A MY i 
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‘a different manner, Systems imply structures, processes: and: 

tions, organizations, individuals) on their level and at 

organized society. 
Veen 

- the levels of the component thus. confuses consideration of the 
relations of. institutions, Organizations and individuals and 
the consequences of the changes in each component. at each 
level and at the levels of attraction of the. remaining components, 

Now we must examine the problem in its éentiréty in 

pereeptions. The first is the normative dimension of the 

a ποι κα 

- which place the individual within the institutions. and. organi= | 
zations, and also the yelations anong them,. The process aspect 

of the system is its action; It concerns what happens in ‘the 
τ normative model when human beings are face. to face and using. 
inhuman resources and facilities. The perceptual dimension 
concerns the activities and values of men responsible for the 
socialization ‘of ‘the normative order or for its rélative 
absence and. which is responsible for the way in which the - . 
present ‘system, works, given: its normative order... 

* An ‘analysis af systems must also ‘be based. on the | 
study of modél activities: and. in reference to the attitude: of 
states which are pertinent to the levels of institutions and - 
organizations, as well as the rélations of éntities Cinstitun ow) 

intermediate levels, The normativé focus ‘indicatés: how it~ | 
is supposed that; the system must be organized and: ‘how 21 must 
function, The focus of activities indicates how... Ὁ αἰ θρεδιδν 
. ΠῚ | 

a “= 

The perceptual Level provides important explications ) 
for -convergance and divergence among the operational normative 
systems and: "gives usa key for anticipation of the increase 
or decrease in ‘diserepanciés anong planned and present systems. 

Thére way be social tensions relative nto each © — - 
level of the system and with. heference to Gach normative, 
processal. and perceptual analytical focus, These are the. 
problems of conflicting and contradictory norms, conflicting 
and contradictory activities and conflicting and incompatible 

‘ attitudes and values, At the same time, tensions are induced 
. through the arialytical focus: “conflicts between norms. and ὁ 
activities, norms and perceptions and perceptions and. activities, | 

= 26 = - ᾿ 
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‘Bach type of tension has its. history. There are 
modeis. in which determined conflicts have succeeded in the 
past;: and there are tendencies which Link the past to: ‘the 
present. - Each. tension has a présent ‘as: part of its definition,. 
in. the. present state of the system,.” Each tension has a tfutire 
in which, it-is referred to: the increase or deGrease of its . 
inténsity or it.is maintained within its present staté. Each ; 
system also has a potential of future problems and difficulties 
through which it. is converted Lato: a key of analytical. antici- ει 
pation of the tensions. which. sleep in the norms, processes f 
and: perceptions.. 7 

(Pages 8A and 9A missing) 

ἀμ three main axes in the study of systems are; 

Levels «| Foci " Periods 

Institutions - Normatives - Past oo 
Organizations: Procéssal. | | Present | | 
Individuals Perceptual Future 

The three tock are, analytically applied at each level in 
relation | to each period. 

We do- not-need. to. study all the institutions, organi-. 
zations, and individuals, nor all the norms, processes, attitudes 
and values. We cahnot study ΤΙ Ὑπὸ életients and foci in 
respect to #11 important periods of tine,, These must be re- 
‘duced ‘to those points which: are strategically significant in 
the :attainment of ‘the objectives. of the study. The largest 
problems must be reconceptudiized. and made more manageable 
on both the theoretical andémpirical lévels, ‘The..conditions, | 
of needs of data. in the study of systems in ‘the Camelot Plan. 
are such | operational changes,. . 

-πρ ! 
᾿ 

IV. οθάβ of Data ee 

ap Normative Focus 
a 

‘social Anstitutions work: to produce some products, . 
“hese products may, be symbols, persons, goods, or 8 coubination 
: of those,. The symbols may be information, directive or both... 
: But. some products) in this large sénse, are expected to be 

“21. 
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: .produced within the field of institutional activity. Empirical 
questions refer to the ‘type, quantity ,. freque and opportunity 
of ‘thé product; ‘They are also concerned wit clarity with 
which the..product is normatively identifiable’! They also. bear’ 
a relation with the ‘problems’ of the sub~-products of institutional 
activities, which may be unexpected but necessary products in - 
an. ae ‘sense, fog the permanence of the institution 

self, τὴν. 

The products have some destinations, since it is. hoped 
that they will be used by other institutions, organizations or 
individuals. In part, the destination of the institutional 

' products may be intra-institutional. What happens and where 
the products of institutional activity go are aspects of the 
way. in which an institition: is xplatéd with the rest of the , 
‘social structure, Those institutions, organizations or 
individuals for: whom the products of a certain ingtatutdon: are 

basic for their activities may be. considered dependent upon 
At: Consequently, the products of one area of social activity 
are expensive in ‘other, areas. The extent of the dependency is. 
rélated in. a cértain way with the corisequences for institution | 
B or organization: Cor individual D,; of not Feceiving the products 
of ‘institution A, which it is supposed? δ᾽ have received, ; 

roe τς Thug, the genération of: certain ‘products depends. upon 
the ‘assets, .Some may bé intra-institutional by nature but nay 
link determined institutions with other units of the social 
systen.,' Thé-assets may also. be resources, people or syitbols: 
information. and/or directive): One aspect ‘of the normative 

~analysis of:a system demands the identification of aéséts 
“which. it is, ‘hoped. 111 flow to determined institutions, organi~ - 
gations ΟΣ individuals, ‘coming from identifiable -sour‘ces. whith, 
in turn). are institutions, organizations or fhdividuals. 

Neither the origin, of the- assets nox the déstination 
of the products is: necessarily limited by the borders of | 
‘societies, Therefore; social systems are not necessarily 
identical. to ‘the societies, and often they are not, ‘The 
process of: converting assets into products introduces the 
establishing of ‘procedures, ‘These procedures, which are. 
institutional. in. a Sense, become definitions ΟΣ activities 
associated with different social roles, These roles are 
ordered in such a way that their lateral and vertical relations 
lead to the hoped~for manipulation, with the purpose: of having 
the- product produced ‘at the institution's crucial moment, But 
this. méans that the activities of the roles themselves entail 



the specification of the assets for each role and the ‘sources 
of such assets, intra» or éextra-institutional like the products 
of 85 concrete role which are’ converted into assets for the | 
roles/which ‘thé said activities are. fundamental (whether they 

-are alone ox accompanied: by products of many other roles). 

Rules which govern the required social activity of 
each rolé and on which it. depends and with those which depend 
on it are the principal aspects of the normative order of an 
institutional field, A hierarchial arrangenent of the inter- 
dependent Jobs. brings about the existence. of at least one 

- ghain’of command, and often many,’ A hierarchy is the stratified - ; 
order. of a specific institution, ‘The chain of command is identi~- 
fied with the distribution of aiithority, and the authority, in 
turn, Makes legitimate the steps: which strengthen our exigencies. 
ΔῈ reBlects a capacity to realize sertain tapks through deter- - 

- 
on 

mined’ actions through the part of ‘all those who are subordinated 
to, the norms ΟΣ authority, and it has to do with the capacity 
of: applying sdnctions to assure that the needs are answered: to 
‘2 reasonable extent. ; 

An institution, like a nierarchial factory. of social . 
roles, can be analyzed in terms of expectations of the action, + 

“ associated with each role, including those expectations which: Ἀ 
link various roles among themselves. These links are relations . : 
‘of such dependencies such that a role must obtain products of ‘, 
others or many others, like assets, which it must produce. A 

other roles, ‘ These relations ‘are also present relations in 

a § ' 

_ specific: product role like anesset, with respect to another or ἱὰ 

᾿ ‘such ἃ way that there are. -prescBiptions ‘which are barely clear” ἂν 
as to the legitimacy of the directive. actions. Ok 

Also: outstanding are the. mechanisms by which the 
institutional model of norms. is activated, This means that \ 
some S0cial dynamics serve to assure the obligations of - 
important social roles in all institutional fields. The norms 
‘which reflect the basic model are known as recruiting neces-= 
gities, They are explicit or understood statements of the 
characteristics of the actor of the role, if he is permitted 
to play ἃ certain: social part, These are especially interesting 
because they can bring about the exclusion ‘or inclusion of 7 4 
complete categories of individuals and of ‘their set social roles. ᾿ 
The process of normative cidelinéation at the institutional 
evel ‘includes at least the following types of datas 



wombs 

- ca) ‘The identification of institutional pfoducts, their sun, 
τς frequency and opportunity (although some: of these. Categories ; 
oe τ aré not equally important: in.all institutions), including the: 

possible ‘lack of clarity with which these products are norma~. + 
tively specified. . | ~ 

Gy 
oe be 
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to' determine. other . Saetitations, organizations and vhdividuals - 

to..an analysis of the: consequences of not providin ‘such’ inter~. 
ΝΕ related institutions, organizations: and. ot providing. the needed ~ 
ae ‘products or the small quantity without the hope of frequency 

ΟΣ inappropriate intervals. 

¢) qdentification of the inst¢tutional assets” 0) fron the 
advantageous point of view of their types, quantities, frequen- 
eiés and intervals, and in ‘Felation to ‘the needed, normative 
sources; i , . 

a) The data concerning ‘the institutional procedures. by which - 
: ' assets béconé products. This includes . an analysis. of the social 4 
εν ' . yolés within an institution, » each one of theix :specific needs: 

' Of assets (?), their concreté: products and their destination, 
and ‘their procedures: ‘to eonvert a specific type. of ‘asset’ () 
into a. specific type. of product, 

a 

a) Data on “the hierarctital : ‘order’ of the- roles within. : rn pars ." 
ticular institution; with. enphasis,.on the relations of ~ °°” - 
authorities. ‘This. includes data not only on ‘the Jogitinate 

aoe 

‘the. institution, 

f) Data. on the necessitites of réciuiting, for ‘the principal : 
roles ‘in the institution and thus to. be able to identify the ᾿ 
qualities which the actors ‘must have before, they ‘are. permitted 

- to perforn any. certain roles, 

‘The types. of institutions which must be. 2 explicitly 
taken vinto account. in this ‘analysis ‘include. at. least: the.. 
following gocial fields: - oe - 

i. ΕΝ Institutions. , . - 
~ "+2, ‘Religious Institutions - 

~~" - -* ,,  Eeonomic Institutions | 
τι 4, tHealth Institutions | 

. ὃς Judicial Institutions 
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᾿ τὴ programs, : organizationstables;. work. description, expert -ex= ; 

=. 8, Diplomatic. Institutions 

They, increase, maintain -or decrease important values. The 

‘way be déscrihed in terms of their effect upon values such as: 

nalgo- moxms concerning. "distribution of power". ete, pT 

; confemplate identical data needs. 

‘6, Military. Institutions 
7. Political Institutions 

9, Educational Institutions 
120, Communications Institutions 
21, Seientific Institutions 
12, Charity Institutions. 

Each of these institutions ‘is articulated ‘at, 412. 
ferent levels, Each institutional area may be broken down 
into ‘sub-systems, and these into sub-systems; ‘and soon. The : 
needs-of data on different levels are the: same for: each insti-~ 
tution, with: a’ change - ‘only in focus. The needs of data concerning 
an institutional field must be produced from the information, 
concerning the sub~systens and: components, The principal pro« 
ducts of institutional activity are important to: the interests 
of Camelot, because the, effect. the key values: and: necessities. 

types ‘of things which the nane values include at least: 
. 1 τὶ + + 

re: Well-being | 
Ὁ. Knowledge 

ἢ c,. Power 
yo d,;. Wealth ΠΝ ΝΕ 

ον ὑπὸ" ' €;. Security ᾿ | 7 

ie ΕΝ ; . Ἀν ‘Confidence - ΝΕ ΝΣ : ΝΣ 

ἘΞ ᾿ ‘gy Respect. Se 
h.. Rectitude ἘΞ ΕΝ ΞΕ 

i. Emotion . 
 ᾧ. Health . εν, ἀν 

This means. that ‘the furiction of different institutions 

those tentatively identified above. Even so, there. are. norms 
which belong to-common labor-union. definitions. : ‘of tyéll<being* 
in which what an individual deserves is described; there ‘are. 

vey ἮΝ 

Many organizations are subésystens- of particular "αι 
institutions; Some. are simultaneously ‘part of many institus - | 
tional fields. But ‘the normative design of many. organizations 
and ‘the relations among them and with different institutions 

μι An this: area of enphasiis, the ‘data consists of 

positions from within and without | an institution or organization. 
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The data includes identifiable statistics concerning the pro=  ~ * 
ducts, The time element contemplates consideration of previous; ἡ 

. future and present. Programs and their planning as relative to - 
this report. 

An analytical identification of normative conflicts 
within an institution and among then. is essentially a routine . 
of testing prescriptions and prohibitions which are incon= 8 
patible anong then: or which introduce problems of time and 
‘energy allowance, ἃ 

Β. Focus: of the Process 

At the ‘Level of social institutions and of organi-~ 
zations, the data necessary for an evaluation of the operative 
‘circumstances in the system include: 

a. Descriptions of what is: ‘pregently 
." happening, 

᾿ . Bb. Identification of discrepancies 
between norms and activities, 

τ, Adentification of the reasons 
_for these discrepgncies.- 

---—- -- "yhat is now happening’ refers, -of course, to the. 
present product and Its present destination and use as related _ 
to the normative, expected model. It refers “to the flowing | 
-of the present assets and not the expected assets. 

“What is now happening" includes considéryation of 
actions which branch off into different roles, It includés ‘| 
ἃ preoccupation with non-temporiging actions and: challenges 
to authority. It includes data on the misuse or nonuse of 
authority, the misuse or noruse of sanctions which assure a 
obedience, The problen eiso concerns the operation of in: mo, 
fornal recruiting of norms, ‘which may be in disagreement with - 
the recruiting of expectations associated with particular 
roles, ἢ 

here are numerous roles. in each soéial intitution,. 
᾿ς Thetr inter-relations are very complex. To try to. dascribe 
them at the normative level and at the operational level — οἱ 
seéms: possible in a single poll, however ‘extensive it, may. - | 
be. ee 
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The néeds of data on present operations connected 
with the norns appropriate to those operations. need: sdmeé. 
simplification, It is consequently: ‘presumed that only some 
key positions within each institution may’ be the object of 
a careful .analysis ‘together with the total institutional 
model. and sub-systems. For example, Tt may' be ‘sufficient to 

‘ consider the following roles in conjunction with political 
institutions; the President, Senator, Deputy, Minister, high 
administrative officials, public clerks, political. assenbly τὸς 
men, political party chiefs and various. paraliet, roles on Ξ ‘ 
“lover levels of government, as far down. as the community. _ 

; From the point of view of the Spexntions,. the data ! 
᾿ consists of quantified and quantifiable evidence relative to: »» 

the present products and. assets {?), The data consists of 
characteristics of the actors of roles so that, they. πᾶν be. 
confronted with recruiting models. The data consists of 
reports coticerning intra= or inter~institutional ‘problens 
and the means to solve them. In this. case; the-reports.. = 
are statements by individuals known fox their: _présent and, 
past experiences: within the frane of theiz activities. In. 

ει & sensey this is a.type of critical analysis of the: incident; 
in that the principal searching concerns location of the tension , ᾿" 

- points, the apparently. rational bases. of the. ‘tension..and. thé > 
’ procedures: to meet the problens.. ΝΕ 

τ, With respect to individuals, - the principal protess. . 
‘of, the study systems requests, 8. type of | geography of. activitios. . 
These include: 

- ΝΝ ᾿ς ἃς Activities Of work, 
: b. Activities’ in voluntary, organizations. 

and associations, - 
α.. Active objectives in. free time, 
dd. Passive objectives in. free ‘time; 
e, -Religous activities, 
2, Informal social | activities, 

dae data consists of peal reports: ‘by, the, people on 
- their activities, The format ‘specifically requests that we 
find. out: 

a, What the people do, τς 

ob. When, ᾿ς Se 
" οὖ, ‘How often; - rs ᾿ 7 . 

ἃ, its inténsity, - as 
e, With whom and for whom), _ ΝΞ ῆ 
ty Way. 
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In a certain sense, this may be’ done: by looking. for 
"δι, description of the "week type" together with information on 
“other activities which normally: aré..not obtained within. the - 
limits of οἷς arta week, Aiternatively, owe shall Seon 

nominee. may. - carelessly or. pronedigatedly omit. 

/ .« ‘§inee. ‘the recruitnent necds. with. respect to the: social 
roles are attributes of-individuals (such as sex, age; edacation, 

‘Ability, ete.)}, The: operations of the system are ‘very influenced 
‘by the ‘distribution of the outstanding attributes. of the roles. « 

_ Consequently, the needs of data include. the gathering of informa- 
tion oh outstanding attributes. of people, These consist, of 
attributes which a person, cannot change - y his own will, such 
as sex,..age, color of skin, fanily, height, woight, possessions 
{they are the ones which ‘a: person has: and may juse* ΔῈ will and 
-therefore they may become the attributes of ‘another person): . 

and. acquisitions as are those which a person cannot .regue ~ 
Heo) οι chaiiges suchas ‘educational: titles, nedals, pres. - 
tage ΕἸ ΝΠ ΕΝ at {4 * BS ; . 

Pre ae ee 

craphic vatlety. But vince: any Tatetucotstion ‘of ‘the infortiation 
obtained by polling individuals ‘depends in; part upoh the. charac+ “ΕΝ 
teristics of the informants, the-idea ΟΣ distribution of —- - 
attributes is. only a dargér version. of: the. "Face-sheet™ rogue 
lars, information always: used'dn, pole. ἜΣ Br κε; 

bg gt Ἰ ε' io oYooas bik gate itr vy ἢ Ἂ , Pet ag 

a ee ΞΞΞΕΕΕΕΕ Poa εὖ f ᾿ . ay Sere | a 4 ἢ 4otea gy 

σ, Perceptions reg hath ee α τα κα we 
re | ΝῊ 

af * boa as : re a a 

ἜΝ ‘The teri: tiperception" is used here. iin. its. broadest ᾿ 
sense, τὸ includes the idea} that, the names. have: of: them-- 
selves and: ‘of the world. about. them; away fromthe norms and. . 
‘the "facts" which ‘deseribe. ‘their ‘situation: - At includes |; .. 
Waluesjy beliefs, fears; ‘hopes; aspirations; interests; opinions, ἢ 

ὁὰ e of these ideas of the world. are :very impoftant © to. 
the objectives ‘Of Camelot, | ει ΣΝ 

The people ‘are first located in. a Amaginary con=, 
tinuity < ‘Of each. one of ‘the ‘principal. valuess ‘wellebeing, 

"yt 7} ‘ : 4 STO eM TT i i Ἐ-ΐπ 4, eee - 



oO ς αϑερθοξ, power, wealth, etc. They can: therefore describe. ‘their 
nn actial position in the social system in_terms of each one of 
: _ the principal values and. also in relation to other individuals - 

ahd, groups in the Society; Secondly, they add-expectations to 7 
these values; These are evaluations of the possible processes | | 

ΝΞ through which, their’ ‘present position becomes more. or: less ἘΣ ᾿ 
.. «, Stable, better or worse, Consequently; they anticipate 

αι ‘stabilities and. changes according to the principal values, , 
They see: the helpful or harmful forces which exist in their ro 
atmosphere, Some work or ‘hope to work toward elevating the — ΝΣ 

ιν Walués.of the individual; .and; ‘othetstoward lowering. them. 
_-, Therefore, individuals ‘evaluate the “sources of the tensions | 
_\ y whieh they identizy, and the tensions are conditions in which. 

ἊΝ ᾿ ‘ah intended situation: does not coincide. with the existing one. — 

‘ 4 
qh +a tre hog 

~ ot 

, In an operational context, values become problems, ᾿ 
: ‘ne ‘needs of data include. preocciipation with. the present ΕΝ 
εν τ gtate of different "problems" and their expected, future diréction, ; 
fen BA - Ἔνδα, SO, we ‘need information. On. the. causes attributed to the: 

“problens together with information on. individuals, ΕΝ ΤῸΣ 
τς god institutions supposedly responsible for ‘alleviating: certain - 

..  ‘problens. 
* . : ᾿ + 

These problems. include: ΝΞ ΝΝ ; 

tr a. Unemployment, τ oat ake 
4 μ a : . . ' 

μος “τς πο δις Ὥ. Housing; §  -- .. Se we 
Soo Dor ., ὅν. BPoverty, ᾿ τς ne π᾿ ὡς 4 
a, d, ᾿ Sickness,. - J 

ot τς As Nutrition, ~ τὶ . ᾿ eo ἘΝ 
| £. Salaries, an os 

Be Working: Conditions, ' ΝΕ 
᾿ h, Prejudices, ᾿ ; 

i . " i, Crine,, 7 ἮΝ ΝΣ a 

ἐκ js Inflation; — = 
τ | k, Literacy, | -- 
ἐκ ' ΝΝ ἣν ᾿ 2, Population. Ἐχριόβέσα,, 

ΕΞ om, “Urbdn Expansion; bao ᾿ 
ΝΕ Ὡς, Brug Addiction, othe “τι > : 

ΝΞ oo 0; Alcoholisn, 7 ΝΞ ; 
p.° Prostitution, a 
Xe Tiegitimacy. -_ ΝΞ - - ᾿ οἰ 

ἢ “an - ‘Some of these problems stand out only .as an amage’ | 
. ts ..0f/individual of his enyizonment, community ox society. . Others 

"stand out as both ideas of. the environment and descriptions o£ 
; > ἃ Certain individaal <and his family). 



As we seek to measure these ideas against the present: 
situation and the anticipation of the individual as to the 

‘ future: of these problens, this focus. dematids that we. ‘also 
obtain objective” information on each problem and from every 
available. source, The dnformation on thé présent models of 
problens are: aspects of ‘the: description of ‘the entire ‘systen 
and of its nany sub-systems. 

4 
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᾿ (Priority) ~ I: 

“τ πὶ πὶ πα ταν πα πππ -’--------- -.------.-.ς..-.ὕ.-----..-- --.ς.---.-ς-᾿...---.... ee Le 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) ss Attn: FBI Laboratory 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B). : 

“a SUBJECTS 7SOL | 

Re Chicako airtel dated 5/3/66, énclosing a 22 page; 
document in’ the Spanish Language concerning "Project 
Camelot," produced by the Special Operations Research } 
Office of the American University, Washington, D, C., under 
the: sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Defense; and New: 
York airtel to Chicago dated 5/2/66 (Interoffice); forwarding 
an additional portion of this document to Chicago. 

Referenced Chicago airtel noted that. the 22 pages 
forwarded therewith to. the Bureau, appear to. be but a small 
portion of the entire document and additional portions may 
be véceived in the future, Referenced New York airtel A 
advised that ‘this 15 additional pages were received on 
5/2/66 through a’Solo drop box maintained in New York City. 
The entire background of the origin of this document is set 
forth in referenced Chicago airtel 4-ἰ} LEG 7 [... εὖ “ga, ͵ 

ο | Enclosed herewith is ond one py each of this 
document for the Bureau and New York. 

The Bureau is requésted to treat this document 
1H thorn the same manner as the previous portion forwarded by 

© - a . 

oe YA. UN ων 

- Bureau (Encl. 1) (RIDN τ ΝΕ ; 4 
my oa 1 = New York (100-134637) ζεήδαχ) crm, REC 28 3. MAY Ae 1966 

1 + Chicago prado " icag 43 btn | moet) termes 

WAB/mes MR let! 
bY OL aA: SL 3-e . Sr 
- poe Ale «ὁ ry OOeK ζοσέτῖςςετεςς τετηριτονῃν EAR £5 
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Sent __ -  Μ Per 
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ι ad ἐ feférencéd Chicago airtel, i.se., to determine whether an 
40! ie English language version of this document is available to 
\ ‘be furnished to Chicago and, New York; 1: the 
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ΒΟ ΘΟ ΤΕΙΤΑ ΕΘΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

ΒΕΓ AUTOMATIC DEPLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE WAL-31-z012 . ry 
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Hay 32, 1966 
1 - DeLoach 

iz 1 ~ Sullivan 
af : 1 = Baumgardner 

HEEBTING BETWEEN LEADERS OF 1 =~ Liaison 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA; AND: 1: - Shaw .-. 

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF ᾿ ~ 
THE SOVIET UNION, APRIL; 1966 © ge te 

Eo wl 

+ q a 

The following information was dupplied by sources’ “2 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. ΩΣ 

᾿ὰ 

A meeting took place ἀπ the Soviet Union in April, 
1966, between menbers of the Communist Party, USA, Delegation 
to the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
and several leading Soviet officials, Among those present at 
this neeting vere Mikhail A. Suslov and Boris N. Ponomarev, 
Secretaries of the Central ‘Committec, Comiunist Party of the 
‘Soviet Union; Henry Winston, Vice Chairman, Communist Party, 
USA; and James. Jackson and Hyman lamer’, Renbers. of the 
Communist Party, USA, Secretarint. 

Wikhail A. Suslov, in opening the discussion, con- 
mented, in essence, as foliows: . " 

; I want ‘to thank the Communist Party, USA, for sond« 
Ws ing a delegation to our Congress. ‘The participation of the 

{ Communist Party, USA; Delegation helped to. raise the level of 
ἫΝ the Congress, providing an example of proletarian solidarity. 

Vy Henry Winston; in behai?t of the Communist Party, USA; 
kt =. Delegation, stated, ain essence, as follows: 

We have been inspired by the realistic objectives of 
your fivé<year plan which has meaning for all humanity. The ΝΣ 

jv” people in the United States are beginning to see the peace- 
(e loving role of the Soviet Union, ‘The peace movement in ‘the 
2 United States, which is becoming broader than ever, has its 

political aspects: A political bloc is developing led by 
Senators Robert F. Kennedy, J. William Fulbright and Wayne wa 

Tolso 

— 

Dilstch MOTE « The next Congress onal ὃ DOS — in , reo) States 
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‘THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 

‘bring the war in Vietiian to an -end. The Communist Party, USA y 

"- Gxchange. on ‘the question. of negotiations. 

for’ a. b¥éakthrough of thé Communist Party, USA, on an equal 

-sion-evor in the United States, Tho Conimmnist Party, USA, is: 

= wore aa: follows? 

a gates to. the Soviet. Congress means that the Communist Party of - πον πὸ 

‘world communist movement; Tho presence of 86 fratérndl particd’ " 
- at the Soviet Congress provided a striking cottrast with the - 

at which there was no. other delegation of a "real party" 

| that solidarity with the. Vietnamese people was stressed at the. ΝΣ 

“Ff. the escalation of tho war. by the United States continues, | 
‘the Soviet Union will send "more and. more! ald to tho ek, 
Vietnamese people. oT ΝΞ ΣΕ 

- O£-now conditions | favorabie for the grovth. of the Commiinist- - - 
ες Party, USA. The circiigtion of your Party's new draft program; 

MEETING BETWEEN LEADERS. OF as 
THE. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND 

THE: SOVIET UNION, APRIL, 1066. 
- = - - 

wil provide the forun gor the eontinuine atrugeto againat ‘the 
"tinverialist wart in: Vietnam; The immediate problém is how to - 

is confronted with the problen of supporting nogotiations in 
the face of the refusal of both sidas to engage in a  noaningzul, 

Tho. objective ‘conditions. exist in. tie United States | 

basis with other groupd; Thid is why the Communist Party, δὰ, — 
is holding a National Convention in New York City frou dung 22 
through June 26, 1966, ‘The Communist Party, USA, had igsued ἃ. 
now. draft. progran which is provoking tha biggest, ‘public. digcus= ' 

reaching tho “opinion makers" nnd the: Foal public Readers..in.; - 
the Daited States. . πε 

Βυθχὸν contAmied his Gonmonte wtidon,, a essence, 

fhe Pact that εὖ. ‘nany Svaternal parties wont io | 

the Sovict Union can move forward. in tho: mobilization of the 

New Zoaland Congo which ropresonted only 250 momborg ‘and 

excopt thé. Communist Party of Ching. 

‘Tha Cominist Party of the Soviet Union fc pleaged ΝΣ 

Soviet Cohgyoss.. Soviet παύου 81, did and. military ‘assistanca:.. 
is literally flowing to Vietnam, which denonstrates that, the . . ̓ 
Sovict Party is fulfilling its proletarian internetionsi duty, 

--- , ᾿ Ἂ 

The Soviet Party is happy 4 to: Vidar. of the. Suctigeiico 

telling the massés. zbout the aing of communisn, wit. uhdoubtedty | 
enhance the prestige and influence of the Connunist Party, USA; 

TOS " κ᾿ Ὁ - - +. 
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πον MEETING BETWEEN LEADERS OF 
| THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND 

ss THE COMMUNEST PARTY OF =~ 
ἢ THE ‘SOVIET UNION, APRIL, 1966 — 

-..., ἢ 186 new five-year plan of the Soviet Union ia of - - 
τς great scope and has erdat potential for advancement in Living 

_ conditions and in dofonse capabilities. During the first, 
‘three months the. quotas for the five-year. plan have been. _ 
fulfilled 104 por cent. This shows wa axe on the proper - 
coursa and should stick to it. ΝΞ ᾿ ες 

- At this.péint, Borda NW. Bohomarey δομμοπεσα, in 
‘esgoned, as folloya:  _. 

τς Thore is a possibility to deyclop contacts botwoon 
_ the. Soviet Union and the United States along cultural Lines, ᾿ 
_ Blong scientific linos, on 4 goverment level and on the basis. ον 
᾿ΠῸΣ public organizations, In view of thd fact. that. ὅῆό -. " 

United States is waging an ‘kgercssive war against ‘the people. =. - 
of Vietnam, how wlll the Amorican public, feel about this - 
development of contacts? ᾿ Ε 

Jdnes ‘Jackson xeplicd, ‘in οεβόποσ,, as follows: τς 

ον ἧς ἢ Μὰ are of ‘tho opinion that such contacts. would not __ help thé. United States twar makers" but, on the contrary, = ~~>"- - 
*. Motid holp the image of -the Sovidt Union .in oux country. - The ~ 

- Amoxican poopie: know thit thé. Soviet Union is opposed to. war, -. . 
and. this cultural oxchaige Would, not chango that opinion, but Tc 
would help if, -You should: know that the cadres in tho -- τ 
univorsities, the writers and so forth constitute: the: biases | 

- of the peace moverniont in our country, πω τ ᾿ 

_ Susloy: anterjected commonts whileli, in dssénee, wore 
‘ad Lollows: . —_ | τ τὸ ἢ ᾿ 

τς ᾿ _Throd months ago someone. from the United States 
“Department of State nade ὁ requdst: for a visa to:comd to the 

. Soviet Union ‘as a "tourist." We rejected such a “tour,' 
What do you think will bé the reaction of tlic United States - . 
Departnant. oF State td our: rage stort for the delegates | 

wo: inténd. to goend to-your Party's. National Convention?. 

Jackion, Yeplied,-in essence, as follows: 56. -* | 



_ THE. COMMUNIST PARTY OF. 
THE SOVIET UNION, APRIL, 1966 

“ eorrespondents ‘who are coming to the United States to cover - 

of this information could ‘revea the identity of the source 

‘could result: in éxcéptionally grave daniage to. the. Nation, 

ἘΠ οὐ this letterhead memorandum is being made to-Honorable 
|\\bean muse, Sod Special | Assistant. to the President ; Honorable 

that CG ‘5824-8. obtained this data while on Solo Mission 20 to. 

memorandum :-Baungardner-to. Sullivan..5/11/66, captioned "Solo, 

MEETING BETYEEN LEADERS OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND. - 

The best Yay to obtain visis ds. to do go a5" press 

our Party's National Convention, Ἐν thig and "other theans, ** 
it. should ‘be. possible to obtain ‘visas for this PULPOBS .. 

Bécause of the sonsitive nature of the sources which . 
furntenioa the above information, this communication is classi- 
fied "Eipetentes," τς, 

Classified " since whauthorized disclosure 

(CG, 582458*) who is. of continuing value and. such revelation Ὁ 

CG 582448* is referred to as sources in order to further 
protect the identity of this valuable source, Dissemination 

“ee 

the Soviet Union during the period 3/18/66 to 4/25/66, See: - 

Internal ‘Security - Communist," prepared by MGBspahs 
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ew so OPTIONAL FOAM HO, τῷ s010=106. 
MAY 1942 EDITION 

᾿ 
GSA GEN, REG, πὸ, 17 TOV SON weenie, 

“\; UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. E δοιαὶ τσ 
Wick 

; | Meera IN ENVELOP — 

Mr, ,conra DATE: May 13, 1966 —s 

| py Vi Povo 
roy Cte, τ, downing foe 

Le amt 

sugject:'\ CQgzo ᾿ τ: 
“INTERNAL SECURITY - C , 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 5/13/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 967 GR 75, 
was intercepted. 

‘The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

gor” 
«Ὁ --- 

Enclosure 

lL - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

7 oh, | 00-0701) ~ 653? 
(7) | πα πο οἱ» 

ΝΣ NNN γ΄ ee τς ὁ ΜῈ 18 EB 
᾿ . me 7 ΝΌΟΝ ἫΝ : 

yes AY wh 1900 



5/13/66 

NR 567 GR 75 5/13/66” 
4 

89415 23823 03983 78119 62416 31680. 22088 58947 55274 27467 

30303 05991 47832 55566 46980 34166 36836 14084 88792 05257 . ΄" 

21700 79545 72920 41299 75954 38454 12364 28468 59595 89748 

22896 12666 70140 46491 89178 42151 68532 21554 01540 94687 . 4 

23735 46844 61070 09268 51990 87382 55977 91421 51236 01069 ΕΝ " 

42940 48988 92213 79980 75007 68258 39264 41107 05474 91169 | 

67323 15379 52971 03512 58030 99683 62005 31852 77736. 04544 | 

90694 75427 74067 38782 27440 

εὐ ἐμ wits ie ας ae wn «5 τὶ τον ΑΝ " ΡΣ τ πε, ἢ τὰν ᾿ men ΝΕ thy WE τς 2 * 3 

hee ΕΝ ἘΜ ἬΝ i που τὰν Pati Stes al ies OMEN eh a 2 Ε 

| 
7 r . | 

- Ν 

Ϊ ῷ 7 7 

| ON 567 GR 75 | 5/13/66 ᾿ 7 ΝΙΝ 

ΕΝ Ε | ἢ me ; 

ῶ΄. TO IRCHY ASUS! σοι. ΟΝ 161 ΝΗΒΡῚ ΤΑΙ ΕΒ ΟΜμαἡηβήμ! THHEAV YL -kf 

" HEARTIATTACAL |HISCONDIT LONI S|VERYSER I OUS|, |GENERAUWEAKN ° 

| ESS,UNSTABIL I TYOFHEARTIACTIVITY||HEMUSTSTAY|INHOSPITA 
} © UATLEASTjONEMONTHANDRALFMORE,, [CLARA] COLONW ILUTOURTH. 

GCOUNTRY|W I THDELEGATIONF ROMMA Yala dalr qd Yate ols] 

ΝΕ ᾿ ete. «432 ᾿ 
C 
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ἡ OR ROUTE IN EN at QUL0: PE 
[δ ΕΒΙ 

7 ᾿ - Date: 5/13/66 | 

Trdnsmit the following in = 
᾿ (Typein plaintéxtor. code): 7. 

Via AIRTEL 
ΠΝ _ | | 

| _ ΝΣ “* (Priatity): 
- 

‘To + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4.28091) 

FROM “+: SAC, NEW YORK (100-4.34637) 

SUBJECT: ‘Bono . 

On 5/12/66, there was..received, from the . 
Canadian CP a letter which énélosed a sealed note addressed 
to GUS HALL. The sealed note to GUS HALL was sent by 

‘ BEATRICE JOHNSON, CPUSA. representative in: Cuba, who: _ 
indicated - therein that she. desired that her message be . 

- known .only’ to GUS HALL. It is Pequésted that the Chicago 
ψ Office inform CG 582h~S that neither he.-nor NY 69-Ss 

is to indicate any imowledge ‘of the contents. of the afore-. 
said note to GUS HALL. 

_ JOHNSON 8 letter, dated 4/30/66, is as follows: 

VAR 
δ Saree {100+l.28091) (RM) 

I=Chicago (13h-h6-Sub B) (AM RM) fa 
1-NY 134+91. (INV): (a ) | robo 
1-NY 100-131637 (l4:) 

igen jooaposl 3 τ 
6 MAY 18. 866, ἔν “ἜΝ 

- . woe ate . τ 

τον tn γετσ , 7 

Se al πος 
Approved; , » Sent eM Per. 
Ge Wit ΜῈ ie ̓ gent

 in Charge 
Ξ Te ΨᾳΖΚΖῃΕ.ΙΝ 

1 τυ. " ΠΕΣ ΖΗ m7 --- 



‘le. Its ἃ big show, its generel and contains no. permanéent, obliga*ion.. 

are beingcensidered, some have been adopted others not, “but T'was rever 

not have anything special to take uo with me, and it was wonderful “iow - 

we ots 
AgdD 

4OuaKE . . 
παν anal 

wert ἦν ado μ᾿ 
ts wm ents OC) ει 4 Ὁ ΕΣ ταν; 

ἢ ΝΕ ἀκ ὧν ΜΠ oR. Be . aan ἐπε ΕΣ: 

“Aprdl 30,, 1966. 

Dear Gis: . ΝΣ 
ρον ‘First of all May Day greetings to all.of you from this 

precious island of liberty. . ay 
- ἢ 

᾿ 

Ξιπ πὶ ee ἃς bathers “Men 

sien ae] 

. For some time now I have been seaking an opportunity to 
write to you-dizrectly, but alas I never know how many ¢yes and who 
reads my mail, Generally the mails have been bad for thepast year ᾿ς 
or more. © The Northern route used to be fairly good, only 11 days |. 
and secure, now it is delayed for more than a month, air mail, and |. I 
gets stuck in Mexico, where it is deliberately held up.'! The thine 1° if’ 
Jack fixed when he was here, worked for a while, and then I dont 1", ! 
know what happened, nothing ceme thru. 1 have not heard from thot | | he 
source Since December 1964. So that even the notes I managed to “ἢ 
send you about things here, had tn he stopped. Am sure’that Carl |_| 
and later Billy and Joe acquainted you with the problems, the bloccade. ἢ 
is real, The letters I now get from Carl take a monthito come ale 4 4 
mail direct from New York. : τ τ a 

1 am sending this with Bill K. person to person ahd hope * 5 gil 
you get it in good time. L have discussed with,Carl the advisable |. qi 
dity of using Prague. Τῦ is the quickest and fasest, but hé was ἯΙ 
reluctant to talk to: them. I still think it should be done. Ε΄ ay 

i | i a " 

ee 

Se τσ" 

More than two yearshave passed since, I came here, as your ὁ ,| 
representative, and it is time to take stock. It was rough going: | 
at first, since they knew about us from our opponants and our enemies: 
In this respect there are big changes.. Our materiele appear’ in th: | | 
press. They get our literaturgand solicite information, I personn lly, 
have been writting in their press resularly, trying to ΚΟΘῸ 1 the | 
forefront the developing movement and the position of our’ Party. Jad. 
Among the latin Americans here also our Party prestige has risen consi- 1] 
derably. Your statements always get front page. The "Worker" com:s “ἢ 
regularly and in better time and I see that all people who should have ||. 
it, get it. So in this respect it is better. ' But when it comes | 
to permanent relatinns, to exchanges of opinions and ideas, ‘to consul 
they simnly dont know how. The new international department of. thie’ 
Party collects information and if you did'nt call them,"they could'nt. (ἢ Ὶ 
care less. - Guests anddofficial representatives they know how .to hand, ἐς 

. ἢ 

ΕΞ 

ἢ Rois 
ΝΣ [Ἢ hie 

. 

ΝΜ: 

-- Ἧ i 

For us there is the other angle. They feel that there is no | ἮΝ 
concrete action in behalf of breaking the blockade, against the CL | ar 
violence, etc, etc. They acknowledge the great work for, Vietnam but | ahh 
Leel they are not in the picture. And they Seel the satie about ali. aa 
Latin American Parties, who dont make a special effort to. put deferse aa 
of-Cuba in a promenant place. This Gus, is the answer to the , 

problem of proper relations. For example when Jack wed: here, we talked 
over with them some proposals, nothings came of it.: J talked at le-gth 
with Carl and we agreed on some more proposats. I was. told that they 

τι 
pase) ar Δ 

"δὴ Ba 

Wier i 
τῶ δος 

tall steels ale pate eee παν 

a 
given reasons, and I cant go to the Cubans without telling them sor e- 
thing they want to hear. You see the point, ET must represent you and ° 
your view point on things important-to them, but I cant, because I an 
not informed.. When I-met Carl in Mascow, he had vio special message 
for me, It was as if we met accidentally. I dont blame him, he did 

ων ee oe ati Del ρὲ he entered ‘into the problems. I hope you see my point. © 

whe Ὁ 
4 
% 

- 
sae ἃ 

. - - 

- - - 2 _ a - νον -.- ep ταν ek 



ραν τον 
Stor jm 

rare Pe rane τισί. 

| bad memories. , 

“me fack that Billy and Joe were able to come /ang tae worm us μα. τ τ’ 

. foam was greatly appreciated, They both also wrote for the press here 

and all around @ p Five contribution was made Ο᾽ the Tri-Vontinental. 

However there are many things here that you should know of wwhitéhn it 

is not possible to write~ political and ideological questions and- rela— 

tions with other Parties. 1 would say in general that they improved after : 

the meeting of the Latin American parties here, but -since _the tri-Conti- 

nental there has been a weakening. fe reasons must be discussed in 

detail. As to our relation with the Latin American Parties, the most 

authoritative are ποῦ στο. With the others I have good relations. I 

attend their affairs and am inviting to their doing. At the birthday 

Party for the Brazilian Party, I got the honor to cut the cake. But that 

35 minor compared to the big joo of soliderity that these struggling 

and, heroic parties need. Here, too, there is much to discuss. © 

. I would like to suggest if at all possible that you meet me in 

Canada this summer, after the Party Convention. 1 can come with a 

Cuban ship at no expense to you. YT would only need some money to spent 

a few weeks in Canada. If you agree, then please send a letter immediate- 

Ly,either to me to present ,or better still directly addressed to Pidel 

Castro.or Amando Hart,O2g. Secy., asking them to make it possible. I am 

sure there will be no*problem. If it goes directly to them, Carl knows 

t+, then please send me a copy-~because frequently they have how to send! i 

_ You remamber. the letter Jack brought to Pidel, in which you mentioned 

Vietor'R. I asked many times, bit no one knew anything about an answer. 

When the tteate Statement on the role of Progressive Labor came ont in 

the "Worker", I_sent it to them and connected it with the letter.-Ag usual 
‘no answer,; but I was impressed wit: the fact that they want to know more 

about its They even asked for a list of organizations, so. they would know 

who isi who’. 'I was’ sure of a big change towards them. Then came the 

@ri Continental and it was obvious that the PL people had friends. They 

pudlished their statement of greetins to the Conference and smuggeted in 

atrepresentative!, who had the udacity to contiuct underhended attacks 

against the Cuban Revolution. tnotified the party here of all this. 

But since they never disckes things, so be it. One needs patience, 

and an understanding of their problems, to be able to go ahead without 
getting ‘discourged. τ ‘ -- - 

Wow, I'would like to raise a few points about the Program. Having 

been away from the active American scene for so long, I found the big 

problems clearly analysed, %0 that it brought me up to date. I was able 

to seo’ the' great changes that have teken place in the country and in the 

minds.of the people. I found the chapter on the "Way Out" convincing 

and real, based as it is on the present day American reality. I am sure 

it will! impress many. and convince many of the inevitability αἱ Socialism 

also for America, as an ultidiate solution of the problems facing the 

nation dominated and control by corporate power. 

 T think however. thatyhifa is the first country in the Hemisphere 

that has taken the Socialist road, and since it was formerly subordina- 

ted to US mignopoly control, it would have been effective to also show the 

achievements of this blockaded nation, which has in @ period of seven 

yeurs made outstanding economic and social successes. An American doctor 

who was here for the National: Medical Congress said that Cuba was 10 yrs. 

wenind the USA scientifically, but 109 years ahead in public medicine. 

Putting Cuban exemples forvard could serve two purposes: one to demonst— 

- 

νι ai ΠΝ 
τ 

F ῥέγοαις, 



~3- 

rate that Socialism works. even in an under~developed couhtry and 

secondly it would bring Cuba forward as part of our concern, 1 agree 

with the characterization of the ‘meaning of the Cuban Revolution for 

the entire hemisphere, wium seaking to be free from the embrace of US 

Imperialism. But I think it must beadded that our Party: stands for 

support to Gubas right to choose her way of life, and that it is the 

US government that has‘ financed and organized invasions, subversion, 

sabotage thru the CIA, to deprive Cuba of this right. From this, 

off coursé, flows the struggle to defend Cuba, as @ victim'of the cold 

war andgCLa orgenized counter-revolntion against all national libera~ 

. 
»" , Jt | : Ἵ 

Τ also, think that the approach to the Latin American countries is.) 

clear and good, and the emphasis on the responsibility of the: Americar | ; 

workingclass and progressives is very timely ang Wii L-Bpprecia ged by | 

our comrades in these countries. It also lays he principle for concrete 

support and solidarity actions on behalf of the maturing mqvements 04 ἘΣ 

the Central and South American cntinents. To give this section more 

fyree, the Program must go 8 little m:xe deeply into the character οὔ 

the Latin American movements and struzsles, and talk more dbout the 

burning economic and social problems faced by milliong because of US, 

monopoly control of the economic and political life of the people, ΝΣ 

tion movement. en Te ι; 
fu 

" al 

" 

ΕἼ 
| 

Such an analysis will help nighlicht thie common enemy angle and give = 4.) 

stronger supppt to the call contained in the Program for "tan opposite 7 

snter-American system~ the common struggle of all the peoples of'the | 

Hemisphere to destroy the domination of US monopoly, and thus establish 

the foundation for friehdship and mutually beneficial relations." : 
EM, 

: I was rather sorprised to sec the Program say, nothingjabout. the 

special problems of women, firstly because in the ‘economic, legal and 

sock. pattern of American life, women; as mothers, workers jand citize.is, ) 14" 

. guffer the double burden of ineqaulity. In politics, it'is a. blot on δ! 

democracy to see the most active section of the people βασι .occupy = ΙΝ 

so disgracefully few elective positinns. In economics, after.more thin i 

one hundred yaars in industry, women still get unequal pay: The syst om 

of archaic civil laws gives women secondary Status in the family. The 0 , "13 

problems of motherhood are not shared by society, no nurseries, Feesriniy 

latch key children, gnd a multitude of personal and family: problems } 
* 

fall on the shoulders of women due to theiy unequal status/in US soci Ἐν ὁ κα ir 

and : Yr : Party's OgTamSe | 
mental and naye pyvaye been Paris. our Par δ᾽ : Ἐν gram ν τς 

ound the language in important parts of ‘the Program a bit cumrer~ 

some,’ and new vocabulary T have never seen in our Party literature. tt 

seems that in the years I have been away a new vocabulary has come into 

useage. OK, am willing to learn it, but do the workers understand it? 

Pardon this long letter, ~ have no.time to write a shorter one, 3ince 

the people who must take this Leave to-morrow morning. Hope this finis 

you well and my best wishes fox a succedsful congress. — Please dont 

forget in your rush of work to write the letter, because T am most anxious | 

to be briefed an the Convention results, so thet I will be able ‘to 

represent the Party here more authoritatively. Or would you like 4 

come here and do it yourself? ° 

Whatever happens, all the best to all of you. A 

sy Beatrice - ᾿ 
f 7] col 

i - by - . ἢ ᾿ 
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NY 100=134637 , a ΕΝ ΝΕ 
"Jacki in ‘the ‘Binet paragraph, of the letter 

ig a reference to NY 694<S#, Carl, Billy, and Joe mentioned. 
in the said paragraph are references to CARL WINTER, CPUSA 
functionary, WILLIAM ALLAN, "Worker" correspondent. in 
Detroit, and JOE NORTH, member of the Editorial Staff. 
of "The Workér", 

. “In pavagrapli tWO'y "Bent κι, is.a reférence +5 
WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary of the Canadian CP, - 
"Prague" in paragraph two, is a reference to the fact 
that communications from Cuba to the CPUSA formerly. had 
been sent via tho World, Marxist Review in Prague, 

παρὰ -Continental" in paragraph sixyis a reference 
to. the Tri-Continental Congress held in Havana. between ~ | 
January 3 and 15; (1966. 

‘ . 

“Victor R," ‘du paragraph. nine, ἀπ 4 a reference ; 
to VICTOR RABINOWITZ of the National Cowicil of’ the Emergency 
Civil Liberties Committee. (ECLC). 

"Program" in waragraph ten, is a reference to the . 
new, CP Draft Programe - 

͵ . τ " . 1 

" : - 3 ™ 
" . 
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ROUTE IN EN VeiLOPE 
| F B. | Ι 

i Date: 5/13/66 
᾿ ( 

{ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext ar code) ; 

ATRTEL | 

(Priority) ΝΞ 

TO : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-:28091) 

FROM : _SAC, NEW YORK (100-13).637) ὅσ 

(a SUBJECT: \“SoLo. : Ν 
“TS=6 ἯΙ HE 

. a: 

On 5/13/66, there was received from the 
Soviets, via radio, a ciphered messages, the plain text 
of which is as follows: ay 

"No Gus Hall 

"Jesus Colon is in hospital from May 3 with 
heavy heart attack. His condition is very serious, General 
weakness, Instability of heart activity. He must stay 
in. hospital at least oneipbnth and a half more, Clara Colon 
will tour the country with delegation from ‘Nay Leth to ᾿ 
May 20th," 

mt 3yBureau (100=)28091:) (RM) ᾿ ee . - 

“Chicago (134-6-Sub B) (AM RM) 
LeNY 234-91 (INV) (41) 
L“NY 100-13h637 (41) . 525) 
Gye REC-1 1 pO- Yio il Ss 

6 MAY 18 1966 7 

- ieee 

~ i 

‘ 
Po nel 

Apprdtiig—— yy — Sento μ. = Per ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ ὃ 

Ke frat οὐ 86 Bi ΠΡ in Charge 



Pxso-ther. 5222-64) 

Thee eee πα 

Transmit the following in -- 

Vid ___ AIRTEL 

— ee πα ee ee ee ee παῖπανς 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Salen. 

15-Ὁ 

Political Committee of. the Executive Committee. 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO: ‘(134-46. Sub B). 

O- S 
ROUTE IN ENVE 

Date: 5/11/66 

« (Type in plaintext or code) 

REGISTERED M IL. " 
ΝΣ (Priority) © ~  * ᾿ I 

a 

Ι 
I 

τς 
. Ι 

' 

= ἘΞ... 

' 

Enclosed herewith: for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and’ for New York one copy of a letterhead 
méiorarndum captioned, WRéport of J, Woddis, Member Of. 

Communist 
Party of Great Britain, Dealing with Topic of Ghana, April, 
1966. " 
+ 

head. memorandum: was orally furnished during the period 
The information Ὁ ‘appearing in the enclosed letter- 

. 4/25~-29/66° by CG. 5824-S* to. .SAs- WALTER A. BOYLE and .RICHARD 
W. HANSEN, 

7 fied " 

the enc losed: le δι 

The enclosed lettérhéad memorandum has been classi- 
since: unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 

mation contained therein. could reasonably result “in. ‘the 
identification. of this source who is furnishing information — 
on the highest level concerning the international communist « 
movement: this adversely. affecting the national security. 

To fur: 

spington, de. Ge 

' ee: δ (RM) / UO» { 291] ul 

Ὲ protect the’ identity. of this source, 
1ead memorandum -has been shown as ‘Paving 

-------.-............. .....,......ὄ...,.............. cn eco ne ea ree ey we ne - τ ~ τ "  —— π —_— =—— " —* 

New York. 400~134637) (Enc... L.) (Info) (RM) TTY 
i Chicago " ΝΡ Ye 18 [} 

RWH: : MDW oo ΝΕ - 
(5) "a ὦ ΕΝ ᾿ . πα σασασοι _—— 

4] at A 

per 

ὟΣ - ΝΥΝ ὙΠ΄ . ΘΝ Ρει. 
ΡῈ ἐμὲ spe τάν ν ge t ine “Chaige 

~ a 



" “af . 

τ p ς ‘ 
ἢ . "᾿ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

-In connection with the report referred to in 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum, CG 5824-S* advised . 
that this was presented by J. WODDIS at a meeting re- 
quested by the ΟΡ, USA fraternal delegation to the 23rd 
Congress of the cpsu and set up with the cooperation of 
the CPSU. The meeting was held on 4/3/66 in Moscow, 
USSR, and participating as. CP, USA representatives, in 
addition to the source, were HENRY WINSTON, HYMAN LUMER, 
and JAMES JACKSON, Also present was a (END). HAGGAN, a 
functionary of the CP of Great Britain, who was in. Moscow 

"as a member of- the CP of Great Britain fraternal delega— 
tion to the 23rd Congress, CPSU. 



LBC LASS PICAT qa Ἐ AUTHORETS DERIVED FROM: 
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In Reply, Pi Please se Rafer to 
File No. 

in the past, 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. ΝΣ , κι 

FEDERAL ‘BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION pk ᾿ 

Washington, “Dac. 

May -11, 1966 - 

a Rp 

REPORT OF J. ‘WODDIS, MEMBER OF POLITICAL . 
COMMITTEE OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE; ᾿ 
COMMUNIST. PARTY OF -GREAT BRITAIN, DEALING 
WITH. TOPIC OF ‘GHANA, APRIL, . 1966: . 

A, source, who has furnished: reliable information 
in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

In April, 1966, J. Woddis; ‘a -member of the Politi- 
cal Committee of the Executive Committee, Communist. Party of 

. Great. Britain - (CPGB), delivered a brief report on events: in 

' of the Congo (Lecpoldvilte). 

“Ghana. Woddis, ‘a theoretician of the CPGB, had recently 
Spent a number of months: in Africa and was how in Moscow, 
USSR, attending the XXIII. Congress: of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU)... The @ssence of Woddis' remarks _ 
was. as: follows: ᾿ a ΄ " mo 

In order to understand the événts and happenings 
in Ghana, a background on the last eighteen months in Africa ~ 
is necessary’. During this: period the revolution was advancing 
in a number of African States. They were marching forward 
in the ‘United Arab: Republic; Algeria, Mali, ‘Ghana, Guinea, 
the -Congo: (Brazzaville), and Nigeria, Then, ‘the imperialists 
launched their counterattack. The. opening of this counter- 
attack is marked by, the November , 1964, coup in the Republic 

Then, in a few. short months 
there was the assassination in Burundi. ‘This was followed. 
by the events in the Congo (Brazzaville) when. three ministers 
were assassinated and the assassination in Kenya. Also, 
‘attempts: were. made. ‘to. invade Uganda .and efforts were made to 

: Was: prepared Ὅν inperiadlisn, - - -- ; - 

overturn the Government of the ‘Republic of Sudan. In Kenya, 
there was an ideological. attack launched against socialism. 
In: Kenya they talked of: African socialism but the attack 

er 
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As a result, it is not surprising what happened 
in Ghana, We had warned them six months ago that this 
danger existed. While President Kwame Nkrumah was close 
to Marxism and had good contacts with the Soviet Union, 
the majority of the Central Committee of the Convention 
People's Party was right wing -and opportunistic. Also, 
it is interesting to note that only fifteen of 120 members 
of the Central Committee were considered to be left wing 
although on the Executive Committee of seventeen members, 
thirteen were of the left, Then, too, the masses in Ghana 
were unorganized although some were in the Party and some 
were organized in trade unions. Of these, many were only 
members on paper. Nkrumah said at the time give us five 
years and we will have trained sufficient cadre to rule. 

ΝΟ doubt there were a number of mistakes made by 
Nkrumah, The imperialists never gave up, even after the 
failure of their assassination attempts. 

‘Then, the economic conditions in Ghana were bad. 
At the time of independence the price of cocoa, which was 

- the main product of Ghana, was 390 Ghanaian pounds per ton. 
Later, the price dropped to 180 pounds per ton and finally 
the imperialists had forced the price down to 90 pounds at 
the time of Nkrumah's overthrow. While all this was happening, 
the- production of cocoa, had increased which-gave-the govern- 
ment an even greater burden. This and other things weakened 
the economy of Ghana. 

In Ghana, like in Nigeria, the society consisted 
of a bigger bourgeoisie strata than in many other countries 
of Africa, like Mali or Guinea, This bourgeoisie strata 
consisted of traders, land speculators, rich coconut farmers, 
and the like. There was no organized working class or organi- 
zation of the workers. This upper strata of Ghanaian society 
lived in luxury and many owned homes valued at over $200,000, 
There was a lot. of corruption and Nkrumah was getting ready 
to take some action, 

~ On the matter of Nkrumah and the cult of the per- 
sonality. Those responsible for building him up the most 
were his chief enemies and assassins. His biggest mistake 
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COMMITTEE OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 
CPGB, DEALING WITH TOPIC OF GHANA, APRIL, 
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was the failure to organize a strong Party. Some of those 
leaders who are now out of government will soon be taken 
back in because the military cannot run a stable government 
by itself. The Ghanaian Army officers were all trained 
at Sandhurst Royal Military Academy in England. The 
Ghanaian Police had also been trained in Britain and had 
been brainwashed. The only good officers in Ghana were 
those who had been trained in the Soviet Union, This is 
why the only resistance at the time of the revolution was 
on the part of the Presidential Guard. 

At the time of thé revolution, all members of 
Nkrumah's Government were arrested. Officers found loyal. 
to Nkrumah were shot. Many Central Committee members 
of the Convention People's Party were arrested as were 
local cadre, editors, branch political leaders, etc. This 
is why there was no resistance to. the takeover, 

Nkrumah has broadcast over radio from Guinea 
"I will return," There are still many around him and honor 
his personality. Some leaflets have appeared in Ghana; 
following the revolution, and in support of Nkrumah, It 
is not easy to overthrow those who are in power nov, 
especially since there is no organized revolutionary party. 
Those who urge and say that they will invade Ghana with-.an 
army are making a leftist mistake. 

Ghana is still an independent country although 
politically: the British Government now finds itself in a 
much better position. Nkrumah had advised the Soviet Union 
not to break off relations with the country even after his 
overthrow. 

in my opinion, Ghana before the revolution conld 
best be described as being on the road to becoming a non- 
capitalist state, It was not a socialist state yet. 

Today, in Ghana, there are perhaps a half million 
workers including both wage and salaried. About 300,000 
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of these are reportedly involved in trade unions but here 
again most of the membership is merely on paper. There ; 
has been developing in Ghana a new working class, a migra- 
tory one and including some non~Ghanaians, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed ‘outside 
your agency. 
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. Enclosed herewith for the Buréau are the original 
| and three. copies and for the. New York Office’ one copy of:a 
‘letterhead memorandum. entitléd, “Comments ‘of ‘Richard! Dixon, 
Chairman, Communist Party: of Australia, at: Meeting, April, 
1966. τι 

᾿ - “yy 

; The information set forth: in the. enclosed letter- 
chéad memorandum was orally furnished during the period 

- 4/25-25/ 66 py CG 562.4-5* to SA's. WALTER Α.. ΒΟΥΒΕ.. and RICHARD 

W.. HANSEN. 

‘The ‘ehelosed letterhead memorandum has been 
classified. " εἰ since. unauthor ized ‘disclosure of 
the information Set forth therein could reasonably” result 
in the. identification of this sourcé who is furnishing _ 
information on the. highest leve'l concérning thé. international ‘ 

Yo communist movement thus adversely affecting the national 
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In connection with the meeting referred to in 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum, CG 5824-S* advised 
that it was held in Mdscow, USSR, on 4/3/66, The méeting 
had been requested by the CP, USA fraternal delegation to 
the 23rd Congress of the CPSU and set up with the consent 
of the CPSU. Present and participating in this meeting, 
in addition to the source, were HENRY WINSTON, JAMES JACK-— 
SON, and HYMAN LUMER, 

The source also advised that when WINSTON delivered 
the invitation to attend the 18th National Convention of the 
CP, USA to RICHARD DIXON, head of the CP of Australia, as 
referred to in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, DIXON's 
response was "How do we get Δ" JACKSON at this point told 
DIXON that they should attempt to utilize two levels of 
approach and thrust. First, ask the U.S. Government for a 
visa and then if that is not possible, try and come to the 
country as a correspondent... 

Also at this meeting WINSTON. made the suggestion 
to DIXON that he write articles for the Party press in the 
U.S, and that if this could be done, the CP, USA would 
reciprocate and write articles. for the Australian Party 

press. 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information | 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

In April, 1966, a meeting was held betwéen the 
fraternal delegations of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) - 
‘and the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) to the XXIII 
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 
held in Moscow, USSR, March 29: through April 8, 1966. This 

- meeting was conducted for the purpose of exchanging infor- ὁ 
mation, and for developing a better ‘understanding between 
the two. Parties involved. The main spokesmen: for the two 
Parties. were, Henry Winston, a Vice Chairman of the CP, USA,. ‘ 

- -and Richard Dixon, ‘Chairman—of the CPAs: τω - ον : : 
+ 

:- 

- το yt ‘Dixon: opened the- meeting: by. extending. greetings - 7 - τς 
from ‘the CPA to the CP; USA and to. Gus:'Hall, .General,‘Secre- " 
tary, CP, USA. In response ‘to- ‘these - greetings, - “Winston : ᾿ - 

. returned greetings from. Hall and presehtéd an invitation 
-- - to the CPA to send.a fraternal .delegation-:to the forthcoming - ᾿ 

ΝΣ -18th National ‘Convention ‘of. the CP). USA, scheduled for June, © 
1966, in New. York. City, New. York. Dixon then followéd with 
a general. report, the essence. ‘of which. was.as follows: 7 

a 

- ᾿ The Australian ruling class. is presently orienting 
- ‘itself more and more toward a closer alliance with the. United 

States in, ‘order to insure its hold. δῇ. Southeast Asia. The 
. United States’ influence in: Australia is large: ‘and. 5 great _ 
many American publications-are circulated in the country, ες 
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COMMENTS OF RICHARD DIXON, CHAIRMAN, oer 
CPA, AT MEETING, APRIL, 1966 

On a world meeting of Communist and Workers' 
Parties, Comrade Leonid I, Brezhnev, General Secretary, 
CPSU, said "when the time is ripe." We, too, believe in 
this but when is the time ripe? We do not believe we can 
hold such a meeting now considering the world situation 
and the Chinese. The setbacks of the Chinese in Indonesia, 
Cuba, etc., make it unwise to call such a meeting now. It 
is also better not to have sharp polemics at this time with 
the Chinese as it will weaken the Chinese influence even 
more. However, we do not hold to the views of the CP of 
Great Britain or the CP of Italy that such a meeting should 
not be held at all. We only hold that now is not the time, 
but perhaps there will be changes soon, when the time is 
ripe for such a meeting. 

On Indonesia, the situation, as we know it, is | 
bad. We hear that. Indonesian Party leaders Mohommed Lukman, 
Dipa N. Aidit, and Njoto are reported dead. 

When the New Zealand CP went over to the Chinese 
position, they had a membership of 400. Twenty-five percent 
of this membership was against the move and resigned from 
the Party. -George E; Jackson, the former-Chairman- of: the: — 
CP of New Zealand, resigned from the Party together with 
a number of trade union leaders. This group has organized 
but needs the moral support of the United States. 

In Australia today there has been a development 
of big strike movements and a growth of anti-war movements 
against conscription. The Australian Government decided 
to triple the number of troops now in Vietnam although it 
has been a tradition since World War I that conscripts would 
not be sent abroad. In February, 1966, Gallup polls showed 
percentages of 54%, 57% and 61% of the people against sending 
these conscripts abroad. As a result, this move against 
sending more troops to Vietnam is gaining momentum. Because 
of these movements we can say that the Labor Party can win 
in the next election which is something we could not say a 
few months ago, If there is to be a withdrawal by Australia 
from Vietnam, the bourgeoisie would fight like hell because 
this would-mean the breaking of the military alliance with oo 
the United States. At the present time it would be hard 
for the Labor Party to draw away from their position oii sending 
conscripts abroad. The work in trade unions is very important 

~2- Bees 
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COMMENTS OF RICHARD DIXON, CHAIRMAN, 
CPA, ΑἹ MEETING, APRIL, 1966. 

because the trade unions are a part of the Labor Party and 
influence its workings. Also, there is a left wing, non- 
communist, faction which has developed in the Labor Party 
and playing an important role. 

In regard to that group of E. Hill, who was expelled 
from our Party because of pro-Chinese activities, their 
influence is declining. They initially had about 140 people, 
mainly in the Melbourne area, Hill lives in Melbourne and his 
influence is very narrow. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is. the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
GREAT: BRITAIN ATTITUDE REGARDING WORLD COMMUN IST MOVEMENT 
AND REACTION TO XXIII “CONGRESS, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 

The information in the enclosed LHM was orally 
furnished on 4/26/66 by ‘CG 5824-S* to: SAs WALTER A, BOYLE 
and RICHARD W. HANSEN, | 

The enclosed LHM has been classified mp 
since unauthorized disclosure of the information”set forth 
therein could reasonably result in the identification of 
this source, who is furnishing information on the highest 
level concerning the international communist movement, 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed LHM has been ‘shown as having been 
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JOHN GOLLAN, General Secretary of the Communist Party of 
Great Britain (CPGB), on 4/16/66 in Moscow, USSR. JOHN 
GOLLAN was the only representative of the CPGB present, 
inasmuch as the other two British delegates had left Moscow 
sometime prior thereto. Through most of the meeting CG 5824-S* 
and GOLLAN were alone, although HENRY WINSTON and JIM. JACKSON, 
from the CP, USA, were present later during the conversation. 
The meeting between. GOLLAN and the leadership of the CP of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) was held on the previous day, 4/15/66, 
immediately prior to the meeting of the CP, USA delegation - 
with MIKHAIL A, SUSLOV. and other leading members of the CPSU. 
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During April, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

In mid-April, 1966, John Gollan, General Secretary 
of the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB), made known 
the current attitude of the CPGB toward the world communist 
movement. According to Gollan, the CPGB has been removing 
itself from contacts with other CPs of the world to a 
greater-and greater extent. The British Party is not WA 
interested in developing closer relations with other Europian 
Parties.— They will retain relations with those Parties but 
the British feel that there is no point in going to the 
Congresses and gatherings of such Parties because when one 
joins one of the Europian Partiest conferences, the big 
Parties monopolize the show and push the smaller Parties - - 
into the background, Among the Parties who operate in this 
fashion are the CPs of France, Italy, Hungary, Poland and 
others, 

Gollan, who had been in Moscow, USSR, to attend 
the XXIII Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 
had a private meeting with the leadership of the CPSU. 



A” COMNUNIST PARTY: Q GREAT BRITAIN 
ATTITUDE REGARDING WORLD COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT AND REACTION TO XXIII 
CONGRESS, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION, MARCH 29 -- APRIL 8, - 
1966 : 

According to Gollan, he met with Mikhail A. Suslov, member 
of the Political Bureau and ἃ Secretary of the Central 
Conmittee, CPSU; Aleksandr N. Shelepin, member of: the 
Political Bureau and a Secretary of the Central Committee, 
CPSU; and Boris N. Ponomarev, a Secretary of the Central 
Committee, CPSU, In response to their questions as to 
what was his opinion of the recently completed XXIII Congress 
of the CPSU, Gollan said he replied in essence as follows: 
That bloody Congress was just a rally. -The whole thing was 
pre-set. How can you call that thing a Congress when only 
17 people participated in the discussion on the report by 
Alexei N. Kosygin (member of the Political Bureau, Central 
Committee, CPSU, and Chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers)? 
You call that democracy? Not only that, they all came with 
prepared speeches, The only decent “thing accomplished by 
your Congress was to rally support for Vietnam to justify 
your position on the Chinese, But the CPGB still does not 
believe in a world conference of CPs; unless you have 
unanimity., there is no need for such a conference. Furthermore, 
what happened to the CPSU program that you adopted at your 
last Congress when you talked about the “state of all the 
people"? The speakers at this Congress did not even 

eee eee ee 

oO 

mention it. What's the matter? It looks like you conveniently 
Want to forget that ast program. 

Gollan continued that throughout all this, Shelepin 
just sat there doodling. The thought occurred to Gollan; 
Why was Shelepin brought into this discussion? Gollan decided 
-to-bait-him- and asked: What - about the trial of the two 

writers (Andrei D. Sinyavsky and Yuli M. Daniel)? You know 
that world opinion is against you, don't you? In my opinion 
they were sent to jail just for writing things that you 
don't like; otherwise, you would have given them an open 
trial if it was for some’ real crime, but you didn't give them 
an open trial. 

Gollan then turned on Skelepin and challenged Him 
by asking whether he had ever even read any of the writings 
of Sinyavsky and Daniel. Shelepin replied that “of course” 
he had read their writings and promptly left the room and . 
shortly. came back with some material from which he quoted ᾿ τ στ 
the two authors writings. _ 
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-—an invitation to send a fraternal delegate to the 18th National 

COMMUNIST panreOy GREAT BRITAIN . 
‘ ATTITUDE REGARDING WORLD COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT AND REACTION TO XXIII __. 
CONGRESS, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE’ 
SOVIET UNION, MARCH 29 -- APRIL. 8, ig 
1966 

In relating the above events, Gollan stated: 
I had a bloody row with them and said that the CPGB would 
never endorse their actions in regard to the two writers. 
I toid them they had chosen the. wrong thing to pick on. 
Then I said that when Mikhail A. Sholokhov spoke at the 
Congress about the writers, he spoke like a real Stalinist; 
He wanted to treat them like gangsters and shoot them. 
: told them: If you want to go back to Stalinism, you go 
back alone! - - 

Gollan then stated that he had continued to ponder 
why Shelepin had been a party to this meeting. Gollan could 
come to but one conclusion: The CPS leadership had sent 
Shelepin to this meeting to watch Suslov and Ponomarev. 
Gollan expressed the opinion that Shelepin is just plain 
Stupid and ignorant and thus the only purpose of his presence 
was to threaten Suslov so that Suslov would not make any 
compromises with Gollan. Gollan concluded from his attendance 
at the Congress and his discussions with the CPSU leadership, 
that the CP5U has taken steps backward towards Stalinism, 
rather than forward in the direction of democracy and the 
liberalization of internal controls in _ the USSR. 

It has also been learned that the CPGB has received 

Convention of the CP, USA presently scheduled to be held in 
New York City, June 22 - 26, 1966. Gollan has indicated 
that he wants to attend the CP, USA National Convention as 
the fraternal delegate from-the-CPGB-so he can address the — - -—-- - 
convention in a manner Similar to the above, in an effort to 
win some members of the CP, USA to.his way of thinking. 
Gollan further indicated that he will agree to almost any 
condition which the U.S, Government may set upon his entry 
into the United States, in order to be able to attend the 
CP, USA National Convention and carry out his plan to address 
the convention in this way. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of InvesStigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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af Enclosed herewith for ‘tthe Bureau are. the: 
origina] and three copies and for the New York, Office 
one copy of a letterhead: ‘memorandum entitled, ‘Meeting 
-of Communist Party, USA,..and Communist Party of Cuba ὁ 
Fraternal Delegations τὸ XXIII Congress, Communist. 
Party of the Soviet Union, Moscow, April, 1966," 

The. information set forth in the enclosed ~ - 
Jetterhead memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* 
during the period 4/25-29 and 5/5/66 ‘to/'SAs WALTER A, - -- 
BOYLE and RICHARD We HANSEN, ᾿ 

, ; The enclosed letterhead memorandum has -béen 
| : classified " * since unauthorized disclosure 
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In regard to the meeting between the CP, USA and 
the CP of Cuba fraternal delegations to the 23rd Congress, 
CPSU, the source advised this meeting was held on 4/13/66 
at the Cuban Embassy in Moscow, Participating for the CP, 
USA, im addition to the source, were HYMAN LUMER, HENRY 
WINSTON, and JAMES E. JACKSON. Participants for the CP of 
Cuba, in addition to ARMONDO HART DAVALOS, who is a member 
of the Political Bureau and Central Committee, CP of Cuba, 
were PRIETO. L. SOTO (ph), a member of the Central Committee, 
CP- of Cuba and head of Party schools; CRUSO X. RAMIREZ (ph). 
of the small farmers organization; and, Major PRIETO P, 
MIRETO (ph). 

In addition to the information which is set forth 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, the source also ad- 
vised that it was at this meeting that HART suggested as a 
method of communication between the CP, USA and the CP of 
Cuba the utilization of the Cuban Embassy in Moscow. He 
pointed out that material sent there by-the CP, USA would be 
delivered to the Cuban CP. It was through these channels 
that HART requested that copies of the new CP, USA draft 
program be transmitted to the CP of Cuba. 

In this, connection, CG 5824-S* stated that it should 
be noted. that this was one of the first occasions where. the 
GP of Cuba actually seemed interested in setting up communica~ 
‘tions between these two Parties and. they. took the initiative 
in making the suggestion regarding communications. 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in May, 1966, advised as follows: 

In April, 1966, following attendance at the XXIII 
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 
the fraternal delegations to this Congress from the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) and the Communist Party of Cuba (CPC) 
met in Moscow, USSR, αὖ which. time there was an. exchange ‘of 
greetings and some general discussion. 

The meeting was Gpened by Armondo Hart Davalos, 
a member of the Political Bureau and Central. Committee, - 
CPC, and head of the Cuban fraternal delegation. The essence 
of Hart's opening remarks was as follows: 

We are glad to meet with our American comrades 
and pleased to be able to strengthen the fraternal connections 
between our two Parties. We, in Cuba, see great importance 
in the big movements developing in the United States among 
the working class, the Negro people, the intellectuals, the 
youth, etc. 

A toast to the American people? 

Henry Winston, a Vice Chairman, CP, USA, who headed 
the CP, USA fraternal delegation, responded to Hart's opening 
remarks, and the essence of his comments was as follows: 

We are also glad to renew old acquaintances with 
our Cuban comrades. 1 was in prison at the time Premier Fidel 
Castro announced his willingness ee τὰ ange a Cuban. General 
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for my release from prison, This was the first time in 
history that an American socialist state could make such 
an announcement and offer to undertake such an act. But 
shortly after Premier Castro's humanitarian act, President 
Kennedy signed the papers that set'me free. Fidel had 
tipped the scales, and now there are two Americas. 

The Vietnam war has been our point of departure. 
We and the people have joined together to fight against 
it. We are leading the movement to withdraw American 
troops from the Dominican Republic. Our Party also wants 
to and is trying to develop a movement to break the hostile 
politics and blockade against Cuba. At the same time, we 
are working to develop trade with Cuba and the withdrawal 
of United States troops from Guantanamo, We are seeking 
8 policy of friendship between our two peoples. 

I also propose a toast to the friendship of our 
people! 

I would like to present this gift, a pen, which 
can be given to Fidel to sign the treaty to get the United -— - -- 
States troops out of Cuba. 

At this point Hart was provided with an invitation 
from the-CP, USA to. the CPC to- send a fraternal delegation - - 
to the 18th National Convention of the CP, USA, to be held 
in New York City, New York, in June, 1966. In connection 
with this, Hart noted that we will try our best to get to 
your Convention. 

Hart then followed with the remark that in developing 
our policies in Cuba, we want you to always know that we keep 
the American people in mind and that the opinions of the ΟΡ, 
USA on all matters are most carefully weighed. 

Henry Winston then continued the discussion, and 
the essence of his remarks was as. follows: 

~ Today, in the United States, there are many disa- 
greements in the bourgeoisie camp. Vast numbers of people 
have lost their confidence in the present administration over 
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the situation in the Vietnam war and this is being clearly 
shown by the most recent polls. It could be a great help 
to us in the United States in our fight to break the 
hostile attitudes on Cuba if Cuba could issue some appeal 
to the American people on the need for normal trade, 
diplomatic relations, etc., with Cuba. We would like you 
to help us on this matter. 

Hart responded and the essence of his comments 
was as follows: 

Our Party is very interested in those contradictions 
presently existing on United States problems and particularly 
as they are reflected by the polls and other events. At the 
Tri-Continental Congress held last January in Havana, Cuba, 
Fidel Castro instructed that we always keep the American 
people in mind. What we need is an information center on 
the United States and your Party can help us with this. 
There are many things happening in the United States about 
‘Which we need more information. The things in which we 
would be interested would be mainly political questions. We 
will send your Party the items-in which -we are -interested -— 

and on which we desire more information. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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; Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "Informal Meeting of 
Fraternal Delegation of the Communist Party, USA, to the 
XXIII Congress, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, With 
Representatives of the Leninist Young Communist League. of 
the Soviet. Union, April, 1966,! . 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter. 
head. memorahdum was orally furnished by. CG 5824-S*' during, 
the period 4/25- 29, 5/11/66 to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and 
RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN. 

; The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi- 
fied " " since unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 
mation set forth therein could reasonably result in the 

-ς identification of this. source who is. furnishing, information 0} 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 

a 

movement thus adversely affecting the hational security. 
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According to ‘the source, the meeting with the 
Leninist Young Communist League of the Soviet Union was. 
held in Moscow on. 4/12/66. Participating in this meeting, 
in addition to the source, were HENRY WINSTON, HYMAN LUMER, 
and JAMES JACKSON, 
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UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE: 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to -Washington, ἢ. C. . 
File No. - ἽΝ ᾿ _- 

May 12; 1966 . a ; . 

INFORMAL MEETING OF FRATERNAL DELEGATION OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY., USA, TO THE. XXTII CON- 
GRESS, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE. SOVIET UNION, 
WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE: LENINIST YOUNG 
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF THE SOVIET UNION, APRIL, 
1966. 

In May, 1966, a source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised as follows: . 

in April; 1966, the fraternal delegation, of the 
Communist Party., USA (CP, USA) which attended the XXIII 
‘Congress of the Communist Party of the. Soviet Union (CPSU), 
held March 29 through April 8, 1966, Moscow, USSR, met 
with representatives of the Leninist Young Communist League 

- (LYCL) of the Soviet Union: Participating as representatives 
of the LYCL of the Soviet Union, were M. I. Zhuravlyova, a 
Secretary of the LYCL- and an-alternate member of the Central 
Comnittee, CPSU, and one (first name unknown) Komsholov., 
‘a Secretary of ‘the LYCL; This, meeting was’ informal and 
was generally ‘held for information purposes of those involved. 
The Spokesman for ‘the: LYCL was M. I, Zhuravlyova, and the - 
essence of her remarks was as follows: 

The XV Céngress of the LYCL opens in Moscow on 
May 17,-1966.. We expect 4,000 Soviet delegates to attend 
this Congress. and ‘have invited over one hundred foreign 
organizations, not only Young Communist Leagues but also 
progressive, left, and liberation organizations, to also 
send visiting representatives. We desire representation 
from the United States communist youth but if such an indi- 
vidual is not available, it will ‘be 8.14, right to send us 
one of the other type of youth, 
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We, in the LYCL, know very little about the United 
States youth, and it is our hope that you can tell us some- 
thing more. While we do see many of your tourists, these are 
not always good examples of your youth. We would like very 
much to improve relations with youth organizations, university 
organizations, and the like in the United States. We frequent-— 
ly correspond with such groups but do not always receive answers. 

We do have contact with the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in the United States, but up to 
now this has been only by writing. However, we anticipate that 
there will be a change. We have invited a delegation from SNCC 
to come to the Soviet Union, and it is now set for four indi- 
viduals to arrive around the first of June. This SNCC delegation 
will include its leader, John Lewis. After the arrival of this 
SNCC delegation, they will remain in the Soviet Union for approxi- 
mately three weeks. 

At the present time we are also awaiting another youth 
_ delegation from the United States sponsored by the National 
“Council of American-Soviet Friendship (NCASF). _ 

The NCASF has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

At the present time we do not know much about the 
W. E. B. Du Bois Clubs of America (DCA). Our only contact with 
the Du Bois Clubs is in writing. We want to know more about 
this organization. ᾿ 

A characterization of the DCA is attached hereto. 

In regard to your inquiry concerning another World 
Youth Festival (WYF). The WYF has almost become a hard luck 
symbol. At the present, it seems we cannot find a home for 
it although the Africans want it on African soil, the Cubans 
want it, and the Bulgarians. want it. There isn't time now 
to hold the Festival this year or next year but perhaps in 
1968 there will be one, 
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In general, we would like from you your opinions 
on how it might be possible for us to develop our contact 
with American youth. We hope that you can advise us on 
this. 

Now some matters for your general information. 
The new Chairman of the Soviet youth organization is 
Yaroovi (phonetic). 

With 1967 being the 50th Anniversary of the 
October Revolution in our country, we believe this will 
give us a wonderful opportunity to invite a large number 
of foreign youth to visit the Soviet Union. 

This summer we are holding a summer students 
course on the topic of students and social progress. We 
intend to invite representatives of a hundred student 
organizations from ali over the world to participate in 
the: -discussions; 

πα In the Rostov District-we-will -conduct a-youth 
labor camp. 

Already we have invited 102 youth delegations 
to come to the Soviet Union for visits this year. _. _ 

There will also be held in the Soviet Union this 
year the "Camp of Soviet Friendship."' This has been set 
up on the.basis of a request from the French Party and 
organized with their assistance. Although non-Party youth 
come to this camp, the French CP says it has paid back 
the Party. 

There is also to be held in Tanzania a seminar 
‘On Yacial discrimination, Sixty national youth organizations 
are expected to attend this seminar, we are told. This is 
supposed to start April 22, 1966. 

-In Pyongyang, People's Republic of North Korea; τ τ an 
there is also to be held a seminar under the sponsorship 
of the World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY), Inter- 
national Student Movement, Korean Young Communist League, 
the North Vietnamese youth, and the National Liberation 
Front of South Vietnam. I do not know the dates for this. 
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In June there is an assembly of the WFDY in 
Sofia, Bulgaria. 

We also, in the LYCL, plan to publish a big, new 
youth magazine in. various languages. This will be issued. 
soon. 
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1 APPENDIX 

’ W,E.B, DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a 
conférence of members of the Communist Party (CB), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago,Illinois,for the purpose 
of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new. 
national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would hunt 
for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates 
to this meeting were cautioned against the germ of anti-Soviet 
and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were also told that it 
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists attracted 
into this new organization would eventually pass into the CP 

itself. 

A second conference of over 20 persons met in Chicago 
on December 28-29, 1963, for the purpose of initiating a "call" 
to the new youth organization and planning for a founding con- 
vention to be held in June, 1964. 

A second source has advised that the founding convention 
for the new youth organization was held from June 19-21, 1964, 
at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, at which 
time the name W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America (DCA) was adopted. 
Approximately 500 delegates from throughout the United States 
attended this convention. The aims of this organization, as set 
forth in the preamble to the constitution, are,"It is our belief 
that this nation can best solve its problems in an atmosphere of 
peaceful coexistence, complete disarmament and true freedom for 
all peoples of the world, and that these solutions will be 
reached mainly through the united efforts of all democratic 
elements in oux country, composed essentially of the working 
people allied in the unity of Negroes and other minorities with 
whites. We further fully recognize that the greatest threat to 
American democracy comes from the racist and right wing forces 
in coalition with the most reactionary sections of the economic 
power structure, using the tool of anti-Communism to divide and 
destroy the unified struggle of the working people. As young 
people in the forces struggling for democracy, we shall actively 
strive to defeat these reactionary and neo-fascist elements and 
to achieve complete freedom and democracy for all Americans, 
thus enabling each individual to freely choose and build the 
Society he would wish to live in. Through these struggles we 
feel the American people will realize the viability of the 
Socialist alternative." 
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The constitution further states that this new 
organization shall be a membership organization open to 
individuals, or if five or more people.-so. desire, a chapter 
can be formed which shall in turn be guided by the policies 
and principles of the parent organization. 

As of October, 1965, the headquarters of the DCA was 
‘located at 954 McAllister Street, San Francisco, California. 

Over the Labor Day weekend, 1965, the DCA held a 
conference in Chicago, Illinois. According to a third source, 
a new Slate of national his conference, 
which included Chairman (who ,according 
to the third source, attended a “cadre encampment held at Camp 
Midvale, New Jersey, in June, 1965, and following his election. bs 
as Chairman of the DCA, attended another national CP cadre youth Ὁ7 
conference held on September 9-12,1965, on a farm located in 
Northern fourth source); Director of 
Publicity ho was elected to the San 
Francisco County Committee CP in Ap 
fifth :source); Educational Director 
(who in June, 1964, was stated to b resentative 
on ‘the Northern California CP District Ἶ 
Sixth source); Organizational Secretary | 
(who,. according to a seventh -source,. me - JUNE’, y» With -the. - 
District Staff of the Illinois CP to d 
Midwest Summer Project), and Treasurer 
(who, according to an eighth source, h 
the Youth Club of the CP of Illinois during 1965 in connection 
with the DCA Summer Project). 
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In connection with the information se ᾿ 
.-ἢ closed. letterhead memorandum Basel Τ᾿ “ 
Cd tte source advised that this informati 
Originated with IGOR V. JMIKHATLOY,, Assistant to NIKOLAI 
V._ MOSTOVETS, Head οἵ. the North and South American 
section, international Department, Central Committee, 
CPSU, and was received in early 4/ addition, there 
was reference to the invitation roe during 
the ‘course of the meeting held wit ninist Young 
Communist League representatives on 4/12/66. 

The -inform etterhead 
um captioned HYMAN LUMER, 

a: "POLITICAL Dy. “ORGAN OF THE 
Tt PARTY, USA" was ‘developed during the course 

of the visit of the source and HYMAN LUMER to the German 
| Democratic Republic in mid=4/66 and in discussions with 

representatives of the International Department, Centra 
Committee, Socialist Unity Party of Germany. 
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XIX CONGRESS, COMMUNIST’ PARTY OF 
" - URUGUAY, JUNE 29 THROUGH JULY 3, 

1966 

In May, 1966; a source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised as follows: 

d ΕΝ 

The XIX Congress ΟἿ. the Communist - Party of Uruguay 
(CPU) is scheduled to be held'in Montevideo ‘during the period 
June 29 through July 3, 1966, During Warch and April, 1966, 
invitations were being provided to. various Communist and 

Workers" Parties fraternal ‘delegations present at the XXIII τς 
Congress, Communist Party of the Soviet Union. (CPSU):, ‘Moscow, 
USSR, The invitations being delivered invited.the recipient 
to send a fraternal delegation -to this Congress. .The_invita- 
tion for this, Congress in part read as follows: - τς ΤΤῚ 

"It (the Congress) will be Goncérned with 
7 the: evaluation— of the activities: ὍΣ the Party* τ οι ΕΝ 

‘since the: previous Congress and will outline, i © 
the tasks. for development of- the struggles and 
unity of the working class and the Uruguayan. 
people, - ~— = ἢ 

"The Congress will be. held at a time when 
important battles are being waged by the workers, 
when the anti-imperialist unity is making ᾿ - 
advances and under very peculiar circumstances: : 
as far as the development of the struggles in = 
Latin America is’ concerned, " 

Among the various Parties which have received invi- 
tations to send a delegation to the XIX Congress of the CPU-- 
is the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). As of early May., 1966, 
it _was- -learned that the CP, USA. is seriously considering “ 
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XIX CONGRESS, CPU, JUNE 29 ΠΣ ον τ ἢ 
THROUGH JULY 3, 1966 

sending a delegation to the XIX Congress and among those 
who might possibly attend is Gus Hall, General Secretary 
of the CP, USA. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency: 
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as an activist in the Students for a Democr 

- May 12, 1966. 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised.as follows: 

In- early April, 196 
American youth by the name of 
pest, Hungary, en route to Viétnam, 

rned that an 

Ss then in Buda- 

was described 

iety - 
(SDS) in the United States. From Budapest, Smet,’ oe 
communication. to the Communist Party of the Ἔον [6 nion os 
(CPSU) in Moscow, USSR, indicating a desire on his part to 
travel to Moscow for a brief visit. 

eoremervel mest to visit Moscow was taken up 
‘with rep of -the Nor th: and: South. American ‘Section. - 
of the International | Department, Central ‘Committee, ‘CPSU, 
‘and ‘permission was finally gsranted -for: that- individual 6. aos - 
spend a few days in Moscow. foo, a 

This document contains: neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned, to 
your agency; it-and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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MAN LUMER, Ib? 
OF "POLITICAL AFFAIRS," 
ICAL ORGAN OF THE COMMUNIS 

PARTY, . USA _ = 

In April, 1966, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

f April, 1966, Fyn 
Lumer , of "Political airs, e eoretical organ 

omm of the unist Party, 
Democratic Republi 

apartmen ocated on Unter den: Linden, a block or.’two from 
the Brandenburg Gate, furnished for hj he Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany’ (SUPG). While is considered 
a genius and has mastered the German anguage perfectly 

-τ- . during 815 short residence, there have bee problems. 
According to a representative of the SUPG, is very 
demanding and no matter how much the Germans provide for 
him, it is just not enough. He constantly asks for such 
things as Scotch whisky, steaks, and other items, all of — 
which are in short supply in the German Democratic Republic. 

also learned from a representative of the 
SUPG thai eit not remain in the German Democratic 
Republic Brecht School for the three or four years 
he had hoped but instead he will remain only for a period 
of one and one-half to two years. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. - 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ἱ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

“ 

toes 
~Y¥S-c 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of the 
following captioned letterhead memoranda: 

1) "Request by Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
for a Communist Party, USA, Lecturer on 
United. States Problems" 

ey 
Sa 2) "Identities of Individuals in International - 

qr Department, Central Committee, Socialist Unity 
x Party of Germany” 

Ve υ The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memoranda was orally furnished by CG 5824-~S* during the period 

"ἢ 

3 
ΣΕ 4/25-29/66 to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN. 

“3 
“J 

ί 
4 

% 
» 

e enclased letterhead memoranda have been classified 
: * si ce|\inauthor ized disclosure of the information 
set forth therein| could reasonably result in the identification' 
of this source wWho-As furnishing information on the highest 
level concernin si? international communist movement thus 
adversely affect the national security. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B. 

To further protect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown as 
having been prepared at Washington, D.C. 

_In regard to the letter from the Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany (SUPG) referred to in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum captioned, "Request by Socialist Unity Party 
of Germany for ἃ Communist Party, USA, Lecturer on United 
States Problems," the source noted that it had been delivered 

᾿ to. him and HYMAN LUMER during a meeting with LEO YOUNGBLOOD 
and HEINZ BIRCH of the International Department, Central Com- 
mittee, SUPG, in Berlin, German Democratic Republic, 4/18/66. 
He further added that it was because of the desire to per- 
sonally deliver this letter to the CP, USA that the SUPG 
assumed the full cost of travel from Moscow to Berlin for 
both he and LUMER. 

In this: latter connection, the source noted that 
representatives of the North .and South American Section. 
International Department, Central Committee, CPSU, were 
extremely pleased because of the fact that they did not have 
to underwrite the transportation and expenses involved in 

this travel. 

. The letter which is referred to. in. the enclosed 
letterhead. mémorandum, captioned as above,was received in 

ει the German language and transmitted to the Bureau for trans- 
lation by CGairtel dated 5/3/66. The text set forth in the 
letterhead memorandum is the translation received. from the 
Bureau by Bulet dated 5/11/66, 
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' UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF. INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. 6. 
File No. ; " - ᾿ 

May: 13,. 1966 

REQUEST BY SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY. OF GERMANY 
FOR A COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, LECTURER ON 
UNITED STATES. PROBLEMS 

iF 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

The International Department, Central Committee, 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) is very desirous 
of having a representative of the Communist. Party, USA 
(CP, USA) come to the German Democratic Republic in. the 
Fall: of 1966 for the purpose: of lecturing to SUPG activists, 
State officials, and mass organizations... The SUPG, in 
making this request, offered to pay all expenses of travel 
and all expenses incurred during the stay in the German 
Democratic Republic. In furtherance of the desire to_ have 

- aCP, ‘USA-lecturer come to thé Gérman Démocratic Republic, 
~ the international Department, Central Committee, - SUPG, 

-- ͵- --- prepared- and delivered ‘an official, letter on. this matter | 
to a representative of the CBP, USA,, in april, 1966, The 
‘text - of this letter was as follows: | ~. ᾿ 

- ΕΞ αι ΝΙΝ - oo Ὡς ν . - ἧς ! ἐφ ας " = Ge 

ΝΞ "Socialist Unity ‘party of Germany! F ᾿ 
Central Committee mae . ες ἢ : 

Central Committee House on liairk-Engels Square, 102. Berlin, 7 
‘Telephone: 2028 ες : . 

7 " - 5 Ε εἴ ‘ ~ = 
. a - 

" Department: International Liaison a . oo: . 
To. the Communist Party of the. United Statés of “America 

‘Berlin, March 31, 1966 

. - ΝΞ Ξ- . - 
* Dear Comrades: ἘΞ ΕΣ ᾿ οτος ος ὄτος 

We. take the liberty of - extending an invitation 
ΝΣ ΠΡΟΣ one of the comrades of your ae cone to the. German 

_ Democratic Republic as’ a- δῦ) Ὁ. oS te 7 



fo 2) : 

REQUEST BY SUPG FOR A CP, USA LECTURER T 
ON UNITED STATES PROBLEMS 

The proposed period of time is from August 8 
through August 18, 1966. 

The comrades and active population of the 
German Democratic Republic experience a very great need 
for direct information concerning the problems encountered 
by brother Parties in their struggles. Therefore, we 
would be very glad to have a comrade from your Party hold 
a series of lectures in the German Democratic Republic 
concerning the following subject: 

*The sharpening of the contradictions of United 
States imperialism and their effects on the 
Situation of the American people. The American 
labor movement and the struggle of the Communist 
Party to secure their political rights.’ 

The lectures will be attended by Party activists, 
functionaries of the mass organizations and officials of 
the State apparatus. They will also be held in Party schools. 

We ask you to advise us promptly whether it will 
‘— be possible for you-to-accept our~-invitation: a -τ- 

With Socialist regards," 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
‘of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refér to ae 
File No.” Washington, D. C. 

May 13, 1966 

IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUALS IN INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST UNITY 
PARTY . OF GERMANY” 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

As of mid-April, 1966, the new head of the section. 
of the International Department, Central Committee, Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany. (SUPG), which deals with Communist and: 
Workers' Parties in capitalist countries, was an individual 

_ identified as, Leo. Youngblood.. In this same section and. work- 
ing under Youngblood .and dealing primarily with matters 
relating to. the Communist Party , USA and the United States 
‘is an individual identified as Heinz Birch, 

This document contains neither ‘recommendations nor cone lusions' 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and’ is. loanéd ‘to your 
“agency; it and its contents, are. not to be “distributed. outside 

your agency. ' ; 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI ‘¢100-428091) 

FROM: SAC,, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. B) 
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Enélosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and ‘three copies and for thé New York Office-one copy of δ᾽ 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "People's Vanguard Party. “of 
Costa Rica." 

The information set forth ἘΝ the enclosed lettex= 
head. memorandum was orally furnished “4/25-29/66 by CG 5824- Se 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE ‘and "RICHARD: W. HANSEN... 

The enclose¢ letterhead memorandum. Has been 
τ since unauthorized disclosure of 

the information set forth therein could reasonably result 
« in the identification of this source who is furnishing 

: “‘sY information, on the. highest devel concerning the international 
communist. movement thus’ adverse ly: affecting the national 

|. ἮΝ security. 

otect the identity of this. source, ‘ 
d memorandum nas Been shown. as having 

hington, D.C. 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 

According to CG 5824-S*, the communication referred 
to in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was delivered to the 
CP, USA fraternal delegation by a representative of the People’s 
Vanguard Party of Costa Rica while they were in Moscow to attend 
the XXIII Congress of the CPSU. The original communication 
was in the Spanish language and was transmitted to the Bureau 
for translation by CGairtel dated 5/3/66. The English text 
of the communication,which is set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum, was provided to Chicago by Bulet dated 5/11/66. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. - - 
File No. 

May 13, 1966. oo 

PEOPLE'S VANGUARD PARTY OF COSTA RICA 

In April, 1966, ἃ source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follovs: 

During the course of the XXIII Congress of the - 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held in Moscow, 
USSR, March 29 through April 8, 1966, the fraternal dele- 
gation from the People’s Vanguard Party of Costa Rica 
personally delivered: the following communication to a 
representative of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA): 

"To the Central Committee of the. Communist Party of the 
United States 

"Dear Comrades: 

"On June 16 of this year, the Marxist-Leninist 
Party of ‘the working class of Costa Rica, the People's 
Vanguard, will celebrate its 35th anniversary. During the 
current year, many activities will take place to celebrate 

‘this anniversary. These activities will include the cam- 
paign to repeal the second part of Article 98 of the Political 
Constitution which outlaws the activities of the Party. (The 
People's Vanguard Party was made illegal during the 1948 Civil 
War and ‘at the beginning of the Cold War unleashed ‘by im- 
perialism on a world scale.) 

"The event of greatest Significance: ‘and relevance 
- With which. the people will celebrate this 35th anniversary 

if: the confirmation of the 10th Regular-Congress of the _ 
People's Vanguard Party. ες ZB = 

- dow 
classification 

eee οἰ ~~ 

Lb 43 .704/—5 sf 
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PEOPLE'S VANGUARD PARTY OF COSTA RICA ae 

"The agenda for this ceremony will be: 

"a, An analysis of the international and national 
political situation and their prospects, 

"b. Approval of the report on the activities of 
the Central Committee since the previous Congress, 

"“c,. Amendments to the by-lavs, 

"ἃ, Convocation of a special National Congress to 
approve the new program, and 

"e, Election of the Central Committee. 

"Surely, the fraternal voice of the Communist and 
Workers! Parties, joined in solidarity, will be a great 
stimulus for the communists and patriots in Costa Rica in 
their struggle. It will enhance the effectiveness of the 
lOth Congress and help toward obtaining legal recognition 
of the Party. 

"In particular, it would be most stimulating for 
‘us- to let the people hear-a-message-from your Party, which - - 
message would make a substantial contribution to the task 
of bringing our respective peoples closer together. 

"We ask you to be kind enough to send your message. - 
to the address appearing below. 

“With very fraternal regards, 

"/S/ M. Mora 

"Secretary General 
on behaif of the Central 

Committee" 

In connection with sending a message of greeting, 
as requested above, by the CP, USA, the following confidential 
mailing address for the People! Ξ Vanguard Party of Costa Rica 
‘Was provided: - a 



PEOPLE'S VANGUARD PARTY OF COSTA RICA 

4 

tAddress: 

Mr. Juan Rodriguez 
Post Office Box 4665 
San Jose, Costa Rica 
Central America" 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
‘agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. - 
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Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091): DATE! 5/11/66 

no Nevo, NEW YORK (100-234637-A) 

-songebr: Chong > 
Is -C 

ReBulet 5/11/66, and New York letters 4/5/66 and 5/4/66. 

The discrepancy of $4,000.60 in NYlets is explained as follows: 

On page 2 of NYlet of 4/5/66, the last column of figures was 
erroneously totaled $1,178,533.18. This was a typographical error 
and should be corrected to read $1,178,533.78. 

» 

Concerning what appears to be the remaining $4,000 discrepancy, } 
it should be noted that in the 4/5/66 letter, a debit was made on 
3/21/66, to NY 694-S* for him to deposit in his own business account 
at the Chemical Bank New York Trust Company the sum of $4,000. This 
$4,000 was subtracted from the balance in the vault at 67 Broad 
Street. A separate statement should have been included in the 4/5/66 "Hy 
letter stating that NY 694-S* then ‘had $4,000 in his personal checking 
account: -at--the- -Chemical ‘Bank New York Trust -Company--as- -of -3/-31/66. 
Such statement was included in the NYlet of 5/4/66. This $4,000, 

---added-to- the corrected total-of-$1,178,533.78,-gives the total 86. 
51. sae 5933.78 which is the correct balance of SOLO funds as of 
3/31/66. 

___.__Errors of _form.have been. charged. to appropriate. personnel 
concerning above. 
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᾿ UNITED STATES cOvERNMENR OTT IN. ENVELOPE: 

M emorandum 

TO° : Wr, Wed. Sullivaty DATE: 5/13/66 

Ε i —- Mr, DeLoach Tele. Room 
FROM : F, J. Baumgardner, 1 - Mr, Sullivan Holmes 

f 1 =-.Mr, Baumgardner ‘°% 
ΘᾺ -* 1 “ Mr. Shaw 

suaject: “SOLO . 
NIERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

BY 
My memorandum of 4/8/66 set forth in detail receipts 

and disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China 
by the Communist Party, USA, during the month of March, 1966, 
The following schedule shows the present status of ‘these 
funds together with receipts and disbursements: during April 
1966, 

SUMMARY: oy 

Total received from the Soviet Union 

9/58 to ΟΝ $3, 795, 639. 00 

Total received from, Red China 

2/60 to 4/30/66. vererssevececcccccccccesenes 50,000.00 

1 Grand. total received 9/58 t 30/66. iiebaanae 
otal disbursements to 4/30/66... .ccessseseeese  £,976,191.32 

ΞΘ. ~~ Balance of Fund 4/30/66,..ccececccevesees $l, 009,447.68 

* ~~~ ‘thié ‘balanée 18 Maintained as follows: Soh _ 

“ $1,119,867. 03 by NY 694-S* in New York City. 
. 149, 580. .65 by CG 5824-5* ‘in Chicago.. 

DETAILS : Ἂς Ὁ ᾿ 

Total received from the Soviet. ‘Union 7 
9/58 ‘to B/B1/GB. cc ccccnnvaccvccceccvccccces $3, 795, 639. 00 

Total received from Red China 

2/60 to 3/31/66. ccccecoceee Φ ὁ eee ὁ ᾧ ἃ δ ἃ ὁ ὁ ὁ 50,000.00 

Grand total received 9/58 to 3/31/66......... , 345, - 
Total disbursements to 3/31/66..ceccccececsee 2,517,524.57 

Balance Of Fund 3/31/66. ..ccccsccecesces $l da0; 114,40 
, fick E 5, “yas oe ᾿ ᾿ 

RECEIPTS ‘DURING APRIL, 1966... ὁ. ἐν 2... $. 7,391.00 

*$3 , 391 overage. discovered as ἃ result of inventory 
"οὐ safe-deposit, boxes ΩΝ sed ΟΣ o 3 Re 37-/30- τ)’ Ὁ4)..- SSY 

$4, 000 disbursed: Ὁ 13/29/66 or deposit to 
checking account of ΝΥ 694-S* has been retamned “- smal 

100~428091 . 
JV Δ 6 Mf 29 1866 

WGS: dnt oy a4 

pp Pawro5 ggg μα = OVER —— - τοὶ 

hay: 



- ‘Memorandum “to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

“pe lk : RE:~ :SOLO . 4 
" 100~ 428091 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING APRIL, L966: 

4/1/66 -- For Gus Hall, General~Secretary,, 
Communist Party , USA; to: what use hé 
intended to make of this not shown): . 20,000.00 

4/6/66 = For Gus Hall to be! aséd. for expenses 
. in operating Party's national office. -6,000,00 

4/13/66 - For Arnold Johnson, the Party's 
Public Relations Director, $5,000 to 
be used to maintain chauffeur for 
Gus Hall, and $5,000 to be used for 
expenses of Party May Day Delegation 
to the ΠΥ oo 68 ee 10,000.00 

4/13/66 - For rental of safe-deposit boxes at the 
Chemical Bank-New York Trust Company. 57.75 

4/25/66 - For Lena Scherer, of Party's National 
Office to be used as operating ' 
CXPCNSCS ον οὐ ες swe nceeeeeseeeeeaeseeenes : 20;000,00 τ "ΗΝ 

4/25/66, - For Helen Winter, of Party's National 
Office, to be used as loan for "New 

eee World Review," a Soviet. propaganda 9 __ 
OTPAN se cece eevee ceeevesreseesseaetesrstesnue 10,000.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS DURING APRIL, 1966......0006$ 66,057.75 

BALANCE OF FUND, APRIL 30, L966. .cccccccccsesec$l, 269,447.68 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is submitted for your 
information, An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will 
“be, ‘brought to. your attention each month, Details of the 

, ‘accounting of thesé funds are not’ to be. disseminated. 
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TO .: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

—sS SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) 

Enclosed herewith for’ the Bureau are the, original 
and three copies and for the New York Office. one’ copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "Remarks of Alvaro. Cunha, 
General Secretary, Communist Party, of Portugal, Relating | 
to: Communist Party of Portugal Activities, April, 1966. " 

The information: set. forth. iin the enclosed letter- 

ες head memorandum was. orally furnished 4225-29, 5/4/66 by 
CG. 5824-S* to 545; WALTER. A. BOYLE and RICHARD Ma HANSEN, ~ 

The énclosed letterhead memoranduri has been 
classified ' * since unauthorized disclosure ΟΣ 
the information. set forth therein. could reasonably result 

‘ in. the identification o£ this ‘source who: is furnishing 
information .on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement thus adversely affecting the. national 
security. ᾿ . ,»᾿ 

To further protect the identity of this source’, 
the enclosed lettered 4d memorandum ‘has been shown as having 
been prepared. atcuy 

ΟΝ τ πὸ κ ιοο «140 11--- 55) 
XBureau 4) (CH 
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1-Chicago Pas ~ om — werent -. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

In connection with the meeting referred to in the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum, CG 5824-S* advised this 
meeting had been held οὐ 4/3/66 in Moscow, USSR. The meeting 
was requested by the CP, USA fraternal delegation to the 

. RAITT Congress of the CPSU and was set up with the consent 
of the CPSU, The CP, USA representatives, in addition. to 
CG 5824-S*, who attended this meeting were HYMAN LUMER,: - 
JAMES JACKSON, and HENRY WINSTON. 

- 

4 
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Ο O 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

May 9, 1966 

Dak 
REMARKS OF ALVARO CUNHAL, GENERAL 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
PORTUGAL, RELATING TO COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF PORTUGAL ACTIVITIES, APRIL, 
1966 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in May, 1966, advised as follows: 

In April, 1966, the fraternal delegations of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) and the Communist Party of 
Portugal (CPP) in Moscow, USSR, to attend the XXIII Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), held 
March 29 through April 8, 1966, met for an exchange of infor- 
mation and general discussion. The chief spokesmen for their 
respective Parties were: Henry Winston; Vice-Chairman, CP, USA, 
and Alvaro Cunhal, General Secretary, CPP, 

Henry Winston opened the discussions by extending 
personal greetings from Gus Hall, General Secretary, CP, USA, 
and from the CP, USA to the CPP. He then formally extended 
an_invitation to the CPP to send a_fraternal delegation to sf 
the forthcoming 18th National Convention of the CP, USA, ᾿ 
scheduled for June, 1966, in New York City, New York. 

Alvaro Cunhal then spoke, and the essence of his 
remarks: was as follows: 

We thank you for your friendly greetings, and I 
hope the lack of a translator will not hamper our discussions. 

As you know, we have been for forty years working 
underground in Portugal. But at the same time we are aware 
that you, too, have difficulties as you work in the citadel 
of imperialism, 



Ο O “τ 

REMARKS OF ALVARO CUNHAL, GENERAL 
SECRETARY, CPP, RELATING TO CPP 
ACTIVITIES, APRIL, 1966 

We want to establish closer cooperation between 
our Party and yours. Several months ago we held an under- 
ground Congress of the CPP. We did not tell anyone about 
this in advance. After the Congress, we contacted some 
Parties and asked for greetings and received many within 
two weeks. I am sure it is clear to. you why we had to do 
this. Naturally, then, you will understand why we cannot 
send delegates to your convention, but we will send you 
greetings. 

As the situation now stands in Portugal, there 
are no trends toward any liberalization. On the contrary, 
fascist repression is increasing, When the Angolan struggle 
started in 1961, the internal reaction in Portugal increased. 

We, in the CPP, have good connections with the 
Angolan liberation movement. So, now, as a result, we are 
being charged with high treason. The current regime in 
Portugal is searching for all our personnel, especially 
‘those in the underground apparatus ‘and those operating’ 
the printing shops, etc. 

Our main task is now to unite the democratic 
forces of Portugal and to strengthen our Party, Yet, at 
the same time, we must also work to broaden the mass move- 
ments -in the country. However, while we do this, we cannot 
and do not ignore the daily economic demands of the people, 
the fight for democracy, the demands for peace, 

We do not believe at this time that a peaceful 
solution is possible in Portugal. We are against adven- 
turism although there are some people now proposing armed 
revolution. We will, however, topple the present dicta- 
torship by an armed revolt when the time is ripe. The 
Situation and relation of forces within Portugal may change 
in the future but today we can only see a need for armed 
uprising. 

Our ties with the intelligentsia, students, etc., 
are good, Our underground apparatus and core of-forces - an 
in the country are working well. Our press, which is 
printed in Portugal, publishes an official CP organ and 

a special paper for agricultural workers. We also publish 
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weekly papers for the youth, armed forces, textile workers, 
etc. Altogether some twenty publications are printed under- 
ground. We often lose a comrade or a print shop is closed. 
Sometimes a comrade is killed, but we continue to function, 
Our Party's central organ, which is published generally 
twice a month but sometimes only once a month, is now 25 
years old. It generally has a circulation of around 15,000 
but is now a little less but could be more in the next few 
months. We issue many leaflets and, for example, last May 
Day we printed 200,000 of them for the demonstration. 

The struggle now going on in the Portuguese 
colonies is our struggle also. Our ties with them are 
close. It is amazing that Portugal still continues to 
exploit the people in its colonies while Great Britain and 
France have let their colonies go. We explain it to the 
people this way. Portugal, itself, is a colony of the 
United States, British, and West German imperialism. The 
riches of Portugal as well as the colonies actually belong 
‘to the foreign imperialists, This explains why they -have: 
helped Premier Antonio de Oliveira Salazar. We always 
emphasize this -when we talk to our-brothers about the United— 
States although actually West Germany helps Salazar also. 
Other imperialist countries help Salazar through capital 
investments and in other ways like contacts, ete. We find 

_ that the United States is playing a double role. While 
it helps Salazar, it also has contacts with the Angolans, 
just in case the Portuguese are defeated. Eduardo Mundelaine, 
the leader of the liberation movement in Mozambique, has a 
good movement there, but we think he is in touch with United 
States imperialist agents. On the other hand, Holden Roberto, 
we believe, is good and solid. 

We do not know what the people in the United 
States are thinking and perhaps they do not know the facts 
regarding the situations in Portugal and the colonies. We 
would appreciate publicity about the crimes of the Salazar 
regime as well as protests from you. when there is terror 
in our country 1 hope you will excuse my primitive remarks 

_——~ here, TT OT ΝΣ “Ὁ ΝΣ 7 
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At this point, Henry Winston spoke, and the essence 
of his remarks was as follows: 

We really want to thank you for your report and it 
was much more than:a primitive one. We have a few questions 

about which you might be able to give. us some information. 
First of all, what is the role of the Catholic Church in 
Portugal? Then, what is the character of the democratic move- 
ment in your country? Which of the United States corporations 
have investments in Portugal? Would there be any benefit in a 
boycott in the United States .of Portuguese goods? 

In answer to Winston's questions, Cunhal responded, 
the essence of which was as follows: 

In Portugal the church works with the regime. How- 
ever, let me point out here that we are talking only of the 
hierarchy which is, itself, fascist. They help the government 
from the top down beginning with the Cardinal. On the other 
hand, the-workers and farmers; while Catholic, are--opposed - - - 
to fascism and to. the regime. The fishermen are generally 

—— religious and-loyal to:the-church -but are-fighting for -them-— 
selves even when attending church. The intelligentsia, while 
Catholic, have a progressive movement organized which is 
frequently under attack by Salazar. The student groups are 
under the control-of the fascists but_inside of them. there 15 
revolt and opposition. 

As to the character of the democratic movement, we 
and others did run an electoral slate. It was organized as 
a patriotic front and included socialists, liberals, Catholics, 
and others.. Generally, however, our connections with the masses 
are still very weak. 

In regard to. the investments of the monopolies in. 
Portugal, particularly the United States, we will try to give 
you a memorandum on this. ‘However, General Motors, Standard 
Oil, J. ΡΒ. Morgan do work in Portugal through Belgian firms, 
In Angola the. imperialists work through Belgian corporations 

"any diamond’ and” other industries: ~— ‘Regarding the’ struggles’ ofthe ~ 
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working class in Portugal, the economic situation of the 
workers is bad. Only fascist trade unions exist in our 
country. Thirty years ago we sought to organize an under- 
ground trade union movement. After the Seventh Congress 
of the Communist International, we gave this up. Now, we 
work in the fascist trade unions. These unions are real. 
fascist unions operating under a ministry that decides who 
is to be the leader, etc. We want to be a part of them and 
to use them in order to be able to utilize their premises 
in connection with workers’ demands. Even though arrests 
have run as high as 1,000 to 2,000 people a year, they con- 
tinue to show up for our meetings. We also make up slates 
of candidates for election in these trade unions. But our 
work here is very difficult. Altogether there is perhaps 
350 trade unions in Portugal, all run on a regional basis. 
There is no one national trade union organization. At one 
time we had leadership in some fifty trade unions but arrests 
deplete the leaders from time to time. The leader of the 
cork trade union has now been in jail for over fifteen years, 
In that industry the Armstrong Linoleum Company. -has. a monopoly. 
in Portugal and dictates prices, both on the local domestic 
and -international markets.- When they-prefer-to use-synthetics, , 
they just quit selling cork. 

We also work in various industrial establishments, 
towns, etc.,-at the lowest. levels through committee and similar 
forms of organization. While there are no formal elections, 
we very often nominate individuals by word of mouth, Some of 
our people are often fired and arrested. Local support is 
good and this holds both police and employers in check. Through 
short stoppages employers are sometimes forced to meet with these 
committees, There is no one formal coordinating committee for 
this and this is bad. The Party sometimes has to act as 
coordinator and this is dangerous because it involves the Party 
apparatus. There have been a few strikes, perhaps two to three 
a year, but mass arrests always occur as soon as there is a 
strike. The law of industrial mobilization is used to break 
the strike. 

τ᾿ “Phe agricultural workers comprise about two-thirds - 
of the rural population and number about one million. About 
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half of these are small peasants. 

We have the Party people working at local levels 
and in committees wherever they exist. In Portugal when 
they hire workers they use a hiring hall or a hiring square, 
These are also used by us.. Someone once suggested that these 
hiring squares or halls should be abolishéd, but our Central 
Committee was against it because they help bring the workers 
together and our organizing committees have contacts, In 
the South of the country there is an. excellent movement among 
the agricultural workers, In 1962 a strike was called with 
a major demand for an eight-hour day. The workers won although 
there was no formal agreement signed. Now, they start by the 
clock and finish by the clock even during the harvest, 

The only party of opposition to the regime in the 
country is the CPP. The socialists, anarchists, etc., have 
not been in existence for over forty years when the coup 
occurred. Time has taken its toll of them and repression 
did the rest. The few of those who still exist have no ties 
with the-working class. It is for this reason that we do 

“not speak of unity with the socialists. Naturally, as νοῦ 
all realize, not all the workers in Portugal are communists. 

The political movement of democratic forces in the 
country is.very broad but organization is very-weak, ‘There — 
is unity only in understanding because there is no overall 
organization, Proliferation makes organization difficult, 
Yet, there is an organization known as the Patriotic Front 
of National Liberation, They sometimes call spontaneous 
demonstrations, In 1962 there was a nine-hour demonstration 
and 900,000 people marched during the period May Ist through 
8th, There are smaller ones involving 5,000 to 8,000 people, 
We have an underground radio which broadcasts daily at 2:00 p.m. 
and called Free Portugal Radio. The Patriotic Front of 
National Liberation also has a radio station in Algeria which 
broadcasts twice a week. The station works openly as a voice 
-of the communists. Even Ahmed Ben Bella knew of this station's. 
existence in Algeria. Now, even after Colonel Houari Boumedienne 
came’ to power in Algeria, there “has been no interference, This 
is probably because of our good contacts with the liberation 
fronts in the various colonies. The Algerians probably could not 
‘close one of these radio stations and not the others and undoubtedly 
discussed it with the others and were told to continue. 

~ 6 - TORSsecher 
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Today, there are three good movements in the 
colonies. There is the People's Movement for the Liberation 
of Angola under Agostinho Neto. He is very good and is 
well known as an anti-imperialist. He served a term in 
prison in Portugal and eScaped. We do not believe that the 
Americans or Britishers helped him to escape as we know the 
real facts. Then, there is the African Party of Struggle 
for Independence of Portugal Guinea and Cape Verde Islands, 
The movement there is led by Milka Cobral (phonetic), General 
secretary of that Party. In Havana, Cuba, Cobral met Premier 
Fidel Castro and played a big. role in the Tri-Continental 
Congress. A third of that country has already been liberated 
and they have their bases of operation in Conakry, Guinea. 

The other organization is the Front for Liberation 
of Mozambique. Marcelene Du Santos (phonetic) is a good person 
and in charge of foreign relations for that Party. The 
other members of the leadership are not open or publicly 
identified. This is also the method used in Angola where the 

᾿ς identity of the Political Bureau is kept secret: - 

τ These are the three-good Parties in-the African. . -- 
Liberation Movement and the most influential. We do not 
see the others. 

- - On the boycott-of goods. We do not feel that. this 
would be a good idea except in certain instances. Where it 
might be good would be where it involved ships carrying goods 
to Angola for the Portuguese. In fact, we believe that it 
might even be good if the socialist countries carried on more 
trade. This could help us and develop contacts. Today, there 
is no or little trade. It could possibly influence people. 
Even tourists might help to open another window. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It-is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. ~— — ΝΞ ΞΕ 77 " 
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- According to. CG 5824-S*, he had participated in 
the brief meeting between HENRY WINSTON and STANLEY (νυ) 
which was held in Moscow, USSR, It was the source's belief 
that he was a representative of the Party of People's — 
Alliance of Haiti since this Party had been recognized - 
during the 23rd Congress, CPSU, by the reading of greetings 
to that Congress, During the actual meeting with STANLEY 
(LNU), however, it was not definitely stated that this 
was his Party affiliation, At this. meeting of WINSTON and 
STANLEY (LNU), no reference was made to the boats or guns 
referred to by WILLIAM KASHTAN, but STANLEY did mention 
that his Canadian contact was RYERSON, The addresses which 
are set forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum were 
supplied by the Haitian to CG 5824-S* who ds International 

' Affairs Secretary of the CP, USA, was to utilize them for 
communications and make them known to the CP, USA. 
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ONE STANLEY {reponse REGARDI 
ONK RTY“OF"PEOPLE'S 

“ALLIANCE _OF HALTI. AND HATTI, AND INQUIRY CON> 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during April, 1966, advised as follows: 

During October, 1965, Henry Winston, a Vice Chair- 
man of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), attended the 
AITI Congress of the CP of Chile held in Santiago, Chile, 
as a fraternal delegate from _the CP, USA. At this Congress, 
Winston made contact with an “individual from Haiti who is 
believed to be active in the Party of People's. Alliance 

: -Of Haiti. During their meeting, Winston reportedly com- 
mitted the CP, USA to provide to the Haitian and-his Party -- —— 

__. = some offset printing equipment. 

Subsequentiy, this same Haitian was in Moscow, 
~— USSR, at the time of the XXIII Congress of the Communist-. 

λα Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held March 29 through 
Aa April 8, 1966. At this time, this Haitian, who is a Negro 

\ eripple,\ proximately six feet, one inch tall, was utilizie 
the nam last name unknown) ; however, it is not 

Ne known iffthis was his true name or ΘΙ ΘΙ an alias. At the 
ἊἪ Ce time, this Haitian held a meeting with William Kashtan, 

General Secretary of the CP of Canada. Reportedly, he told 
Kashtan that "they" were interested in buying fast boats and 
arms, including machine guns, for Haiti if such material - 
could be located in Canada. He remarked that while such 
arms and boats. were available from Cuba, they preferred 
to: get them from other sources if possible. 

looy304) 55 1) 
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INFORMATION REGARDING. ONE. STANLEY Ῥ ET 
(LAST NAME UNKNOWN), PARTY OF 
PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE OF HAITI, AND 
INQUIRY CONCERNING PURCHASE OF 
BOATS AND GUNS IN CANADA 

Also, during this same period, Henry Winston 
again met with this Haitian representative and once again 
renewed his prior commitment that the CP, USA would provide 
offset printing equipment to this individual! s Haitian 
Party. It was also learned that the Haitian's main contact 
in Canada was Stanley Ryerson, a functionary of the CP of 
Canada who works out of Toronto, Ontario. During the course 
of the meeting with Winston, the Haitian representative 
provided the following addresses which could be used for 
the transmission of written -communications and documentary 
material: a 

Garcia “Perez 
Ave. Morelos 65 

Mexico City, D.F. (4 
(this address recommended. for transmission.—  -- --— 
of docune ts and similar material) ! 

᾿ 

Romulo Ἄοσο 
Calle Sacramento ROX ἢ 

_Mexico CL CY yy wel Εν Θ 
“C€his. addréss recommended for use in con- 

nection ν th written communications) ; 

stanley /Ryerson 
oronto-—Ontario, Canada 
(this address, according to the Haitian, 
was preferred in preference to the preceding 
two and could be used not only for communi-~ 
cations butalso for possibly arranging direct 
contact) 

- This: document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the. FBI, It 15. the. property. of the FBI..and-is loaned--to--your- - - 
agency; it and its contents are not to -be distributed outside 
-your agency. 
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According to CG 5824-S*, the meeting held with 
the representatives of the National Revolutionary Movement. 
Party (Congo - Brazzaville) was held in Moscow, USSR, on 
4/9/66. This meeting had been requested by the ΟΡ, USA 
fraternal delegation to the XXIII Congress of the CPSU and. 
arranged with the consent of thé CPSU, Participating for 
the CP, USA at this meeting, in addition to the source, 
were HENRY WINSTON, HYMAN LUMER, and JAMES JACKSON, 

- 2 - 
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Pres ON 
COMMENTS OF AMBROISE NOUMAZALAY, FIRST 
POLITICAL SECRETARY OF THE POLITICAL 
BUREAU, NATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT 
PARTY (CONGO - BRAZZAVILLE) 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in May,. 1966, advised as follows: 

During April, 1966, following the conclusion of 
the XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) held in Moscow, USSR, March 29 through April 
8, 1966, the fraternal delegation from the Communist Party, 
USA (CP, USA) to this Congress met with the delegation from 
the National Revolutionary Movement Party (Congo - Brazzaville) 
-CNRMP -(C-B). who attended this same Congress as. observers. 
Acting as. spokesmen for their respective Parties at this - 

"--~ -meeting were.Henry Winston, a Vice Chairman of the CP, USA, 
and Ambroise Noumazalay, First Political secretary, Political - --. 
Bureau, NRMP (C-B). 

Henry Winston opened the discussions at this 
meeting by extending greetings to the NRMP (C-B) from ‘the 
CP, USA. 

Ambroise Noumazalay then spoke, and the essence 
of his remarks was as follows: 

We in the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville) are 
surrounded and this compels us to play a peculiar role. The 
imperialists and their stooges in The Congo Republic (Leopold- 
ville) watch our every move jealously. 

ΝΕ In our country we have problems, both economic and 
fiscal. _ Fiscal. a θΝ _ Es πᾳ. 

ΠΣ 
ENCLOSURE 
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When our revolution first broke, we faced the 
question of whether to just take part or whether to build 
our Party, Our decision was to support the revolution and 
then build the Party as an organ of the revolution, 

Here is what makes. our revolution different. We 
carried out the revolution first and latet had to train, our 
cadre, Presently, here in Moscow, as the Ambassador to the 
Soviet Union, jis: one of those who was a leader in the midst 
of the revolution. We cannot claim that we have succeeded 
‘already in the Congo but we hope to succeed ultimately: We 
are relying on the masses and the most progressive forces 
in the country to carry our revolution through. 

‘The importance of our economic problem can be © 
understood when one realizes that even to this day fifty 
“percent of our economy is controlled by the imperialists.” 
Before the revolution, we had no experience in management 
of our economy. We have been trying for the last two and 
a half years to gain this experience and learn, We have 

-—— had to study our country but even-here we have had problems - 
because the records, statistics, etc., were all taken to 
Paris, France, by the French. Now, we are just beginning 
to understand our economy. We now believe that we can start 
to control our economy. At this time our relations with the 
socialist states are only in the formative stages and we 
are still negotiating although we are already receiving - 
assistance from the Soviet Union. Sometimes we do deal with 
the imperialists but watch these dealings closely in order 
to be certain we do not lose. control, 

We have had difficulties also. Certain habits 
_ were developed by our-people- in- the- former society that 
we will have to overcome. The wealthier strata of the 

“population — was accustomed to certain ΤΣ ἜΝ “Even ΟἿΣ 
poor were used to certain goods. As a result, we have had 
to use our currency for certain imports rather than putting 
such currency to work building our economy. 

Take one example. We used to import cement from 
Angola but then broke relations with Portugal and began to 
import cement from the Soviet Union. The people did not 

tj 
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like the cement that we received from the Soviet Union and 
said "not the same cement." It took time to explain: to our 
people how to use this new.cement. Now, this problem has 
been solved but sometimes other problems are more difficult. 
Presently we are building a hotel in Brazzaville and here 
people see that the cement from the USSR is o.k. ‘ 

We are now in the process of building our Party 
and its ties with the masses. 

' In regard to relations with the United States, 
You will recall we broke relations last July because the 
United States had interfered in our affairs and. was engaged 
in plots and was building’ a counterrevolutionary center. 
They used their information office for espionage. 

As to our economy, France, today, plays the biggest 
role and has most of our trade. 

As to nationalization, some of our mines are already: -.-- - 
__nationalized -either--im- whole’ or in. part. The metal mining 

and precious stones are complétely nationalized, We have also 
started to nationalize our educational institutions. The 
banking industry has not as yet been nationalized and this 15. 
something for the future... Heré, too, we lack cadres and this 
is part of the reason for the delay. We did, however, establish 
a national bank and there is also a private bank system in the 
Congo. These institutions will now serve. as a training ground 
for our cadre, 

In regard to our military. After the revolution 
all except a handful of the French soldiers were sent away. 
The Army was against France. The main trainees today are our 
people. with Soviet and Cuban officers. This was not an easy 
change because even our officers were trained by France. 
Our problems in the Army are ohly half solved. We are now 
trying Soviet experience; with some new experience of ourown 

added, to do political work in the Army. _We are forming..a- —------- 
people! s-militia-to back up ‘the Army. - 

How do we characterize the Congo (Brazzaville) 
regime? This is both a strategic and tactical question. 
When we say we will achieve socialism, the United States 
becomes angry. However, I believe our history will call it 
a People's Democratic National Revoluti 

-3- Pen ΤΕΣ 
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At the time of our revolution, there was no Party 
and therefore all of our diplomats were not Party people. 
Here, in Moscow, we do control because our Ambassador is a 
member of the Central Committee of our Party. We are 
beginning to control our diplomatic personnel more and more. 
We consider our Ambassador to the United States a good 
cadre. 

At the present time in our country we are not 
building heavy industry, just processing, and are trying 
to keep this in the hands of the state. We will try-to 
involve foreign capital but also seek to guarantee how much 
profit is ours. This is possible since our minerals are 
profitable and the capitalists will still make big profits 
even under the conditions we might impose. 

* 
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